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Now. Unsecured credit lines to $ 3 5,000
from the privacy of your office.

As a member of the National Association of Accou ntan ts, yo u are eligible
to apply for a line of c redit up to
$35,000...on your signature alone. No
collateral is necessary.
• Credit lines available up to $35,000.
Major funds for your major needs. While
current earnin gs or credit cards can take
care of most smaller needs, today's busy
executive requires larger amounts of
cash from time to time.
• All transactions handled by mail.
This unique feature makes borrowing
unusually convenient and guarantees
privacy. There are no personal meetings and no complicated procedures.
The few necessary steps are made
by you in the privacy of your home
or office.
• Your signature is the only collateral
requ ired . Theres no n eed to tie u p
any of your assets.
• The convenience of a revolving
credit line Once your credit line is
approved, it only takes a phone call to
activate your credit —a check is mailed
immediately. If you want additional
funds the next month ... or the next
clay-just call and your money will be
in the mail.
• No fees. No prepayment penalties.
There is no charge to establish your

credit line. no loan processing fees,
and no prepayment penalties. Once
you activate your line, you pay interest
only for the amount you actually use,
and the competitive interest rate floats
at 4.9% over the prime rate. Your interest rate can be as low as 16% and
never higher than 21%.
• Satisfaction guaranteed. There's no
risk. If you activate your credit line
and are not completely satisfied,
return the money within 30 days and
theres absolutely no cost to you.
This special program is administered
by Security Pacific Executive /Professional
Services in Aurora, Colorado —a national
leader in providing m ail loans with a history dating back to 1905. In California,
the program is handled by The Banker's
Investment Company.
Both Security Pacific Executive/
Professional Services and The Banker's
Investment Company have the experience and financial strength to serve the
membership. They are subsidiaries of
Security Pacific Corporation, the nation's
seventh largest bank - holding company with
assets over $46 billion. Both institutions
are equal opportunity lenders and
approval of all credit lines, regardless
of amount. is subject to their normal
credit policies.
To cover the administrative costs of
arranging a national program, the

Association receives a small fee. The
offer should not be construed as an
endorsem ent by the Association of the
lender or any other products or services
included in the Group Discount Program.
You'll find it easy to apply for your
line of credit. Just fill out the coupon
below and mail it today. By return
mail you 'll receive a one-page application. it's that simple.
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If you use
temporary personnel,
you may need more
than one service.
While most temporary personnel services provide employees for a
hundred different job categories —from clerks to laborers— Accountemps
provides professionals in accounting, bookkeeping and data processing,
exclusively.
Accountemps is a specialist in temporary personnel. And, a recent
survey* reveals that 2 out of 3 executives agree that specialized temporary
personnel services do a better job.
And Accountemps does the best job of all.
At Accountemps, you'll find that our specialized employees are slightly
over - qualified —which means they get the job done quickly and accurately. And
that's cost- effective.
When you need an accountant, bookkeeper or edp professional for
a day, a week, a month —or even longer —call any of our offices on three
continents.

*Burke Marketing Services
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How the Changing Role of the Board Will Affect Controllers

22

By Robert K. Mueller
In excerpts from his address before NAA's 7th Annual Controllers' Conference, the chairman of the board of Arthur D. Little, Inc., offers advice on how controllers can use their
expertise to help corporate directors become more accountable, effective, and innovative.

The Corporate Audit Committee

31

By Martha E. Jenkins and Loudell Ellis Robinson
Corporate CEOs used to ask: Should our company establish an audit committee? But as
the financial reporting process grows more complex and the potential legal exposure for a
company and its directors increases, the need to establish an audit committee now is a
foregone conclusion. Here's how such a committee works at South Central Bell.

Costs

Just -in -Time: an Inventory System Whose Time Has Come

36

By Arjan T. Sadhwani, M.H. Sarhan, and Dayal Kiringoda
Just -in -Time approaches cost reduction by concentrating on the elimination of all unnecessary inventories. Described here is a framework for JIT inventory management systems as
applied to purchasing and production. The experiences of several U.S. companies who
have implemented such systems also are described.

The Impact of Automation on Accounting for Indirect Costs

45

By Henry R. Schwarzbach
As companies have become more automated, their cost accounting systems have grown
more complex, especially because goods are being produced with less labor while costs
supporting the new automation have escalated. Management accountants must redirect
their focus to these costs to make sure they supply accurate information to management
for making decisions.
Certificate of Merit, 1984 -85

Finance

Why LBOs Are Popular

51

By Susan Harding, Leon Hanouille, Joseph C. Rue, and Ara G. Volkan
Inflation and tax advantages have created a boom in leveraged buyouts as a form of business acquisitions. But there are pitfalls to this creative acquisition technique, and critics
are calling for improved reporting to shareholders of proposed acquisition offers.

Taxes

Deferred Taxes and Consolidations —a Case for Change

57

By Leon B. Hoshower and William L. Ferrara
Two shortcomings of current accounting rules and regulations are revealed in the case of
General Electric and its wholly owned subsidiary, General Electric Credit Corp. First, reported income expense often differs radically from income taxes actually paid, and, second, nonfinancial parent companies are discouraged from issuing consolidated statements
with a financial subsidiary. Changing these rules could provide users of financial statements with a more objective and enlightened picture of a company's operations.
Certificate of Merit 1984 -85
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Banking

Analyzing the Profitability of Branch Banks

61

By Collier E. Mickle, Jim D. Reed, and Daniel L. Butler
An increase in bank failures in recent months has raised questions concerning how well
banks and their branch offices are being managed. One solution to the problem is to operate each branch office as a profit center, and to use R.O.I. to measure performance.

Standards

The Bottom Line

67

By Robert A. Morgan
In his final installment, a former FASB member summarizes his suggestions for helping the
Board improve its standard- setting process and urges the body to stay one step ahead of
government regulators who may want to curb the independent FASB process.

NAA

NAA Uses Video to Keep Members Current

74

By Dan Hrisak
Video technology is now making it possible for management accountants to keep up with
fast -paced changes without having to attend many meetings.
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Innovation, Participation, and Closure

(ISSN 0025 -1690)

Innovation. The wealth of information in the hands of the finance
group suggests that it should be a major source of innovative
studies and projects. Since other corporate elements are not exposed to the full scope of available real data, it should be the
responsibility of the management accountant to raise new issues
and new ways of looking at old relationships. He should be the
spark plug in the engine of inquiry.
Participation. The participative process tends to sort out the reactive financial people from their more dynamic colleagues. It is
possible, of course, to participate in a program by simply providing data, making calculations, and preparing schedules for the reports. In this mode the management accountant plays it safe. He
is energetic in execution but commits little of his own views to the
project.
The more aggressive management accountant beco mes involved in the planning, the procedures, and the conclusions of an
investigation. Whether the project is started by him or is initiated
by others, he steps beyond his functional scope and vigorously
seeks to evolve creative techniques and recommendations. The
project becomes personal to him as he accepts responsibility for
the total achievement.
Closure. As used here, this term refers to completing the job. Obviously, it becomes necessary to have a clarification of what the
job is. In a dynamic situation the job does not stop with merely
issuing a report. It can only be said to have achieved "closure"
when the report has become effective in changing the course of
operating activity. The good management accountants seem to
have a special tactical sense which permits their work to have
corporate impact and thus to achieve completion in a meaningful
sen se.

HERBERT C. KNORTZ
President, 1985 -86

p

p

The pursuit of the foregoing virtues often brings a management
accountant into confrontation with the hierarchical claims and turf
considerations of others on the management team. Business colleagues do no t always ackn owl ed ge th at "nu mb ers p eop le" can
make judgment calls. They may have to be weaned into new standards of acceptance.
Technical co mp eten ce and professional ap p ro ach es can be
learned through educational processes such as those sponsored by
NAA. Probably,
will not emphasize the development of a
y.
sense of innovative inquiry, of project participation, and of job closure. These attributes will remain the personal challenge to those
management accountants who wish to be a dynamic and beneficial
force within their organization.
9
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Management accountants seek to be a significant force in their organizations. In general their competence is well respected and in
supportive roles they are welcomed into most projects and planning
sessions. To ensure that they have a noticeable beneficial impact, it
is necessary for them to be concerned with "innovation," "participation" and "closure."

Copyright (D 1985 by the
National A ssociation of Accountants
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Consco's Accounting
Information System
LetsYOUTakeFinancial
InformationProcessing
BeyondTheGeneral
Ledger.
An ordinary general ledger system can snafu
your battle plan in the war on accounting problems.
To defeat the oncoming platoons of reporting and
analysis requirements, you need instant access to all
financial data. In the format you want it in, not some
programmers idea of a format. And whats more, you
want it without data processing limitations or restrictions. The strategy: AIS from Consco, a user - oriented,
mainframe computer system providing you with
accounting and financial information customized into
any format you require.
AIS, Accounting Information System, is General
Ledger plus everything else you wish you could do
with your present system, but can't. A full - fledged,
on -line information management system capable of
integrating and reporting on accounting data from
your entire company, no matter how large or diversified. And providing your management with the
information it needs to do its job.
AIS includes such capabilities as work order management, construction work in progress, cost control
and analysis, project reporting, encumbrance accounting and an unlimited number of custom applications
you specify.
And for the company required to prepare consolidations, there's CONSOL Consolidation System,
the only consolidation system ever developed that
actually automates the tedious tasks involved, such as
reconciling intercompany accounts and producing
management reports. CONSOL does it with a unique
design which allows it to produce results up to 200
times faster than any other system, even on such complex applications as reporting in conformance with
FASB 8, FASB 14, FASB 33, FASB 52, the preparation
of schedules as required by SEC and IRS, as well as
the preparation of analysis and operating statistics as
required by your management. It even permits the
design and formatting of an infinite variety of reports
combining items from various schedules and time
periods, with multiple formats in a single report.

Consco

Retire that cranky old General Ledger system and
promote your financial data
processing up to Consco's
systems. Better strategy for
better financial management.
Fordetails, call us at
(201) 561 -2111
or write to:

400 Corporate Court, South Plainfield, NJ 07080
Circle number 4 on reply card,

Opinion
Robert L. Shultis, Executive Director

`Letters —We Get Letters'
Perry Como, on his television series many
years ago, used to feature a segment where he
and his singing group responded to viewer requests for certain songs. (Does anybody remember exactly how long ago? Good trivia
question.) Apparently he got lots of letters; at
least that was the implication. He certainly sang
lots of songs.
I wish I could say the same about MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING'S Letters to the Editor feature. Unfortunately, I can't. Each month or so I
walk down to the Publications Department and
inquire as to who has commented on anything
in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING... not just on the
Opinion column but on anything at all. Recently
the answers I have received have been, "nobody." Perhaps we are in a dry spell. If so,
about the only thing drier has been New York
City's reservoir system. What bothers me just
as much is that nobody, least of all me, seems
to know why.
Are we publishing the wrong material? Are
we publishing material which nobody wants to
read? Possibly, but it hardly seems likely. Certainly Bob Morgan's series called "The Bottom
Line" contains plenty of thought - provoking material (July, August, September, '85). Bob Frazer, the CEO of Dayton Power & Light, is a vigorous and articulate proponent of current value
accounting, as the article in the August MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING points out. Yet none of
our historical cost advocates rose up in righteous wrath to smite the author of this radical
view. Or have we all become current value proponents by now? In that case, I would hope to
see letters in support.

Are we publishing material that nobody can
read or understand? That might be a legitimate
complaint against some articles which have ap6

peared in publications of certain other accounting organizations, but an honest appraisal of
those appearing in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
would uncover very few that were hard to read.
Our editors spare no pains to make them readable. Not all the articles are of interest to all the
membership, of course, but readable they are.
What then? Was it the summer season, when
one's mind turns to the beach or the mountains, to traveling or fishing? Perhaps. All of us
need an occasional rest from our profession
and the daily business at hand. However, the
letter drought seems to have continued into
this crisp fall weather we are having now when
all of us should be bright -eyed and bushy - tailed
and full of new ideas to change our world. The
weather is right —but still no letters.
Is it sheer inertia on the part of our members
and our readership? That may be the answer,
although I hope not. I've heard it said that our
organization is chapter competition driven and
that little gets done unless it garners points for
the chapters in the competition. I would hope
that there are other motivational factors besides the competition— interest in the profession, desire to advance a point of view, need to
throw a brickbat or to bestow a bouquet —but
inertia may really be the answer. Some years
ago, the chapter competition included points
for submitting letters to the editor and there
were lots of them. That rule was changed and,
since then, the number of letters has dropped
off precipitously.
Probably one of the most read —and most
readable — columns in most business magazines is the "L etters to the E ditor." If you
haven't been in the habit of reading these columns, try them. Try, especially, the column in
Forbes where lively debates among readers
and between readers and writers pop up continually. In about every third issue a reader will
suggest that the publisher (Malcolm Forbes)
has more hot air than one of his hot air balloons —all of which is duly noted in the Letters
column.
The space is there. What we need is something to put in it. Surely among the 95,000 readers there are some great comments waiting to
be put on paper and published. The accounting
world is full of commotion, is in a constant state
of flux, and needs the input of all of us. Where,
then, are the ideas? Certainly something someone has written strikes you as great —or as
nothing but hot air. Either way, your opinion
counts. Your editors and your fellow members
think so, too.
We want to publish all your thoughts so let's
hear it from Paducah, or from Prairie View, or
from Pittsburgh. Let's hear it from everybody! El
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985
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INTRODUCINGSOFTWARE,NAROWAREANDASUPPORTSYSTEM
TOGETYOURACCOUNTINGPRACTICEGLOWING.

As a professional, you may
already know about the incredible versatility of the GLOWS*
System. You may already recognize that this software can
streamline practically every
accounting task you have —with
its near -total flexibility in formatting and menu - creation.
(The GLOWS Audit Module,
for instance, can save you
almost 40% in staff time over
manual preparation of financial
statements.)

W

But now a special GLOWS
Client Accounting System,
and a GLOWS PM (Practice
Management) Accounting
System are available from
AT &T's Small Business Connection. And when you order
the new AT &T GLOWS, you
get something more than superior software.
You also connect with the
ideal source for AT &T's UNIXTM
System family of computers —
the computers with the future
built in. The latest of these is the
enhanced 3B2 line,which combine
high performance and remarkable multi -user capabilities.
Also, the Small Business
Connection is staffed by some
of the most knowledgeable
service specialists in the world.
They have a unique understanding of the particular
demands of your trade, and how
AT &T software and hardware
can meet those demands.
To help you get the most out
of any AT &T system, the Small
Business Connection offers
specialized training, if desired.
They also provide a Service
Hotline for immediate assistance,
plus another service that can
actually perform software
diagnostics over the phone.

"
The enhanced AT &T 3132/300 and its user friendly terminals really stack up to meet your needs.

The.integrated modules
for AT&TGLOWS
include: Write -Up,
Audit, Financial
eport Generator,
ix ed Assets Reporting, After- the -Fact
Payroll Accounting
and 1099 System.

All of this means just one
thing: you will be better able to
service your clients. Because
when you buy a system from
the Small Business Connection,
AT &T assumes complete end to-end responsibility for that
system. And of course, you'll be
dealing with a single source —
the one with a proven past and
a guaranteed future.
Call 1800 247 -7000, Ext.
168, when you're ready to glow
with the full- service computer
specialists at the Small Business
Connection of AT &T.

AT&T

The right choice.

Management
Accounting
Practices

technical bulletins (listed in the October column) and comments on the issues raised by
the FASB on "Transition in FASB Technical
Bulletins," were on the agenda of the September meeting of the MAP Committee. Regarding
the Technical Bulletin 85 -e, "Accounting for a
Purchase of Treasury Shares at a Price Significantly in Excess of the Current Market Price
and Related Transactions," the MAP comments were introduced by observations:

Stephen Landekich, Editor

MAP Statement Promulgation
SMA 4B: "Allocation of Service and Administrative Costs "and SMA 4C: "Definition and Measurement of Direct Labor Cost" appeared in the
September and October issues of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, respectively. Both are now
available in separate volumes and can be ordered from the Special Order Department at $5
each.
Several new projects were initiated at the August and October meetings of the Subcommittee on MAP Statement Promulgation. It is anticipated that a major project will be added in the
near future —an SMA on the Common Body of
Knowledge, after the completion of the work
done by the President's Ad Hoc Committee,
chaired by Grant U. Meyers.
At the October meeting, the Subcommittee
approved a new SMA: Measuring Entity Performance. It is expected that this statement will be
ready for publication after the November meeting of the MAP Committee.

Another Step for EDGAR
The Securities & Exchange Commission's electronic disclosure system (EDGAR) is now operating as a pilot program, which recently has
been expanded. In 1984, the SEC adopted a
set of temporary rules and forms to enable an
initial group of volunteer participants to file disclosure documents through EDGAR. The recent adoption of temporary rule- and -form
amendments will facilitate the use of EDGAR
by registered investment companies. The formal comment period will close on December 1,
1985, but the Commission encourages further
suggestions; they may be submitted throughout
the pilot program.

Responsive Activity
Responses to the FASB on the four proposed

"The scope of this proposed TB, as drafted, is broader than the 'greenmail' situations which we understand gave rise to
the questions. W e believe that if the
Technical Bulletin approach is to be used,
the subject matter should be narrowly restricted to greenmail issues_"
"If, on the other hand, other situations
where a company acquires its own stock
are to be dealt with, we believe more 'due
process' is called for. Long standing
GAAP concerning recognition of gain or
loss on transactions in a company's own
stock may be at issue...."
Other significant agenda items were comment letters on: FASB's Exposure Draft on Accounting for Pension Settlements, Curtailments
of Defined Benefit Pension Plans and for Termination Benefits; SEC's releases on Proxy
Rules and "Opinion Shopping;" and IASC's
draft on Retirement Benefit Plans.
The MAP Subcommittee on the Governmental Accounting Standards Board is preparing a
comment letter on the exposure draft of the
Proposed Statement of Governmental Accounting Standards, "Disclosure of Defined
Benefit Pension Information for Public Employee Retirement Systems and State and Local
Governmental Employers." The Subcommittee
draft will be presented for action at the November meeting of the MAP Committee.

November Meetings in Australia
NAA's representative Joseph L. Brumit will
chair the meeting of the Financial and Management Accounting Committee (FMAC) of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) in
Sydney, Australia. Agenda items are drafts of
Management of Currency Risk Exposure and
Strategic Financial Management. The Committee will consider two other topics: Accounting
for Social Costs and Cash Flow Reporting. Joe
will then go to Adelaide for a meeting of the
Council of the IFAC. Then he will represent
NAA at the Centenary Congress hosted by
Australian accountancy bodies.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/DECEMBER1985
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Management
Information
Systems
F. Daniel Smithson, Contributing Editor

Making Effective Use
of Off -Line Data Processing
Companies with large "Mainframe" computers
frequently have the need to perform special
analysis of detailed transaction data supporting
the balance in a control account. Although
there is a legitimate need for this analysis, requests for program changes or access to the
main (on -line) computer system must be controlled in order to; protect the integrity of the
accounting system, minimize the cost of programming, control access to confidential data,
and minimize interference with current routine
transactions, processing, and updating of
records.
At Gulf Power Co. all computer program
changes and requests for data must go through
an elaborate justification and approval process
which is both extensive and time consuming,
Obtaining permission to access data involves
the preparation of a formal, written proposal
that identifies the files to be accessed, the data
to be extracted, the purpose for which the data
is needed, and the identity of the person using
the data. The request process and associated
programming may take up to three months and
can cost over $1,000. This amount does not include the cost and time involved in running the
job.
A simpler, faster, and more efficient alternative is to use a peripheral computer system that
can receive data from the main system, but
cannot transmit data to the main system. Gulf
Power uses a Honeywell 6000 computer configured for time sharing to perform reconciliations and other analysis. The Honeywell computer is not on -line with our main line computer.
The data to be loaded into the Honeywell system is output onto magnetic tape as programs
10

are run on the main line computers and then
manually transferred to the peripheral system.
Gulf Power, along with our main electric service business, has a merchandise sales and
service operation. The Honeywell System reconciles and analyzes merchandise sales with
the timing of cash receipts. In addition, the system is used to track sales office documents
(forms issued to sales office, forms used, documents unused) and adherence to company
guidelin es conc ern in g down p aym en t
requirements.
To accomplish these tasks, data must be obtained from both the cash receipts file which
contains information on all cash received and
deposited by the company cashiers, and the
merchandise sales file which contains data on
each specific sale. Because there is confidential customer information in each of the files,
access must be controlled in order to prevent
unauthorized use or tampering with these records. Access to these records is restricted by
dumping the selected data onto a magnetic
tape as part of the routine processing. The tape
is then carried to the Honeywell computer and
input into the peripheral system.
Appliance Cash Sales Monitoring was first
used to monitor cash sales in the Gulf Power
appliance sales division. In the appliance division, each store is issued prenumbered sales
order documents on which all sales transactions are recorded. As part of the internal control procedures, all documents must be accounted for —a task that is appropriate for
peripheral systems but not practical for the
mainframe computer.
At our company, sales recorded on an order
form are processed separately from the cash
that may have been received as a down payment on an order. Subsequent cash received
as payments on account also are processed
through a separate system. The sales orders
are processed through the merchandise accounting system while cash either received as
a down payment or on account are processed
by the cashier through our cash receipts system. To be certain all monies are received
when due, the sales and cash receipts transaction must be compared. This comparison is
complicated by month -end cut -off dates. Cash
received through the last working day of the
month is recorded in the current month's business. Sales orders usually occurring in the last
five days before month end are put into the
next month's business_ It is the disparity
caused by this timing difference that makes the
reconciliation of these two accounts so difficult.
During month -end processing on the main J# 19
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ce there was a small company that was operating
in the red. Cash flow was tight. Books didn't balance.
The paperwork was insurmountable. And the owner

was so busy reacting to daily pressures, he didn't have
time to plan for the future. Times were tough. But
luckily he had a smart CPA who recommended
Open Systems business and accounting
software. So he started with General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable and
42.341S 1
Accounts Payable. And his business began
to transform before his eyes. Accounting
procedures were streamlined. Product i v i r\t increased. And the books began
;W�„
to balance. His CPA recommended
two more software solutions:
Inventory and Payroll.
Amazing. He was out of the red and in
the black. It seemed the more Open
111
MY�Systems solutions he added the more
successful he became. So his CPA
recommended Job Cost, Human
Resource Management, Purchase
Order Processing and Sales Order Processing. In no time
at all, his business was running more cost
effectively than he ever dreamed
successful,
prosperous
and still
rl
possible. Today
his company
is in
k®
the black. His CPA? He's more
successful too. Because he
recommended Open Systems, he's
spending more time in financial planning and
less time balancing debits and credits. Adding value
to his client relationship, securing a good reference
and improving his own cash flow as well.

Open Systems gets you in the
black and keeps you there.
OPENSYSTEMSTM

Business and Accounting Software

1-800-328-2276

6477 City West Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55344
A UCCEL Company
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Taxes
Israel Blumenfrucht,
and Jerold M. Weiss, Editors

When Personal Injury
Damage Awards Are Taxable
In a recent Revenue Ruling (85 -143), the IRS
declared it will not follow and adhere to the decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals in the Ninth
Circuit (P. Roemer, Jr., 52 AFTR2d 83 -5954)
which held that compensatory damages awarded in a libel suit for business losses resulting
from personal injury were excludable from a
taxpayer's gross income.
In the case at hand, Paul Roemer was an insurance broker who owned his own insurance
business in California for many years. He enjoyed an excellent reputation in the community,
both personally and professionally, and earned
a high income from his insurance business.
When Mr. Roemer had an opportunity to expand his business, he applied for a license from
a life insurance company. The company ordered a credit report on Mr. Roemer from a
credit bureau. The credit bureau's report was
grossly defamatory, falsely stating, among other things, that Mr. Roemer was ignorant in insurance matters, was recently fired from his position as president of an insurance firm, and
implied that he had misappropriated funds belonging to others for his personal benefit.
Upon learning of the report, Mr. Roemer demanded a retraction. However, the retraction
he received contained other defamatory innuendos. As a result of the report, he was denied
licenses from insurance companies, his profits
diminished, and his business reputation was
damaged. At a trial by jury, he was awarded
compensatory damages but was given no indication of the basis for its decision— whether it
was for personal or professional injuries.
The failure of the jury to distinguish between
personal and professional injuries is critical because the Code provides that amounts received for damages on account of personal injuries or sickness are generally excluded from
income. Amounts received for professional injuries and loss of business income are generally included in gross income.
12

The Tax Court, in ascertaining the nature of
the damages received by Mr. Roemer, "concluded that the predominant nature of the taxpayer's claims involved damage to this busines s an d p rofes s ion al rep ut ation as an
insurance broker." Thus, the Tax Court held
that the damages received by Roemer were includable in gross income.
The Court of Appeals reversed the decision
because "the Tax Court's analysis of this matter confuses a personal injury with its consequences." The Court looked to the state statutes, and found that defamation of an individual
is a personal injury under California law. Thus,
the Court stated that while Mr. Roemer received sufficient damage to both his personal
and professional relationship,
".... all of the harm that is done flows
from the same personal attack on the defamed individual.... Since the defamation of an individual is a personal injury
under California law, the compensatory
damages received by Roemer... are excluded from gross income... as would be
the compensatory damages received on
account of any personal injury."
The IRS, however, ruled that it believed the
decision of the Tax Court was correct, and it
would not follow the decision of the Court of
Appeals. The IRS stated that the libelous statements were directed primarily to the individual
in his business capacity, with the result that the
primary harm suffered was loss of business income. "The characterization of the lawsuit
brought by the individual under the law of the
particular state where suit was filed should not
determine the characterization of the damages
received for federal income tax purposes."
The IRS, however, did concede that where a
taxpayer suffers a physical personal injury, all
compensatory damages received are excludable from gross income, including any damages received to compensate the taxpayer for
income lost while the taxpayer was disabled,
Accordingly, the IRS is alerting taxpayers
that awards for non - physical damages must be
included in gross income if the primary reason
for the award was for business losses; awards
for physical damages will be excluded from
gross income even if the award was received
for loss of business income.

Fees Relinquished to Employer
Are Income
In a Letter Ruling (8524072), the IRS ruled that
$* 15
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Running ahead.

NOMORETRADE-OFFS!
A whole New Concept in Corporate Tax Software
UST BECAUSE you have a micro computer doesn't mean your
tax department is automated.
If you are a dedicated tinkerer, you
may be able to get conventional tax
software to do what you have in mind.
But what are you willing to trade for
the pleasure?
Automatic calculations? Unlimited

room for your data base? Continuous compliance with changing laws?
Speed? Versatility? Personal service?
Non e o f the above.
Now you can give up giving up. CLR/
FAST -TAX has developed a new
family of corporate tax micro software with a plus: No compromises.
You can have it all with CORPO-

tant, CORPORATE SERIES SOFTWARE
"operates significantly faster than
similar products" That's because
there are no commands to peck out
on the keyboard. It's function key
driven.
Plus Factor #6: User - defined output ... You determine exactly how
your reports and schedules will look.
And you don't have to "doctor" the
software to get what you want.
Plus Factor #7: The FAST -TAX
connection ... With FAST -TAX, you
can forget pencil pushing for good.
CORPORATE SERIES SOFTWARE
packs more off -line power than any
alternative. W hat's more, you have
an on -line link to the most compre-

does the documentation. The applications follow identical formats. An
independent national consultant
rates the simplified CORPORATE SERIES menus "superior."

Plus Factor #3: Automatic Data
Entry ... From your corporate mainframe, from micro spreadsheets, or
straight from the books. CORPORATE
SERIES SOFTWARE lets you enter data
— automatically — from 1120 trial
balances. So much for the source
data b ottleneck!
Plus Factor #4: Instant tax code
updates ... No waiting for new diskettes. Electronic software distribution is the secret, and only FAST -TAX
can do it. Key the menu, get the online updates, proceed off-linePlus Factor #5: Speed ... According to an independent consul-

hensive co rpo rate tax system in the
wo rld. You get unlimited calculatio ns. Plus unlimited storage. Plus ...
P lus F a c t o r # 8 : Unli m i t ed p e r sonal service ... P roblems? If there's
a FA S T -T A X diskette in the slo t, all
the he lp yo u ne ed is o nly a n 800
pho ne call away.

RATE SERIES SOFTWARE: The econ-

omy and convenience of off -line micro processing, plus the advanced
technology of the FAST -TAX system.
Plus Factor #1: A family of software . . . T he CORPORATE SERIES

automates federal and state income
tax calculations ... and more. State
allocation /apportionment, and tax
planning, and sales tax, and an
electronic calendar are all part of the
family.
Plus Factor #2: Simplicity ... The
family resemblance is very easy to
live with. All screens look alike. So

1 -800 FAST -TAX
.nom.

''A_
6

a*
I o ur ne xt tra de up: to CORPORATE

SERIES SOFTWARE. It'll be your last.

The "PLUS FACTOR " Soft*&&
Computerued processing for corporate tax professional
rv j �
Q

I
x

COMPI-fTER LANGUAGE RESEARCH
World Headquarters:
2395
Road.
Texas 75006
1.800 Midway
FAST•TAX
In Carrollton,
Texas: (214)250-7800

The same number will put you in
touch with your FAST -TAX representative, You can have the power and
.0in
your own
And you computer
can make
versatility
of desk.
a m ainframe

I

I

i

D

IE

T0: Pete Roberts, OLR/FAST -TAX, 2395 Midway Rd., Carrollton, TX 75006
I'll trade a stamp for more information about CORPORATE SERIES SOFTWARE.
NAME
TITLE
Sales Tax
Trial Balance Interface El State Processing
1120 Consolidation
Tax Planning
Automatic TaxCalendar

I
I

MMPMY

I

ADDRESS

I

crtv
PHONE

STATE

Zip
MA

Data Sheet

the group of small and medium -sized firms illustrate the intense competition among public accounting firms for clients.

U.S. Punched Card Check Is History

Robert F. Randall, Editor

DH &S Issues Report to Congress
In response to a request from Rep. John D.
Dingell, chairman of the House Subcommittee
on Oversight and Investigations, Deloitte Haskins & Sells made public a summary of its activities for the past five years. The firm said that
worldwide fees totaled nearly $1 billion while
U.S. fees in 1985 were approximately $500 million. Fees for U.S. operations in 1985 consisted
of $340 million for audit and emerging business
services; $104 million for tax services; and $56
million for management advisory services, The
firm said that average earnings per partner
were $143,000, a 1% increase over fiscal
1984, stated on a 52 -week basis. DH &S admits
that competition for the services provided by
CPA firms is fierce. The ability of public accounting firms to compete has been affected
by the impact of cost - conscious company managements, expenses of developing new audit
technologies, training costs, and escalating insurance and legal costs, the firm reported. In
1981, 93% of its worldwide fees were in the audit, emerging business, and tax services area;
in 1984, this percentage had fallen to 91 %.
During the same period, fees for management
advisory services had grown from 7% to 9 %.

NCCPAP Charges Four CPA Firms
The National Conference of CPA Practitioners
has filed charges against Arthur Andersen &
Co., Deloitte Haskins & Sells, Price Waterhouse, and Seidman & Seidman, claiming unethical conduct. The charges were filed with
the American Institute of CPAs, the New York
State Society of CPAs, and the New York State
Office of Professional Discipline. NCCPAP alleges that three firms were involved in unethical
conduct based upon advertisements the firms
ran in newspapers. The fourth firm, Arthur Andersen, the organization alleges, has individuals who are not certified public accountants
but who are designated as "participating Principals" who share in the firm's profits on the
same basis as CPA partners. The actions by
14

The government's green punched -card check
that millions of Americans happily open every
year is a thing of the past. The U.S. Treasury
Department is phasing in a new multicolored
paper check which ranges in color from light
blue to pale peach. The new paper check is
more difficult to alter or counterfeit and is expected to save taxpayers $6 million annually
because the lightweight paper stock is less expensive to buy and store.

More Companies Share Medical Costs
More companies are sharing the costs of medical- related benefits with their employees, according to the results of the 1985 Office Salaries and B enefits Su rvey released b y the
Administration Management Society. Based on
a survey of the benefits and worktime policies
of 4,732 North American companies, AMS reports that 47% of the surveyed companies pay
fully for hospitalization, surgical, and major
medical benefits —down from 52% last year.

Business /Accounting Briefs
Latest merger talks involve Peat, Marwick,
Mit c h ell & Co. and KMG Main Hurd man.... The average annual rate of data processing staff turnover has grown from 16% in
1984 to a current level of 18 %, the highest level in the last seven years, reports Edward Perlin
Associates, a management consulting firm in
New York City.... To counter this high turnover
rate, companies are raising salaries for experienced data processing staff at faster rates than
other employees.... Dr. Jack L. Krogstad,
John P. Begley Professor of Accounting at
Creighton University, Omaha, Neb., has been
appointed director of research for the National
Commission on Management Fraud. Formed in
June by a number of accounting organizations
spearheaded by the AICPA, the Commission is
seeking ways to improve the detection and prevention of management fraud.... The South
African Institute of Chartered Accountants recommends in its exposure draft on "Cash Flow
Information," "[that] a properly structured cash
based funds statement would present users of
financial statements with additional information
which would be more meaningful to them than
a funds statement based on movements in
Li
working capital."
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jury d uty fees paid to a juror but
turned over to the employer are required to be included in gross income.
Employers may require employees
who receive fees for jury duty while on
a paid leave to turn over the fees to
the employer. The IRS now requires
the employee to include both the fee
received for jury duty as well as the
entire amount of his regular paycheck
in gross income, even though he does
not actually benefit from receiving the
1.INPUTCHALLENGE

jury fee. However, the IRS permits the
employee to deduct the fee he is required to relinquish as an employee
business expense.
The deduction, however, will only
benefit taxpayers who itemize their
deductions. Thus, taxpayers who do
not itemize deductions, could be
taxed on income they never actually
receive. These taxpayers are advised
to ask their employers for permission
to keep the fees received and, instead, issue a smaller paycheck that
reflects the amount of the fee the employee should have relinquished to
the employer.
E-

2,PROCESSINGCHALLENGE 3.OUTPUTCHALLENGE

Add achart of account codes out of
sequence with others.

Convert from calendar to week-ending reports for a fiscal period.

The CEOdemands anaccurate, mid month, financial statement. today.

"Sure!Gha me a davorso.When
didtvusa .%vuneededit ?"

"It's possible. Giveme a few wvaeks.
Are you mallvsure You wantto
do that?"

"forget it. Not in this lifetime.
Unless vou want tore-write the

wholesystem."

CostAccounting
andPayroll
Support
IBM PC.XT!AT Bar Code
Data Collection System

Application
Collect attendance, labor and material cost
data quickly and accurately with the DCSI
Data Collection System. Bar code wanding stations allow workers to easily enter
data on:
• Direct/Indirect Labor
• Time /Attendance
• Production Counts
• Inventory Receipts and Issues
• Material Movement
The data is edited, stored, passed to your
host and is available for up -to -the minute
status inquiries. The data is processed

to reconcile labortoattendancetirne and
is prepared for your payroll, shop floor
control and inventory applications.
THE381AcoDuNTANT&You

THE381AcoouNTANT&You

2 minutes. You can even link
account codes to the cost centers
you want.

5 minute menu change.overnight
data conversion, initiated by the
accounting manager.

THE 381AccouNTANT & You
30 minutes.Choose date boundaries,
subtotals, sequence, plus the level
of detail you want.

TIC 38ACCOUNTANT

lets you do it yourself.
THE 38 /ACCOUNTANT

With THE 38 /ACCOUNTANT,the
accounting manager controls how your IBM
System/38 controls accounting. Simply.
Directly. Without annoying the DP department.
obs finish
faster and
easier.
And,That
sincemeans
THE 38/A
000UNTANT
posts
transactions daily, not monthly, a truer up-to-

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
•�Designed�and�written�in
structured RPC Ill, the IBM
Systern138 native language.

•�10�fully�integrated�modalesunting.
comprehensive
accounting.

• Installation in 20 work
days or l
oneyback.
•M
Moneyback guarantee

for 90 days after product

t h e - m i nu t e b o t t o m li n e is a s c lo s e a s y o u r
fingertip .
It 's simple , too. Learn one application module
and you can use them all. So the next time you have
to ask a Pprogrammer
to do someth ing for you, call
!� '
Y
SYSGEN Ask "How would THE 3 8/ ACCOUNTANT
allow me to do this myself T' We'll describe the steps

and the time THE 38 /ACCOUNTANT would take.

delivery

Discover how THE 38/ACCOUNTANT is the shortest
distance between an accountant and the bottomline.

For introd uctory bro chure
or to answer questions,
call or write,

SY1GEN
Pal Blake, Sales Manager
3001 Acad emy Dr., Suite 120

Dur ham . NC 27707, (919) 489 -2353

Bar Code
Bar Code provides a superior method for
collecting shop floor data. Easy -to -do
wanding is fast, accurate and readily
accepted by workers. Affordable wanding
stations can be placed near the workers to
minimize lines and unnecessary steps.

The System
DCSI supplies the complete system, takes
full responsibility and guarantees its
success. The best hardware by IBM,
INTERMEC, and PRINTRONIX can be
configured for up to 300 wanding stations.
The powerful DCSI software allows you to
define the transactions to be collected
without custom programming. Data is
passed to the host by on -line communication or batch file transfer.
DCSI will configure a system and assist
you in tailoring the software to meet your
specific needs. DCSI provides on -site
installation assistance and user training.
For more information on how you can
benefit from bar code data collection and
implement your system in weeks, call
or write:
08

"

Data Collection Systems, Inc.
6600 France Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55LI35
16121922 -595(4
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The IBM Busm*essManage
Small business accounting
programs that do what
spreadsheets
cant be held
accountable for.
Spreadsheet programs
are great for playing "what if
But to manage a small
business, you first have to
know what is.
Which is what the IBM

Business Management Series (BMS)
shows you; more easily and
completely than a PC spreadsheet
BMS is a series of six integrated programs (or Editions), each designed for a specific accounting job.
Buy one or several, they outperform spreadsheets on many levels.

As individuals? Ditto.
They print
invoices and monthly
statements Prepare balance sheets and income statements Compare actuals to
budget, this year to last.
BMS writes payroll checks and
pays bills Tellsyou which items are
hot, and which are not Assembles
and prints lists of overdue accounts
Permits automatic aging.
And much more.

Which
is hardly the
best use of a personal
computer. Or your time.
BMS does it better. Its programs talk to each other.
When somebody places an order, you record the event in Order
You update one account, it Entry.Which can tell Accounts
Receivable and Inventory
updates the others.
and General Ledger what's going on.
To manage accounts
Automatically.
Even paying is less painful.
To help managers account,
with a spreadsheet,
Both Accounts Payable and Payroll and accountants manage.
you set up separate
files. One for receivcan update General Ledger.
As a manager, BMS
ables, one for orders, one
You save time, tedium, and aspirin. And by improving the flow
for inventory, etc.
will reacquaint you
of information, you also improve
•
with an old friend.
The trouble is, they stay septhe flow of cash.
Time.
arate.
As a team, BMS Editions beat
Because BMS works
A change in one is not reflected
in another, until you enter it yourself. spreadsheets hands down.
with fresh information, you learn

General Ledger

Accounayable

ment Series.
can take information directly from
BMS, and includes programs for
graphing, word processing, and database management

Any questions?
•

what's happening when there's still Inventory. And so on.
time to do something about it.
But no matter how many BMS
With Accounts Payable upto
Editions you buy, we recommend
date, you can schedule payments to using them on an IBM Personal
take better advantage of discounts Computer XT or AT® system, which
By keeping Inventorycurrent, let you store your programs, permayou can maintain more realistic
nently, inside the machine.
stock levels.
But what happens when the
Accountants love BMS, too.
"machine" becomes "machines"?
Unlike most spreadsheet
programs, BMS provides clear audit The IBM K Network.
trails that show what data was updated when, and how
As a company grows to need
With most spreadsheets,, chang- several PCs, it's more important
ing an equation erases the previous than ever that people communicate.
one. So your CPA can't figure out
So, starting in December, a new
how your figures got there.
BMS Edition will let up to five BMS
And you probably can't either. users share information on the IBM
Price Waterhouse has evaluPC Network.
ated BMS for auditability. We'll
That way the sales manager,
gladly send you the review
the bookkeeper, and stock supervisor can all work
on the same wavelength.
j

For software so
powerful, BMS is
notably easy to learn and use.
But if questions arise about any
BMS application, we'll be there to
help.
You can get telephone assistance direct from IBM at no charge
as often as you need for your first 30
days, as long as you purchase your
programs and register with IBM
between September 15 and December 31,1985.
After that, telephone help is
available through IBM Extended
Support at our standard charges.
But your first question about
BMS should be, "Where do I get it ?"
Have your
At an IBM Product Center or an
spreadsheet Authorized IBM PC Dealer.
For the one nearest you, our
and beat ittoo.
Start with one and grow to
brochure, and the Price Waterhouse
six. Or start with six and
Of course, you'll still need fore- review call 800-4474700. (In Alaska,
simply growcasts, so don't give up on spread800 -447 - 0890.)
sheets quite yet.
You can buy as many, or few,
The information in BMS can be
BMS Editions as you need.
used in spreadsheets for the kinds of
A very small company might
analysis they do best
start with General Ledgerand
And an excellent spreadsheet to
Accounts Receivable use with BMSis IBM Plans +.
As you add people, add Payroll.
Small Business
Plans+ is part of the IBM
As your inventory grows, add
Personal Decision Series This series
Accounting Solutions
Circle number 17 on reply card.
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Managing Your
Career
Robert Half, Guest Editor

Accountants `Get No Respect"

After four years in the internal auditing department of a major technical publishing firm, I've decided
to get out of accounting and to
look for another career, possibly in
sales. I've reached this decision
because I don't feel accountants
are respected in most firm s, are
underpaid and are considered
"overhead," as opposed to people
in sales w ho are view ed as the
"real producers." Any comments
about my decision?
Yes, but I'm not sure my reaction
will be viewed by you as supportive.
I can't speak about your company
because I'm not part of it, and it may
well treat its accounting professionals
less than professionally. But, in general, the role of trained accountants
and the respect for them within every
sector of industry is high. There are
many reasons for this but before I get
to them, let me cite a few facts to support my contention.
The demand for accountants appears to be growing, perhaps not dramatically as a decade ago but growing nonetheless. Forbes stated in
1981 that demand for trained accountants will soon outstrip supply. A 1982
survey by the American Institute of
CPAs saw a 7% growth rate in accounting th rough the rest of this
decade.
Such optimistic survey results probably don't get to the heart of your
complaint about what you perceive as
a lack of respect for accountants.
Again, I can't comment directly about
your company, and I'd be less than
honest to not admit that I've heard
other young accountants voice the
same dismay, But, rather than as18

sume that your experience mirrors the
profession in general, it would be
more useful to take a broader view.
The recession of the early 1980s
produced a shift in corporate priorities. Major corporations must today
be more concerned with financial
planning, and they turn increasingly to
their financial personnel for decision
making. Adding to this is the growing
complexity imposed upon industry by
the IRS, FTC, SEC, and other government alphabet agencies. No wonder
that major corporations seek, in growing numbers, their chief executive officers from the ranks of managers with
financial backgrounds. A Fortune survey indicated that nearly 25% of the
800 highest paid CEOs in the United
States come from a financial background, including CPAs such as Paul
E. Oreffice of Dow Chemical, James
L. Kettelson of Tenneco, and Thomas
A. Murphy of General Motors.
Specifically, referring to your dilemma, it occurs to me that making a
move into another area might not be
a bad idea, providing it's viewed positively —going to something rather
than running from something —and
providing the move enables you to
use, in some way, your accounting
background. Accounting on all levels
has become competitive. Those accountants who move rapidly up the
proverbial ladder are those men and
women whose skills go beyond the
basic tools of the trade. They're good
business people, good managers,
good communicators and, in many
cases, good sales people. As Malcolm Forbes, publisher of Forbes
magazine, told me, "What is really in
high demand in accounting is intelli-

gence, the ability to not only produce
the numbers but to dig out the meaning of them."
Patrick Southerland, a CPA who
heads my franchise in Washington,
D.C., puts it this way: "The higher you
move up the ladder, the more important nonaccounting skills become,
particularly the ability to interact with
people throughout the company.''
Maybe a brush with sales would hold
you in good stead down the road.
But step carefully. It represents a
calculated risk. The longer you are
out of accounting, the more difficult it
is to return to it at some future date.
Gaining a broader background can
reap rewards in this complex industrial society, and viewing yourself as a
business person first and an accountant second will possibly open up new
vistas for you. But don't ignore the import an c e of
your tech nical
background.
I wis h you well in you r career
change. If things go the way you're
hoping, you'll find those things you're
seeking: respect, advancement, and
the inherent rewards of both.
Robert Half is the author of Robert
Half on Hiring. He heads Robert Half
International, Inc., which has more
than 90 franchised offices specializing in financial and data processing
jobs.
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frame computer, sales and cash receipts transaction data relating to the
appliance sales division is loaded
onto a magnetic tape. When processing has been finished on the main line
records, the data for the peripheral
system has been created as a byproduct of the regular month -end processing, thereby eliminating the need
for an additional job. Th e tape con taining the appliance sales division's
sales and cash receipts activity is
then transferred from the central processi ng area and u sed to up date the
files in the Hon eywell sys tem.
Through normal processing, account
totals are determined for each store.
These totals will be used as control
totals during account reconciliation.
After the control totals for each store
have been entered, the data from the
sales and cash receipts files which
have been loaded into the Honeywell
system. Through normal processing,
account totals are determined for
each store. These totals will be used
as control totals during account reconciliation. After the control totals for
each store have been entered, the
data from the sales and cash receipts
files which have been loaded into the
Hon eywell sys tem are sort ed ,
merged, and reported in a current
month activity report by location. If all
of the current month activity agrees
with the control totals, the current
month file will be combined with the
"open order" file from the previous
month. A cumulative report is now
produced in location and sales order
sequence showing the customer,
amount owed, and activity data of all
unreconciled transactions from prior
months and all current activity. If at
the conclusion of this report, all debits
an d cred i ts fo r a s al es o rd er equ al
zero, the sales order is considered
reconciled and removed from the
"open order" file. With the reconciled
it ems remo ved, an an al ys is can b e
made of the sales orders that have
open balances to determine the reason. Cash withheld by an employee,
down payments not processed on
time, and multiple deposits relating to

a single transaction become quite obvious and can be examined by the internal audit staff quickly.
Because the reconciliation program
was completed before direct system
access was authorized, data was initially copied from printed reports and
keyed into data files to be accessed
by the reconciling program. This process required approximately 20 man hours per account to reconcile one
month's transactions. Under our present method of operation, once the
monthly transactions are closed, it
takes one person about 20 minutes to
obtain the necessary control totals,
transfer the file to the off -line system,
and execute the reconciliation. Errors

outstanding, took one day to write.
Four hours were devoted to developing and testing the program to check
for documents being processed more
than once. After the initial development stage, an additional request was
ma d e to an alyze all merch an d i s e
transactions for a specific location by
sales order and selected time periods. The additional programming time
(two days' staff time —two months
mainframe programming time) and
cost ($650 mainframe programming
cost) could have been avoided for the
most part if the need for additional
anal ysi s h ad been k nown at t he beginning of the system's implementation.
on the part of the accounting departThe peripheral system application
ment have been elim inated, and user at Gulf Power has proven to be a
ac ce p ta n ce an d r e lia bilit y o f t h e d at a
worthwhile expenditure. Not only
reported in the financial statem ents have the special analytical tasks been
have been greatly improved.
done in an expeditious manner, but
Although the initial purpose of the th ey also h ave been made c os t
peripheral system was to reconcile effective.
credit sales with cash receipts, further
Additional savings of time and monanalysis h as b een a d d ed t o d e t er- ey would have been realized, howevmine if the sales force is adhering to er, if other areas of the firm had been
established guid elines regarding better informed about the new system
down payment requirements. Other and its capabilities. Therefore, I recdepartments have learned of the sys- ommend that if your company is contem and its potential, and, as a result, sidering this type of system, make
the cost and complexity of the system sure the appropriate departments are
have been increased.
informed and given an opportunity to
The first phase of the reconciliation take part in the system's initial prosystem was developed in two months gram design. In the long run, the numat a cost of $1,100. During this period, ber of delays will be minimized and
I-1
one week was spent writing and test- costs will be reduced.
ing the program to read, sort, merge,
balance by location, and delete rec- F. Daniel Smithson is supervisor of
onciled items. The prog ram that corporate accounting at Gulf Power
tracks sales orders issued, used and Co. in Pensacola, Fla.

�g
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" "1'he way 1 see it. we only have Jour things to worry about —the board of directors,
the e mploye es , the cus tome rs , and the gov er nment.
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Small
Business
Kathy Williams, Editor

U.S. Budget Deficit Is No. 1 Concern
The same major issue that has been worrying
corporations and individuals tops the list of
concerns for smaller businesses —the gargantuan U.S. budget deficit. Tax reform takes second place among recommendations small business representatives gave the Securities &
Exchange Commission recently during its
Fourth Annual Government - Business Forum on
Small Business Capital Formation in Washington, D.C. More than 125 small business and financial executives attended the three days of
seminars and workshops in which they discussed their problems and ways the government could help. Recommendations made by
the participants will be submitted to the January
session of Congress. The group suggested that
Congress should:
• Adopt the following corporate tax structure
Taxable Income
Tax Rate
$
0- 49,999
15%
50,000- 99,999
20%
100,000- 149,999
25%
150,000 - 199,999
30%
over $200,000
35%
• Retain the investment tax credit for both new
and used qualifying property acquisitions with
an annual limitation on eligible property of
$250,000. Also, the basis of depreciable
property should be reduced by 100% of the
credit.
• Address increasing payroll - related costs of
small employers and recognize that any action that increases these costs would further
hamper the ability of small businesses to
generate new jobs and to maintain the existing work force.
• Maintain the present 60% exclusion for individuals of realized long -term capital gains
from taxable income (the capital gains
differential).
• Treat corporate dividends as a deductible expense, phased in at 10% per year over ten
years.
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• Oppose taxation of health care benefits and
any other employee fringe benefits.
• Repeal the accumulated earnings tax or, at
the very least, increase the safe harbor
amount to $500,000 in view of the narrowing
of the difference between corporate and individual tax rates.
• Retain the cash basis method of accounting.
• Grant corporations the same rate of exclusion of realized capital gains from taxable income that individuals are granted -60 %.
• Make no changes in current law relating to
Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs).
If other small business executives want to
add their inpu t, they should contact their
congressman.

SEC Wants to Ease
Small Business Reporting Burden
In part because of responses to last year's forum, the SEC has issued a proposal that would
increase the total assets reporting threshold
from $3 million to $5 million for registration and
reporting of an issuer's securities under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The SEC hopes
to ease the burden of small businesses in complying with its requirements. Currently an issuer
with 500 or more holders of a class of equity
securities and total assets over $3 million must
register its securities with the Commission. The
SEC is weighing preparation costs against the
need for continuous reporting, especially as
many smaller businesses have no active trading market for their securities. Any comments
should be directed to the SEC.

Why Do Business Owners Sell?
Most business owners who decide to sell their
companies cite boredom and burnout as their
chief reason, especially those in the $1 million
to $50 million annual revenue range. That's
what Arthur D. Perrone, Jr., president of Geneva Business Services, Inc., a Santa Ana, Calif.,
merger and acquisition firm, says. "They have
seen their businesses through the tough early
years and find themselves with high retained
earnings and potentially significant undeclared
dividends. They have climbed the mountain
many times and aren't willing to stand up to the
rigors of accelerated growth or another business cycle," Mr. Perrone explains.
Other reasons for selling include a lack of operating capital and growth capital; no interest
by the owner's children in the business; desire
for liq uidity; age and health; and oth er
0
interests.
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Research Pub lications
To Count On
#80120
THE MAKE -OR -BUY DECISION
By Anthony J. Gambino
This study describes how companies actually
conduct the make -or -buy decision - making
process. Research was based on a survey of
350 companies and personal interviews of
selected personnel in 18 companies. 128
pages $15.95

NAA publications are the books you
can turn to when you run into a
tough problem. Written by experts
In the field, these publications will
help you solve any number of problems and provide you with fresh, Innovative thinking.

#80117
THE LEASE-PURCHASE DECISION

Choose the books that can help you
In your specific area of work and
mail in your order right away. You'll
Increase your expertise and improve
your effectiveness. You can count
on it.

By William L. Ferrara, James B. Thies,
and Mark W. Dirsmith
This comprehensive study develops a lease purchase decision model which is representative of corporate practice and is based on
a sound conceptual framework. Research for
the study included a mail survey of 925 U.S.
and Canadian corporations and in -depth interviews wtih several lessees, lessors, CPA
firms, and bond rating agencies. The study
results should be of immediate interest to accountants and financial executives in making
this decision, as well as to educato rs for
classroom use. 126 pages $15.95

#83142
THE CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
DECISION
By Arthur V. Corr
This study focuses on the management accountant's role in creating and administering
the policies and practices employed in appraising capital expenditure proposals. The
Capital Expenditure Decision explores how
these decisions are made in manufacturing
companies of various sizes throughout the
U.S. and Canada. The survey looks at how
policies are established, who is responsible
for project implementation, and how profitability and productivity are measured. This
report can help financial managers make
sound business decisions, gain a clear
understanding of the effective techniques currently in use, and ultimately lead their com-

Total Books

By Lawrence A. Gordon. Robert Cooper,
Haim Falk and Danny Miller
Contrary to popular belief, profit maximization is not the single goal of most firms. Corporations also are concerned with ratio of
return on investment, market share, and total
sales. The authors uncovered this information in personal interviews (based around a
structured questionnaire) with participating
managers in 22 companies in the United
States and 22 co mpanies in Canada. 52
pages $6.95

#78100
THE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
DECISION

#84162
THE ACQUISITION DECISION
By Woods Gordon
The study provides insights for an inexperienced acquirer who wants to be a successful acquirer. The research identifies and
interprets the information needs management
accountants must fulfill in the acquisition
decision - making process. Interviews were
conducted with senior executives in 29 companies located in the United States and
Canada. All companies were active acquirers.
102 pages $15.95

By Douglas M. Lambert
Relates the process underlying the distribution channels decision to the management
accounting information that has been, or
could be, made available from the extant information system. Research entailed working
closely with the accounting, marketing and
physical distribution personnel of 18 companies in the U.S. and Canada. 197 pages
$16.95

#84150
THE NEW-PRODUCT DECISION

#84166
THE PRODUCT ABANDONMENT
DECISION

By Dale L. Fleshes Tonya K. Flesher
and Gerald U. Skelly
Few business decisions are more complex or
more important than determining how and
when to introduce new products. Personal interviews were held with marketing directors
and new - product managers at 17 manufac-

By Douglas M. Lambert
An area of major importance in today's
businesses is the determination of the contribution generated by each product line. The
researcher developed a model for practitioners to use in analyzing the product abandonment decision. 224 pages $21.95

All prices include postage and handling. NAA members are entitled to a 10% discount
Nonmember; please send
Member
membership information.

#

Please send me the following books:
Number of

Books

#80123
THE PRICING DECISION

panies toward more successful futures. 107
pages $15.95

Mall to:
National Association of Accountants
Special Order Dept.
10 Paragon Drive, PO. Box 433
Montvale. NJ 07645.0433
Number of

turing corporations to assess the decision
process and uncover similarities and trends.
After reading this report, management accountants should be able to more effectively
fulfill the information needs of marketing
managers. 150 pages $15.95

Books
#80120 0 $15.95

#84150 @ $15.95

#80117 @ $15.95

#80123 & $ 6.95

#83142 ® $15.95

#78100 @ $16.95

#84162 (9 $15.95

#84166 @ $21.95

Total Price:
Less 10% (if applicable):
TOTAL:

All orders under 525.00 must be
prepaid.
Payments must be drawn on a
U.S. bank.
N.J. State residents. please add
6% sales tax.

El

Charge to my credit card: (minimum order: $25.00)
Visa #
MasterCard a
expiration date

Name (please print or type)
Company (if part of shipping address)
Address
City. State. Zip

Interbank a
X
signature

By Robert K. Mueller
Last year I attended a bank board meeting where
we were considering increasing a seven figure line
of credit to one of Boston's prime not - for -profit
performing arts organizations —The Boston Ballet. The Ballet, a $34 million turnover corporation, characteristically runs a deficit which is collateralized by a large endowment. The annual
deficit is covered by socially prominent donors
each year.
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Although the popular Nutcracker Suite is profitable, most ballet presentations usually lose money and the red ink results in a classical confrontation between business management and creative
management that is vividly illustrated in this anecdote. The choreographer and art director, so the
story goes, wanted 12 dancers for a scene in Romeo & Juliet. The business manager's solution
was "use seven and make them move around a
lot... " The management dilemma was how to retain the aesthetic and artistic "fuel" that drives
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and distinguishes the ballet, yet still have management control of costs.
Those of us who make our living in business
rather than ballet have the same dilemma when
we strive to foster creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship while maintaining administrative
control.
Part of the problem is that we tend to fall in
love with the disciplines of managing our organizational system without simultaneously balancing
and fostering the human, innovative side of business systems management. Balancing this equation not only resolves the dilemma but also affords an opportunity to be more ingenious than
ou r comp et i ti o n i n t he way we co nd u ct ou r
affairs.
Now, what's the connection between our dilemma and controllers such as you? Simply this. I believe a new role is emerging for the controller
function and that new role is to more actively
keep the CEO, and through him the board, better
informed about the changes that will inevitably
take place in the way we manage and govern our
corporations. I believe the corporate controllers'
expertise and perspective can be of value in helping boards address their various accountabilities,
conduct, effectiveness, evolutionary survival and
potential of the corporation served —the board as
an organizational entity and directors as individuals. As a starter, therefore, let's first view the
board from a systems perspective.
Managers manage. Directors govern. There is a
significant difference. Management tends to focus
on the bottom line. Directors do or should focus
beyond the top line.
The concepts of command, control, communications, external intelligence and internal orderliness are vital to the process of management. These
concepts imply a closed, symmetrical institutional
system. We use a set of logical, rational, sequential and quantitative management processes. Judicious use of means to accomplish ends is characteristic of our management systems as they seek
specific goal attainments.
In contrast, governing introduces the concepts
of institutional purpose, identity, strategic nature
and direction, ideology, cultural and environmental context. The center of gravity shifts to a more
balanced equation in which externalities —a "nutrient" perspective (AKA, the stakeholder notion} —are intrinsic to the realm of governance.
Here directors use perceptive, intuitive, simultaneous, and qualitative thought processes which
pervade the governance system.
It is these subtle, value - susceptible attributes
that will be most influential in the future. This domain has not been a normal or comfortable field
of endeavor for the accounting profession. I suggest it will become a significant factor in accountMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

ing and controllership in the future.
Restoring the Public's Trust
In my opinion, boards deal 60% with uncertainty, 25% with confusion, and 15% with programmable ritualistic tasks. To get ready for the
future, an innovative climate is a "must" in the
boardroom if we are to be prepared. This demands
a mind set of the corporate controller that will accept and enhance experimentation and innovation
in our business management systems.
When Oscar Wilde was asked how his new play
was doing —it had just opened in Paris —he replied that "The play was a success but the audience was a failure." This satirical remark, unfortunately, describes our corporate governance
"play" as we enter t he las t half of the 1980s.
Those of us concerned with accountability issues,
with directorship and boardworthiness are now
enjoying the extraordinary success of the corporate form of enterprise. Our public audience, however, is not as enthusiastic as we would like.
The changing roles of corporations, government, and professions in society have led to concomitant demands for accountability by the public. As we have become a more industrialized,
complex, and interdependent world, the sharp distinction between the public sector and the private
sector has become blurred.
Size, conduct, and influence of corporations
have shifted emphasis from responsibility of the
corporation only to its stockholders, to responsibility of the corporation to its stakeholders. This
concept embraces all those parties who have an
interest in or are affected, directly or indirectly, by
corporate conduct. Many stakeholders are outside
the control of the corporation. Community interests, consumers, and other public and private institutions are examples.
A recent survey in the United States on public
attitudes toward business has turned up some
startling findings that should be of great concern
to corporate leaders. Consider some of the more
pertinent results:

Robert K. Mueller is
chairman of the board
of Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Prior to joining Arthur
D. Little in 1968, he
was vice president and
a director and member
of the executive
committee of
Monsanto Company.

• Overall, there has been an erosion of public
trust and confidence in about half of all major
U.S. institutions since 1975.
• Large companies continue to rank low in esteem and are near the bottom of the list of institutions in terms of "high confidence." Only the
board of directors of these large companies, our
Congress, and our stockmarket rank lower
among a spectrum of 15 types of institutions.
• Although small companies have continued to
enjoy a somewhat higher level of public confidence than larger ones, public confidence in
them also has declined since 1975.
• People continue to regard the ethical and moral
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Management
tends to focus
on the bottom
line; directors
focus beyond
the top line.

practices of corporate executives less favorably
than those of many other professionals or leaders, including corporate board members.
• Corporate directors rank 15th out of 19 occupational classifications; only advertising executives, state, local and federal government officials, and labor union leaders rank lower in
public esteem with regard to their ethical and
moral practices.
• The public thinks of corporations as social entities as well as economic institutions. Two - thirds
believe that business is obligated to help society,
even if it means making less profit.
• Seven people in 10 say that many of the problems facing our society have been neglected by
business. Business executives are believed to be
devoted primarily to making a profit, even at
the expense of the public's needs.'
The significance of the findings is that both the
management and the board must take the initative
in restoring public trust.
The cry for accountability has raised three old
but basic issues. These need to be resolved to minimize the need for further regulatory and statutory constraints when we tackle some even more
difficult problems in the future. These three current issues are perceived to be:
• Too low a standard of care and loyalty on the
part of directors. I recommend that a generally
accepted code of ethics, similar to that which
the NAA has developed for management accoun tan ts, be pro mul gat ed for co rp orat e
directors;
• Excessive social costs caused by corporations
operating only in their economic interest, and
• Potential abuse of power concentrated in the
hands of corporate boards and management.
In a similar vein, the American Bar Assn. and
the American Law Institute have pointed out'
that despite the claims of some activists, stockholders are not really complaining about corporate structure. What they are really concerned
about is:
1. The accountability of corporate directors and
managers or the so- called "accountable flesh."
2. Business regulations that imperil the effectiveness of the corporation. For example, excessive
reporting requirements, permits, etc.
3. The appropriateness or non - appropriateness of
corporate law as the vehicle for dealing with
social problems.
Measuring the Board's Performance
To develop a scoreboard critique of the relative
effectiveness of a board, or to appraise the perfor-
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mance of individual directors, requires the establishment of criteria' for performance and accountabilities. Th i s t as k i s co mpl ex b ecau s e t h e
parameters are uncertain and numerous, many are
subjective, and most are dynamic. The context for
the board and th e i ndi vidu al direct or has no
steady state and there is no typical or model board
of directors.
One approach that I have found helpful is to
think about accountability from the viewpoint of
four governance notions:
1. The corporate governance domain: its defined
system boundaries of governance and the differentiation from the management realm.
2. The particular nature of corporate governance:
• Board attributes, both qualitative and quantitative, knowable and unknowable, certain and
uncertain.
• The hierarchy of governance or the levels of
concern and orientation of directors.
• Board dynamics and structure —the decision- making process, committees, etc.
• Corporate resources—capital, human, time.
• Environment — external and internal climate, barriers, constraints, competition, degrees of freedom.
• Maturity stage of the corporation.
3. The process role(s) of the board: statutory/fiduciary; evaluative; participative; resource;
change agent.
4. Measurement and evaluation of effectiveness.
• Profile and patterns of conduct of directors.
• Boardworthiness scoreboard; an evaluation
of individual director performance.
• Board surveys and staff analyses.
The context in which evaluation is measured is
a shifting theater. It is formed by participant and
observer, differing codes of conduct, moral and
ethical standards, beliefs, articles of faith, value
systems, ideology, philosophy, conventions, regulations and statutes salted down with the ambitions, expectations, and aspirations of owners,
managers and directors.
The environment in which a corporation exists
is dynamic. The concept of different stages of corporate existence and their effects on governance is
a relatively little recognized driving force.
Auditing vs. Evaluation
Evaluation of a board and its directors' performance is primarily subjective. The accounting
function is more objective with procedures and
policies normally connected to auditing. There is
an important distinction to keep in mind.
Auditing, as I perceive it, is typically a formal
or official examination, attestation and review of
financial accounts or, some other functional area.
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Auditing is concerned with accountability in reference to established criteria and standards. The
art of financial auditing of accountability in the
United States has developed since 1935 through
the establishment of a rather lively interpretive
body of s tandards, procedures, and systems.
Th es e h ave b een co n gru en t wi t h co n t i n u al
changes in management and board practices, laws,
regulations, and stockholder interests.
On September 4, 1980, the Securities & Exchange Commssion released a staff report of a
three -year study of corporate accountability and
governance issues. The SEC warned that if progress is not forthcoming to strengthen the mechanisms ofaccountability, additional rule- making by
the commission and perhaps legislative proposals
may be necessary. The issues include: effective
mechanisms by which shareholder- nominations to
the board ofdirectors may be considered, the importance of audit committees composed of independent directors, corporate political activity, environmental compliance, the role of institutional
investors and requirements for proxy disclosure.
The task of auditing may be confined to financial auditing or expanded to include such areas as
social auditing, management auditing, environmental auditing, or auditing most functional areas, when and if standards can be set against
which to audit. Conventional nonfinancial audit
areas include quality control and safety practices.
Regardless of the focus or scope of auditing,
there is a practical limitation in that any such verification must be against a generally accepted,
measurable standard of some sort. In addition,
there must be a certification of the existence and
accuracy ofthe records, systems, and procedures.
The auditor and the corporation are protected by
legal precedence except for incomp etence or
fraud.
Thus, when we attempt to audit and /or to evaluate a board of directors or corporations, we face
criteria and standards problems. Only a relatively
small number of the attributes of these complex,
socio- economic entities —the board and the corporation —have established standards against which
we can either audit or evaluate performance, condition, or effectiveness. The open- system nature of
the board of directors' is particularly elusive when
we try to audit or evaluate such a complex system
or organization.
Our laws, regulations, policies, norms, and systems include numerous, but often inadequate,
guidelines to cover the dynamic variables of corporate governance and management. Suitable criteria and standards simply do not exist against
which to verify either the existence of or compliance with all the important variables. Legal precedents are established in only a relatively few areas
of concern to boards of directors. More are on the
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way, but in the meantime, the evaluator, auditor,
director, manager, and corporation are at the risk
of unforeseen interpretations by the courts, regulators, public, and stockholders.
I believe that the controller's talents can help
the CEO and the board think through these complex parameters of accountability in governance
and management.
Assessment of Accountability
In the U.S., accountability is defined as a condition of membership in an organization. Each
member must render a report on his or her discharge of responsibilities and be judged fairly on
the basis of his or her record of accomplishment.
From the perspective of the accounting profession, there appears in one sense less an accountability dilemma here than a spectrum of uncertainty, ambiguity, and incompleteness. There are
theoretical limits on our ability to measure attributes of the board. No improvements in measur-

ing methods will ever surmount this difficulty.
Given this complexity and lack of adequate criteria and standards for either auditing or evaluating, what can controllers do to help create and fix
some degrees of accountability? To an extent the
process is aided by various board committees that
determine criteria - accountability boundaries.
Ho weve r, we need a b et t er fix on th es e
accountabilities.
One approach to solving this dilemma is to
group the accountability characteristics of a board
of directors into different classes of board situations and role definitions. Initially, these broadband, fuzzy descriptors may not have as sharply
defined boundaries as we would like. But the clustering of attributes allows an intuitive approach to
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rating performance, compliance, or condition.
This is a first step in fixing accountabilities.
Perhaps the NAA could lead the thinking in
the field of corporate governance to identify those
attributes of the board system which belong to the
following classes:
Class A. All known attributes for which there
are complete and constant criteria for performance or effectiveness (e.g., financial parameters, merger decision, alterations in capital
structure, voluntary winding up, conversion of
the company from one type to another).
Class B. All known attributes having incomplete, undefined, variable, or uncertain criteria
for performance or effectiveness (e.g., public
image, goodwill, evaluation of the managing director or chief executive officer, corporate morals and ethics, environmental responsibility, appropriate director nomination, separation and
performance review processes).
Class C. All attributes for which criteria are
completely or partially perceivable, learnable,

Some of these attributes can be audited and
some can be judgmentally evaluated or assessed. I
am certainly not qualified to interpret the implications of this to the accounting profession. Perhaps
you can use this approach to sort out the aspects
of corporate governance that are of primary concern from your professional viewpoint.
I have, however, devised a conceptual framework to help sort out the accountabilities of a
board. It may stimulat e some ideas on an approach to self - auditing and evaluating the condition and conduct of a board of directors.
Criteria and Standards for Accountability
The board of directors is inhabited by individuals who, ideally, provide servanthood without
dominance. This makes any att emp ted rating
scheme for such a humanistic system almost a nowin game. But given a will to evaluate and courage to make certain postulates, a board of directors can be judged against its accountabilities,
even if imperfectly. We must first postulate certain board system attributes as criteria. The following is an incomplete list:
• Purpose and role of the board.
• Legitimacy of the board.
• Moral, ethical conduct, and value of directors.
• Stakeholder interests.
• S t rat e gi c p o s i t i o n an d ma t u r i t y o f t h e
corporation.
• Board structure, linkages and resources.
• Board dynamics (communications, conflicts,
decision making, environmental awareness).
• Socio- economic exchanges, trade -offs, and
responsiveness.
These attributes can be assessed judgmentally
by steady state profiling of the board's condition
and its evolutionary potential. Some of the attributes are readily measurable. Others may be qualitatively rated or subjectively positioned through
surveys, interviews, judgmental inspections, and
probability assessment methods as mentioned previously. Among the possible "standards" for use
in fixing accountabilities of a board of directors as
a conceptual system are:

or knowable based on currently available understandings and knowledge (e.g., board self -assessment, corporate ethos, long -range strategic
potential, organizational climate).
Class D. Unknown attributes— facets and features of corporate governance that are instinctively or intuitively thought or suspected to exist but have not yet been identified as specific
characteristics (e.g., optimal social costs, corporate ideology, value exchange, political role or
corporations, remote stakeholder interests,
etc.).
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• Laws, regulations, policies, and societal norms.
• Historical patterns, corporate heritage, and
traditions.
• Long -range strategic goals relative to corporate
purpose.
• Identification of accountable persons.
• Integrity and viability of the board.
• Board participation and interface with corporate affairs.
• Business and industry comparative analyses of
performance.
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I appreciate that our classical separation of
functions in an organization does not place many
of these parameters under the controller function.
Nor should they be relocated. My thesis is that an
innovative controller function can, by virtue of
professional competence, assist the management
and board with guidance and a perspective in developing working standards and fixing accountabilities in some of these matters.
The auditin g or evaluation of a b oard's accountabilities patently depends on the auditor's or
evaluator's understand ing o f and compl iance
with, many shifting, subjective standards and multiple criteria. Therefore, board accountability and
effectiveness must be thought of as a construct
with no singular operational definition. The controller's expertise and experience can be of significant value to the board and CEO in fixing and
tracking these accountabilities.
Nonaccounting Concepts for Controllers
In order for the controller's office to assist the
board and management of the corporation with a
new sense of accountability, better understanding
is needed of five nonaccounting concepts that
complicate our efforts when we try to conduct our
accounting and management affairs as in the past.
With better understanding, these complications
become opportunities for the controller's function
to assist the board and top management.
OPEN VS. CLOSED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Boards of directors, and management tend to
draw boundaries around their domain with more
certainty than experience or good conduct warrants. Examples include boundaries between the
board and administrative management, between
the institution and its environment, between the
employees or shareowners and the company, between the customers, suppliers, investors, lenders,
and the corporation, between the community and
society, and so on.
The closed system concept of a corporation assumes that the company is defined in terms of
those who belong to it, and with that goes control
over the situation by some authority system acceptable within the firm. The closed system is losing its relevance, however, as the world becomes
more interdependent and as external acceptance
of the way institutions are governed becomes an
issue.
The context in which the future corporation
will exist appears to be much more fluid and
changing. As a result, adaptation and an open -system point of view seem to make up a more appropriate model for tomorrow. Directors and management should be able to adapt and to cope with
multiple, sometimes conflicting, objectives and
goals, as well as recognize multiple interfaces with
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th e en vi r o n me n t an d th e co rp o r at i o n ' s
constituencies.
Open systems allow information, beliefs, intuition, attitudes, aspirations, value systems, and
needs to flow continuously across any boundary
that identifies the system. Traditional boundaries
may change or become fuzzy. Beliefs, attitudes,
and values may enter the board process and appear to be in conflict with the institution's traditional internal rationality.
THE PROCESS OF CHANGE IN COMPLEX
SYSTEMS
Effecting transition in complex systems is difficult. Boards of directors, management, employees,
and political groups usually resist change. It's a
human thing to do. If we wish to bring about
change, we are often uncertain on how to go about
it in a complex system.
Any resolution of issues is company - specific.
Future corporate "target models" need to be subjected to a strategic assessment for each organization. Many organizations are unaccustomed and
unskilled in such objective strategic planning and
alternative future scenario development. The situation makes an unusual set of opportunities for
the accounting and controller functions to provide
input into developing a new mind set that can resolve issues which are a complex of social, economic, and political factors.
The controller can help these transformation
processes of change by contributing to the delicate
balance of social - political- economic management,
if he /she recognizes the dynamics and interrelationships in the equation. For example, the controller's understanding of risk versus uncertainty,
the non -linear process of innovation, the acceptance of plural standards and plural criteria for
multiple objectives and goals (numerate and subjective) are important.
The demands on management accountants are
becoming increasingly complex. Old assumptions
about the stable state of an organization have, of
necessity, been replaced with concerns about how
to handle the "dynamics" while maintaining some
degree of stability. The controller needs knowledge, skills, and technology as never before to
manage this transition state.
In essence, my call to accounting professionals
is to shift the focus of planned changes from an
orientation of primarily business controls development to one of more comprehensive systems development. I am using the term systems in the sense
of an interacting, interdependent, group of concepts and processes viewed by boundary, conflicts,
equilibrium and feedback properties as distinct
from mechanical electronic systems of order entry, billing, payroll, or general ledger systems
common to the accounting function.

Stockholders
are really
concerned
about business
requirements
that imperil the
effectiveness of
the corporation.
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Where once it was normal for corporations to
have a singular goal, we must learn to become
comfortable with multiple goals, multiple objectives, multiple standards, and multiple criteria. A
systems - minded controller can help here.
A company culture that balances innovative operational, and strategic management with professional business systems can differentiate the company from others. The competitive edge rests on
the ingenuity and innovative ways a company
manages its activities and creates a climate conducive to innovation and change.
GOVERNANCE VS. MANAGEMENT

Governance implies keeping on a steady course
under proper guidance and maintaining smooth
conduct for the good of the whole over a long period. Governance is concerned with the intrinsic
nature, purpose, integrity, and identity of the institution, as well as its relevance, continuity, and
the ever present fiduciary considerations.
Management is more of a hands -on activity.
Conventionally, it is a conducting or supervising
action with the judicious use of means to accomplish certain ends. Management is focused pri-

Knowledge level
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Characteristics

Known situation

No uncertainties. No unknowns.
All elements are identified, are considered static, and are understood
in the existing condition.

Certain situation

Present state and outlook are considered fixed, relatively static, settled and free from doubt.

Probabilistic risk

Consequences are measurable as to
their expected occurrence with
known levels of riskiness.

Uncertainty

Lack of sureness about consequences of a decision. Quantification of outcomes is impossible and,
in some cases, indeterminable. Situation is in a state of flux.

Ignorance

Lack of knowledge of the variables
involved, either present, future, or
both.... or even whether they exist. (Some determinists like Einstein
would say that no ignorance is necessary given enough time and manpower to resolve it. Practically,
however, there will always be some
"necessary ignorance" in corporate
matters.)

Unk -unks

Space jargon for unknowns that are
not even suspected.

marily on specific goal attainment over a definite
time frame and in a prescribed institution. Planning, staffing, administration, measurement, control, innovation, representation, decision- making,
and functional operations are classical elements.
Administrative management strives to function as
a closed command - and - control system.
THE UNCERTAINTY SPECTRUM

Let me illustrate the uncertainty of external
driving forces which require us to innovate by telling you about Chinese baseball. Chinese baseball
is played almost like American baseball. The oriental version uses the same players, same fields,
same bats and balls, same methods of keeping
score, and so on. The batter stands in the batter's
box as usual. The pitcher stands on the pitcher's
mound as usual. He winds up in a normal fashion
and zips the ball towards the batter's box. There is
one and only one difference... after the ball leaves
the pitcher's hand, as long as the ball is in the air,
anyone can move any of the bases anywhere.
The result is that the game is continuously
changing. Uncertainties, some confusion and
some errors occur on the playing field. The analogy in the business community is the disconcerting
environmental, competitive, political, social, economic, cultural, and technological changes which
are occuring frequently in the "game" of managing our institutions. The symmetry of past states
of relative equilibrium is dissipating. Traditional
accounting systems and management practices
may no longer be sufficient to effectively control
and manage an innovative enterprise. Some new
thinking is needed in the controller's office.
Risk vs. Uncertainty
"Risk" is perhaps one of the most ambiguous
words encountered in business language. In the
minds of most of us, it is chameleon -like, an image
of misfortune, a negative view of a situation often
based on intuition and experience.
American executives sometimes delude themselves about the relative riskiness of doing business in the United States, confusing actual risk
with the level of comfort with risk. Risk in one
form seems to be more bearable than risk in another form. For example, IT &T was forced to divest its American subsidiary, Hartford Fire Insurance and in Chile, the company was forced to sell
Chiltelco. As far as risk is concerned, there was no
real difference between these two events. IT &T's
management may have felt more able to cope with
the American form (antitrust laws) than with the
Chilean form (a socialist philosophy), but the substantive effect of government action in both countries was identical: no more Hartford and no more
Chiltelco in IT &T's portfolio of businesses.
There are important distinctions between cerMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1985

tainty, risk and uncertainty to be kept in mind.
Risk, where the probabilities of events or causes
are known, is a special case of uncertainty. Risk
involves cause - and -effect relationships. The set of
risk variables which a corporation must deal with
may be looked at as a continuum from complete
determinism on one end to the complete unknown
situation at the other end. (See Box, p. 28.).
So when we look at the uncertain future, we realize that we will govern our institutions in a
world where we understand only a very small portion of the risks and hazards to be faced given our
present state of knowledge.
What is needed is a clearer context for defining
risk events regardless of the form in which they
occur. A good way to avoid the dilemma of separating " political /social /human /environmental"
risk from "economic" risk is to focus on the relationship between a risk event and its operational
and financial effect. Putting these two thoughts
together leads to the following definitions:
Business risk is the uncertainty of a venture
or project.
Financial risk is the burden of fixed payments stemming from assumption of debt.
Catastrophic risk is the probability that (all
or part of)the institution's activity or effectiveness will be terminated by some adverse
action or condition.
Most would recognize this last kind of risk as
"extreme risk," such as the likelihood of insolvency, reputational disasters, lack of competitiveness
necessary for survival, and so on. The important
point is that this risk concerns termination or slow
expiration rather than variation. The logic is that
catastrophic risk eliminates the "going concern"
value of the institution. The controller can help a
board and top management to better understand
these differences and how they impact strategic
achievement.
THE INNOVATION PHENOMENON

Innovation is like love, humor, or sex. It can
suffer from over - analysis, over - organization, and
over - control. As a well -known botanist observed,
"We often spend so much time analyzing the
stem, stamen, pistil, and petal that we do not see
the flower." The floral metaphor is especially appropriate. Innovation is like trying to cultivate
wildflowers, You d on't plant and hover over
them. You permit or create an environment where
they can come out and grow on their own.
We define innovation broadly as useful change,
While innovation is a natural human activity, it is
planned deliberate, and a continuous process. Innovation leads to change which leads to further
innovation. An organization that does not confront change and believes that it need not innovate
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

will stagnate, decay, and die.
Innovation is not limited to technology, systems, products, or processes, although these
spring to mind first when we mention innovation.
There are many fields where non technological,
nonproduct innovation is of great importance. For
example, in the conduct of educational, business,
social, government, church, or other institutions
and their interrelationships.
Every innovative idea needs a champion or
champions to move it along the long road from
start to finish. In every study of an innovation institution, we have found at least one and, in some
cases, several individuals who were recognized as
"champions."
• Technical or intellectual champions make major
contributions to design or development. The
man a gemen t acco u n t an t can be such a
champion.
• Business champions use wh atever power is
available to move an idea or program along.
The controller is an obvious candidate.
• Executive champions sponsor ideas at the highest levels. This may or may not be the president
but must be a person in a top power position.
The controller also is a possible candidate.

The controller
can help the
CEO and the
board cope
with
management
situations that
are primarily
perceptive,
intuitive,
simultaneous,
and qualitative.

While all champions may play roles, most innovative efforts would fail without an executive
champion. The executive champion, or leader of
the enterprise, is in an important position to exercise power and influence to enable technical/intellectual /business champions to work around the
formal organization to get things done. The executive champion should be a person known and
trusted by the board.
Finally, if one is to innovate one must understand the different kinds of innovations. In our
work with organizations, we have identified five
principal types:
Product innovation is the source of most success
stories in business corporations. In accounting, a
"product" may be a new system or methodology.
Process innovation involves not what is produced,
but how something is produced. Process innovation is aimed at improving operating functions by
introducing new methods of creating, delivering,
or selling a "product" or service. A new auditing
reporting process might be an example if it included information of a subjective or qualitative nature in addition to the usual numerate parameters.
Financial innovation, involves creative financing
for ei t h er exi sti ng or new act i vit i es of
corporations.
New ways of performing management functions
to accomplish the goals of a business enterprise
are called managerial innovations. Accounting is a
prime candidate for innovation.
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Structural innovation involves capitalizing on opportunities in the external environment by introducing novel architecture in the structure of the
institution's activities. Joint ventures, limited partnerships, and ESOPs are examples.
Balancing Corporate Innovation and Control
It is true that accounting and controlling disciplines are rooted in logical, rational, sequential,
and quantitative thinking. However, many of the
challenges facing corporations and the board of
directors are not so well ordered. I suggest that
the controller can make a contribution to helping
management cope with situations that are primarily perceptive, intuitive, simultaneous, and qualitative. The key is to understand uncertainty and
innovate ways that help balance the objective and
subjective variables.
The range of issues facing corporations can be
arrayed on an uncertainty spectrum or continuum
of knowledge levels from complete determinism to
the complete unknown. The controller and those
in the accounting function, in particular, have an
obligation and opportunity to assist the enterprise
in assessing probabilistic risks (one level of uncer-

tainty as in business risks).
Further, the controller can help management
and the board judge conditions of uncertainty as
in some innovative changes or ventures where experience, intuition, and personal judgment are the
key determining factors. The importance is to recognize the difference between probabilistic risk
and uncertainty.
My belief is that managerial and organizational
innovation will become a primary instrument of
inter❑-❑corporate❑competition❑in❑the❑future❑—if❑it
isn't already. So let's extend our thinking of that
which institutes innovation into accounting
management.
One thing is certain, you can't buy innovations.
They must be developed within or by an attitude
sensitive to a doctrine of competitive ingenuity.
The test is how well we manage the inherent incongruity of risky new introductions in an uncertain environment.
❑
'A survey on public attitudes toward business and 14 other institutions, conducted
by Opinion Research Corporation in Princeton, N.J. Interviews were drawn from a
national probability sample of 1,054 people IS years of age or over.
� Commenlaries�on�Corporate�Governance�and Structure. The ALI -ABA Symposiums,
1977, 1978. Copyright 1979 by the American Law Institute. ALI -ABA Committee
on Professional Education, Philadelphia, Pa.
'Victor H. Palmieri. Robert K. Mueller and K.R. Andrews, "Prom The Board,"
Harvard Business Review, May -June 1979, pp. 1 -5.
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The Corporate Audit
Committee
The audit committee is the communication link
between the board of directors and the independent auditors;
at South Central Bell it's a good connection.

By Martha E. Jenkins and
Loudell Ellis Robinson

(FCPA) and the related regulations issued by the
Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC).

In the post - Watergate years, increasing pressure
was placed on corporate management for higher
standards of corporate responsibility and accountability. At the same time, the role of stockholders
and boards of directors was strengthened as the
public demanded greater control over corporations. This increased control was accomplished by
ensuring that the majority of the board members
were "o u t s i d e d i re ct o r s , " ind ep en dent of
management.
The board of directors is charged with establishing and maintaining an effective program of
corporate accountability. Specifically:

FOREIGN CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT OF 1977

"'

"The board of directors is charged with safeguarding and advancing the interest of the
stockholders, acting as their representatives
in establishing corporate policies, and reviewing management's execution of those
policies. Accordingly, the directors have a
fiduciary responsibility to the stockholders.
They have an obligation to inform themselves about the company's affairs and to act
diligently and capably in fulfilling their
responsibilities.
Legislating Corporate Responsibility
The desire for an improvement in corporate behavior has been expressed in legislation, such as
th e F o rei gn Co rru p t Pract ices Act of 1977
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1985

The FCPA has made record keeping and internal accounting control a matter of law with significant penalties for violation. Employees, officers,
directors, and the corporation are subject to these
penalties. The accounting provisions of the law require, among other things, that issuers and reporting companies under the jurisdiction of the SEC
keep records in reasonable detail to accurately and
fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of
the assets of the company. Management must devise and maintain a system of internal accounting
controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurance
that transactions are properly authorized and recorded and financial statements are prepared in
conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles. In addition, management must maintain accountability for the company's assets, compare this record with the actual physical assets at
reasonable intervals, and take appropriate action
on any differences found.

Martha E. Jenkins,

CPA, CIA, is an

internal auditor with
South Central Bell
Telephone Co. She
serves on the board of
the Birmingham Vulcan
Chapter of NAA,
through which this
article was submitted.

SEC CORPORATE GOVERNANCE RULES

The SEC adopted Regulation 13B -2 effective
March 23, 1979, to promote the reliability of financial information and discourage illegal corporate payments and practices.
In adopting this regulation, the SEC stressed
that one of the purposes of the law was to promote corporate accountability. The Regulation
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In recognition of their increased responsibility
with respect to the completeness and reliability of
the financial statements, many boards have established an audit committee. The purpose of the
committee's work is to assist directors in meeting
their oversight responsibilities in the areas of internal control and financial reporting. Groups
such as the New York Stock Exchange, the American Stock Exchange, the American Institute of
CPAs, and the SEC have strongly supported or
even required the creation and use of audit committees. A summary of these organizations' policies is presented below.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE (NYSE)
The NYSE requires domestic companies, as a
condition for initial and continued listing, to establish an audit committee comprised solely of directors independent of management. Directors
should be free from any relationship that would
interfere with their exercise of independent judgment as committee members.
THE AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE (AMEX)
The AMEX stated policy is that all listed companies should have audit committees comprised
entirely of independent directors. This policy,
however, is a recommendation and not a requirement for listing.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS (AICPA)
In 1967, the executive committee of the AICPA
recommended that publicly owned corporations
appoint committees composed of outside directors
to nominate the companies' independent auditors
and discuss their work. AICPA supports the concept of audit committees for publicly -owned corporations, but it finds no reasonable basis for issuing a tech n i cal s t an d ard req u i ri n g th ei r
establishment.
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION (SEC)
The SEC has been a long -time advocate of the
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SCB's Audit Committee
Previously, an operating subsidiary of American Telephone & Telegraph Co., South Central
Bell became one of two operating telephone subsidiaries of BellSouth Corporation following the
divestiture of the Bell System on January 1, 1984,
In March of 1973, long before the advent of the
FCPA and SEC Corporate Governance Rules, the
board of directors of SCB established an audit
committee to review the company's internal controls and the objectivity of its financial reporting;
to meet with and evaluate the services of the company's independent certified public accountants;
and to make such reports and recommendations
to the board of directors as the audit committee
considers advisable.
The audit committee at SCB is composed of
three outside or independent directors. The policy
of the board is to rotate members of this committee, staggering the terms of service. Members usually serve three consecutive years. This policy allows fo r conti nuity, yet promotes continued
independence and encourages new questions and
ideas.
The committee meets quarterly, and its meetings are attended by representatives of the company's external auditor and selected members of
SCB management. The SCB attendees regularly
include the vice president —comptroller, the assistant comptroller —chief accountant, and the general internal auditor.
The SCB audit committee's agenda covers the
following four areas: financial reporting, external
auditing, internal auditing, and other items.
The primary function of the audit committee is
and disclosures
overseeing the
prepared by management. The purpo se of the
committee's work is to provide reasonable assurance that the disclosures made by management
through the financial reporting process provide an
objective portrayal of the company's financial
condition, results of operations, and long -term
reporting

Audit Committees Needed

audit committee but has stopped short of making
it a requirement for publicly traded companies.
The Commission does require a corporation to
disclose whether or not it has an audit committee.
Additionally, the Commission has in specific legal
cases, such as SEC v. Lums, Inc. won court orders
for the establishment of or maintenance of an audit committee comprised of outside directors. In
cases such as SEC v. Mattel, Inc. and SEC v. Killearn Properties, Inc., the courts outlined the specific duties and functions of the committee.
Today, it is widely accepted that audit committees are needed to help assure the board of directors that its auditing and financial record responsibilities are given adequate study and appropriate
action is taken.

financial

Loudell Ellis Robinson,
CMA, CPA, Ph.D., is
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accounting at the
University of Alabama
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states, "No person shall, directly or indirectly, falsify or cause to be falsified, any book, record or
account subject to Section 13(b)(2)(a) of the Securities Exchange Act." It further prohibits making
materially false or misleading statements or omissions of material factors. The rules require additional disclosures of the structure and functions of
the Board of Directors, e.g., relationships the corporate directors have with the company, committees of the board (such as audit, nominating, compensation), directors failing to attend 75% of
board and committee meetings, and so forth.
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prospects and plans. This means also taking into
consideration the needs and requirements of external users including investors in South Central Bell
debentures, the SEC, the Federal Communications Commission and the various state regulatory
commissions.
The committee reviews the draft of SCB'sannual report before the final printing and distribution.
Additionally, it studies each Form 10 -Q Quarterly
Report to the SEC, Form 10 -K Annual Report to
the SEC, and Form 8 -K Current Report to the
SEC. (Numerous Forms 8 -K were filed during the
recent process of divestiture.) Also, the Form M
Annual Report to the Federal Communications
Commission must be examined. The vice president— comptroller, and the assistant comptroller--chief accountant, as well as representatives
from the external auditor, assist the committee
with these reviews.
External Auditing oversight also is a recognized
function of the audit committee. According to the
American Bar Assn., the audit committee serves
as the communication link between the board of
directors (as representatives of stockholders) and
the independent auditors.
In carrying out its oversight responsibilities, the
South Central Bell audit committee recommends
which external auditing firm should perform the
independent audit. This recommendation is then
brought before the full board for agreement.
The committee also studies the estimated non audit fees expected to be paid to the external auditor. It approves in advance the payment for such
services after determining that the level of non -audit fees is not large enough to impair the auditing
independence of the firm. An annual comparison
is made ofthe estimated and actual non -audit fees
paid to the external auditing firm.
The planned scope of the audit is discussed with
representatives of the external auditor prior to the
end of the year. During the audit, but after the
completion of the study and evaluation of the
company's system of internal accounting control,
the external auditor issues a Report to Management. This report is mailed in advance of the
meeting at which the report is discussed with
members of the audit committee and members of
management. Upon completion of the audit, the
committee meets privately with the auditors to review their work and to hear their report on the
examination. Members of management are not
permitted to attend this meeting.
Internal Auditing is designed as an internal control which measures and evaluates the effectiveness of other controls. It logically follows in light
of the FCPA that the audit committee would have
considerable interest i n the internal auditing
function.
The foundation of internal auditing must be obMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1985

SEC v. Lums, Inc. (1974)
The registrant was ordered to establish a standing audit committee
of two or more members of the board of directors who were not
officers or employees of the company. The committee was to review
the accountant's evaluation of the system of internal control and
other activities involving personnel and security.
SEC v, Mattel, Inc. (1974)
The U.S. District Court ordered the company to establish and
maintain a financial controls and audit committee with three of the
four members to be unaffiliated directors. The court required the
committee to:
1. Review the financial controls and accounting procedures and
recommend improvements to management.
2. Review the quarterly financial statements to determine whether
such reports are in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
3. Review all releases and other information to the news media,
general public, and stockholders with respect to the financial
condition of the company and approve or disapprove such
dissemination.
4. Review the results of the independent audit examination of the
financial statements.
5. Approve or disapprove any change of the independent auditors.'
SEC v. Killearn Properties, Inc. (1974)
The court ordered the defendant to maintain an audit committee
consisting of at least three outside directors. Some of the committee's duties, functions, and responsibilities include:
1. Review the engagement of the independent accountants including the scope of their work, opinion, recommendations, and
compensation.
2. Review established company policies and deviations from them.
3. Review all releases and other information to the news media,
general public, and stockholders which concern the disclosure of
financial conditions and projections of financial conditions of
the company and its subsidiaries.
4 Review the scope of internal accounting and auditing procedures, and the extent to which recommendations made by the
internal staff or by independent acco untants have been
implemented.'
'Commerce Clearing House. Federal Securities Law Reporter, par. 95,504.
Commerce Clearing House, Federal Securities Law Reposer, par. %, 256.

jectivity and independence. The independence of
the internal auditing department at SCB is enhanced because of its direct access to the board of
directors through the audit committee. On the
SCB organizational chart, the general internal auditor has a dottted line reporting relationship to
the committee, and the company's Internal Auditing Charter requires the general internal auditor
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The Institute of Internal Auditors recently approved the following
statement on audit committee relationships with internal auditors.
The "Statement on Audit Committees" is the first official pronouncement of The IIA's views on audit committee relationships.
Developed by a special task force of The IIA's Professional Practices Committee (PPC) and accepted at The Institute's 44th International Conference in June, this statement recognizes that a good
working relationship with internal auditors can assist the audit
committee in fulfilling its responsibility to the board of directors,
shareholders, and other outside parties.
"The Institute of Internal Auditors recommends that every public company have an audit committee organized as a standing committee of the board of directors. The Institute also encourages the
establishment of audit committees in other organizations, including
not - for - profit and governmental bodies. The audit committee
should consist solely of outside directors, independent of management. The primary responsibilities of the audit committee should
involve assisting the board of directors in carrying out their responsibilities as they relate to the organization's accounting policies, internal control and financial reporting practices. The audit committee should establish and maintain lines of communication between
the board and the company's independent auditors, internal auditors and financial management.
"The audit committee should expect internal auditing to examine
and evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the organization's
system of internal control and the quality of performance in carrying out assigned responsibilities. Internal auditing may be used as a
source of information to the audit committee on major frauds or
irregulari ties as well as company compl iance with laws and
regulations.
"To ensure that internal auditors carry out their responsibilities,
the audit committee should approve and periodically review the internal audit charter, a management- approved document which
states internal audit's purpose, authority and responsibility. The audit committee should review annually the internal audit department's objectives and goals, audit schedules, staffing plans, and financial budgets. The director of internal auditing should inform the
audit committee of the results of audits, highlighting significant audit findings and recommendations. The audit committee should
also determine whether internal audit activities are being carried
out in accordance with the Standards for the Professional Practice
ofInternal Auditing, adopted by The Institute of Internal Auditors,
Inc.
"To help assure independence, the director of internal auditing
should have direct communication with the audit committee. The
director should attend audit committee meetings and meet privately with the audit committee at least annually. Independence is further enhanced when the audit committee concurs in the appointment or removal of the director of internal auditing."
❑

to regularly meet with the audit committee of the
board of directors. At least one meeting each year
is held without other members of management
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present.
The general internal auditor is responsible for
managing the internal auditing department. One
of the standards for the Professional Practice of
Internal Auditing requires that the internal auditing department provide assurance that the technical proficiency and educational background of internal auditors are appropriate for the audits to be
performed. To accomplish this, the SCB internal
auditing department is staffed with both rotational and career managers (approximately half and
half).
Rotational auditors are those on a three - to-five
year loan to the internal auditing department with
a planned return to their regularly assigned department. These rotational auditors have expertise
in various aspects of company operations such as
engineering or electronic data processing. In contrast, career auditors are those managers hired directly into internal auditing as their principal assignment. Currently, 18 (51 %) of the audit force
have attained professional certification (several
hold two) as either a certified public accountant, a
certified internal auditor, a certified information
systems auditor, or professional engineer. This
type of information on staffing, as well as various
internal audit statistics, and other pertinent information concerning the internal auditing department's activities is contained in an internal auditing annu al repo rt which is reviewed by the
committee.
At each audit committee meeting, the members
study a "Summary of Internal Audit Activities"
for the quarter which includes digests of the reports on audits completed during the quarter as
well as replies from the departments on any corrective actions taken as a result of the audits.
Based on this review the committee can judge the
seriousness of any deficiencies found and the adequacy of the corrective actions taken.
The internal auditing annual schedule of audits
planned is another major concern of the committee. At South Central Bell, the audits to be included in the year's schedule are selected by a "risk
rating" system which considers such factors as potential benefit to the company, the financial statement impact, elapsed time since the last audit, and
the nature of prior findings. A point value results
from the rating procedures, and audit subjects
with the highest points are then placed on the
schedule. The system is designed to ensure that
each subject is covered at least once every three
years.
Representatives of the external auditor attend
the scheduling sessions and also provide input.
Any special requests from management or the audit committee also are considered. After the tentative schedule is complete, it is reviewed by the audit committee. The committee also reviews the
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achievement of the schedule after the end of each
year.
SCB's Internal Auditing Charter defines internal auditing as an independent appraisal and evaluation function that reviews corporate activities as
a service to management and the board of directors. The quality of service provided by internal
auditing has undoubtedly been enhanced by the
interest and support received from the audit committee over the years.
Other items that appear on the committee's
agenda include an annual review of the president's
vouchers paid during the year and various items
of current interest, such as the complicated divestiture issues arising during recent years.
Each year the audit committee submits a formal
written report to the board of directors detailing
its activities for the year just ended. Based on
these activities, the committee reports its opinion
on the integrity of the company's financial records
and the adequacy of internal control. It also provides an appraisal of the external auditing firm
and internal auditing organization.

A Conscientious Citizen
Communication between members of SCB's audit committee, management, internal auditors,
and the independent auditors plays an important
part in promoting corporate accountability and in
maintaining the credibility of the company's financial reports. This interaction is essential to ascertaining that the financial records of the company are reliable and its assets are safeguarded.
Moreover, SCB encourages the independence of
its internal auditing organization by giving it direct access to the board through the audit committee, and the external auditor is allowed free access to the committee without management's
presence. The audit committee, composed of outside directors, is further evidence of the company's desire to be a conscientious corporate citizen,
responsive to its shareholders and the investment
community.
❑
'American Institute of CPAs, Audit Committees. Answvrs to Typical Questions
About Their Organization and Operations. New York, 1978, p. 7.
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Just -in -Time:
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A Just -in -Time manufacturing system is described
as a "pull" system of production control. The final assembly line production schedule is the key
which triggers the withdrawal of materials. Because the system works from a stable plan of final
assemblies to be produced in a given period, it levels out the production rate ofall parts and material requirements for each day of a fixed schedule
period. The final assembly line withdraws, or
"pulls," necessary parts in needed quantities at
needed times for work centers which supply the
parts to the final assembly.
In "pull systems," standardized containers of
inventory parts are kept at stock points near various work centers. There are two stock points for
each work center — inbound and outbound. Inbound stock points store parts to be worked at the
work center; outbound stock points store completed finished parts which will be "pulled" by subsequent work centers requiring these parts for working and then feeding to the next work center.
There are no stock rooms where work centers
"push" completed parts to offset lead times or to
meet the requirements of an economic order quantity for subsequent work centers. In simple words,
work centers supply parts to the final assembly
line and then manufacture parts to replace them.
The replacements represent parts withdrawn from
the previous work center's outbound stock point.
Once begun, this chain reaction continues backward to the original point where orders are placed
to suppliers to deliver the parts. Figures 1 and 2
provide illustrations of "push" and "pull" systems
respectively.
Cost reduction and productivity increases are

two of the major advantages of Just -in -Time systems. Minimizing raw materials, work -in- process,
and finished goods inventories results in a reduction of inventory carrying costs. In addition,
maintaining total quality control reduces rework,
controls scrap, and generally minimizes waste in
all facets of operations, which in turn contribute
to cost reduction. Finally, with shorter production
cycles and lead time, costs are further reduced
and productivity increased.
Just -in -Time: a Management Philosophy
Just -in -time (JIT) is a philosophy that may be
applied to all aspects of the business including
production, purchasing, and delivery. Central to
the JIT philosophy is the view that all inventories
are undesirable and should be eliminated or minimized. It is a system driven by final product demand so that the right product is produced at the
right time in the right quantities. By contrast, the
traditional policy has been a system of mass production in which products are available "just in
case," so that unexpected demand for a product
can be met.. This practice, which can be very expensive with respect to inventory holding costs, is
ending as newer inventory management techniques are adopted by many companies.
JIT inventory technique relates all manufacturing activities to the physical process of production. "The goal of JIT is to produce and deliver
goods just in time to be sold, subassemblies just in
time to be assembled into finished goods, fabricated parts just in time to go into subassemblies, and
purchased materials just in time to be transported
into fabricated parts.
JIT is a technique for inventory management
that draws upon several existing procedures used
in manufacturing, industrial engineering, storage
"`
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technologies, capacity planning, and quality control. In implementing JIT, two aspects are heavily
emphasized: just -in -time purchasing and just -intime production with total quality control.
Just -in -Time Purchasing
For many years, inventory policies have been
based on reorder points translated into purchase
order size and frequency or ordering. The economic order quantity (EOQ) models provided the
basis for such procedures. The objective is to minimize total inventory costs, which represent a
combination ofcarrying costs and ordering costs.
Purchases were generally centralized with bulk
purchases encouraged so that economies of scale
could be realized in delivery, and other related,
costs. When the JIT philosophy is applied to purchasing, it aims at reducing or eliminating inventories altogether. The objective is to make available the right materials at the appropriate work
centers at the required time.
Features of JIT Purchasing —Suppliers
JIT purchasing is the basic requirement for successful JIT production. Reliability of suppliers
and dependability of material supplies with zero
defects are the basic conditions for implementing
any JIT purchasing system. Historically, manufacturers selected suppliers for each season, or
model year, on the basis of the lowest bid or distributed their forecasted requirements among a
number of suppliers to avoid circumstances in
which a few suppliers might create problems. Under JIT purchasing, a few reliable suppliers, with
total quality control commitment, are selected for
longer periods. They are even certified after careful evaluations so that uninterrupted supplies can
be maintained. As pointed out by Juran,1 the proMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/DECEMBER 1985

curement of supplies is based on the teamwork
concept. The basis is trust, confidence, cooperation, and joint commitment. These characteristics
are achieved by close coordination between producers and suppliers in which producers assist
suppliers in product design, quality control, and
in attaining stabilized production schedules.
In the auto industry, where JIT purchasing was
initiated to minimize inventories, fewer selected
suppliers and the teamwork concept are becoming
the preferred way ofdoing business. A few companies in other industries, however, are beginning
to initiate JIT purchasing as well.
Recently, Tektronix instituted a JIT purchasing
policy and changed its purchasing strategy to fewer but better suppliers. For a company to be an
exclusive, or a large supplier of components for
Tektronix plants, it must first be certified by the
company. In 1983, 90% of the company's purchased components were provided by 100 suppliers. By 1984, that number had dropped to 36.
Tektronix even extended "stockless purchasing"
to include packaging, electrical, and janitorial
supplies. As a result, 196,000 square feet of leased
warehousing were released for an annual savings
of $700,000. 3 Hewlett- Packard, Omark, and ESI
are other examples of companies that have benefited from using JIT purchasing.'
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JIT Purchasing—Transportation and Delivery
Appropriate transportation and delivery methods are important for the successful implementation of JIT purchasing. Traditional transportation
and delivery methods were designed to achieve
economies of scale and cost effectiveness. Therefore, bulk transport systems have been widely
used. Under JIT, transportation and delivery involve the use ofmultiple deliveries in small lots at
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each work center to conform with the requirements of production scheduling. Manufacturers
may have many loading docks with scattered routine delivery times. Deliveries by truck are preferred to those by rail. The need for a central
warehouse, centralized loading docks, and staging
areas is eliminated. The layout of the delivery area
of the production facility is modified so that deliveries can be made by transporters directly to the
areas of production.
Finally, under a JIT transport and delivery system, carriers must adapt to certain changes. Because small -lot delivery is the rule, a carrier may

Next shipment due in work at 10.35

O

collect different materials from several suppliers
in a clustered area instead of carrying a truckload
from one supplier. Carriers also may maintain intermediate storage facilities close to the manufacturers so that frequent small -lot deliveries can be
made to work centers. The suppliers may employ
multiple carriers rather than a single carrier based
on economies of scale and change material packaging methods to suit the delivery requirements of
the purchaser.
Firestone is one of the largest suppliers of original equipment tires to the auto industry. Since the
auto industry instituted the JIT purchasing system, Firestone has adopted different policies in order to meet General Motors' JIT purchasing requirements. Information about the autos plants'
requirements is transmitted via an on -line information system to Firestone's Transportation Operation s Department and ti re manufact uri ng
plants. Each delivery must contain the quantity of
tires required on the assembly line for a specified
period of six hours (referred to in the industry as
the open window policy). Tire transport mode was
changed from rail to trucks so that the small -lot
size and the daily delivery schedules could be met.
The delivery must be made at a specific loading
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dock, located near the particular assembly line
where the tires will be needed for operations. This
arrangement facilitates the role of Firestone in
preparing tire shipments in terms of required
sizes, types, and sequencing of sizes and types.
In addition, the on -line information sharing ensures the delivery of tires in the required time. As
a result of the changed delivery schedules and the
continuous supply of small -lot sizes, the inventory
of tires at the auto plants is reduced. Firestone, in
turn, is initiating JIT purchasing and production
techniques at its tire manufacturing plants. The
company's suppliers are required to deliver raw
materials in small -lot sizes using trucks, and to
make the deliveries at specified time intervals.
Firestone hopes to achieve the benefits of reducing
raw material, work -in- process, and finished tire
inventories.'
Carriers also have adopted certain changes in
their procedures in response to JIT requirements.
Customized Transportation, Inc. (CTI), provides
an innovative example. CTI's intermediate service
and transportation facilities at Howell, Mich., receive 128 different part numbers in truckload
sized batches from the Delco plant in Dayton,
Ohio. The strut assemblies are arranged in standardized containers (20 each) based on an on -line
transmittal of assembly line sequences for two
General Motors assembly plants in Lansing. The
containers, with parts arranged in the exact sequence needed by the assembly line, are delivered
four times a day. This procedure has reduced the
inventory requirements of the auto plants to a
minimum of four hours' inventory. CTI has been
delivering spring and strut assemblies manufactured by Delco Products Division of General Motors in line sequence since July of 1984.6
JIT and MRP— What's the Difference?
The adoption of JIT purchasing represents a
major step toward the elimination of raw materials inventory. However, it provides only a partial
solution when most of the parts and components
are manufactured by th e company in separate
plants. JIT production with total quality control is
another key element of the JIT system. Repetitive
manufacturers have used material requirement
planning (MRP) systems in production planning,
job lot scheduling, and inventory management for
many years. With the increased availability of
computers and their relatively lower - per -unit
computational cost, computer -based manufacturing management systems, labeled as Material Requirement Planning and Scheduling Systems or
Integrated MRPs have proliferated in the United
States. Like JIT, the logic of the MRP system is
based on the fact that demand for materials, parts,
and components depends upon the demand for
the finished product. Therefore, integrated MRP
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

systems can be used for exploding the master production schedule into sub - schedules for parts runs
in a required sequence, and to level production
rates between different stages of production. Lead
time offsets and some work -in- process inventories
are used to balance production lines with different
capacities and /or production rates.
Theoretically, an integrated MR P syst em
should provide information indicating which parts
and components are required to produce the final
products, and to generate master and related production schedules for different production runs in
appropriate sequence with minimum lead times.
This information, in turn, should result in lower
inventory levels at each production stage, lower
inventory carrying costs, and improvement in productivity. Unfortunately, as Hall points out, the
entire scheduling process is geared toward translating the parts requirement into MRP economic
order quantities.'
In other words, a typical MRP system is lot oriented with timing established by lead time offsets, and lot sizes are adjusted against work -inprocess inventories. Traditionally, large lot sizes
have been preferred to reduce the average set -up
costs and fixed inventory carrying costs. Another
problem that recently has surfaced is the failure of
EOQ models to integrate correctly different production capacities of various machines or assembly lines when parts must move between two or
more machines with different capacities. To overcome this deficiency, inventories are provided at
each production stage to act as a buffer so that the
final assembly operations can process orders continuously and in time to meet demand. The inventories at each stage, and the netting -out process in
recomputing for the subsequent production schedules, necessitate complicated reporting and reconciling systems, issuing counts from stockrooms,
shop floors and other stocking points. The inevitable inaccuracies in these counts drastically reduce
the benefits that can be realized from an integrated MRP system.
In JIT production systems, the overall objective
is the same. The JIT production system uses the
MR P "ex p l os i o n " co n cep t fo r work i n g o u t
monthly production schedules so that smooth daily production schedules can be carried out for level production. The focus is on reducing the MRP
economic order quantity. The JIT system is referred to as an example of carrying EOQ computations to the nth degree. If the EOQ in the integrated MRP system is reduced to small -lot sizes,
and the production ofparts and components is sequenced piece by piece, it becomes an ideal JIT
system.
In addition, as mentioned by Schonberger,
EOQ models focus on carrying costs and set -up
costs that are obvious. This practice rarely takes
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1985
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into account other costs associated with quality,
rework, scrap, and worker motivation and responsibility —all of which are significantly affected by
manufacturing lot sizes. JIT systems focus on
smaller lot sizes which can provide additional tangible and intangible benefits such as less waste and
rework, sensitivity and awareness for causes ofdelay and error, greater process yield, and higher
levels of worker motivation. These factors, in
turn, begin a chain reaction, providing additional
benefits such as reduced set -up times, further reducing lot sizes and production cycles; and constant or near zero rates of defects in parts and
components.
The benefits are increased because the JIT production system requires frozen master schedules
for short periods. Daily production schedules are
the same (a month in the case of Toyota). Model
sequencing and the reconfiguration of the production process reduce necessary buffers of inventory
to very low levels. Shop floor counts and reconciliations are minimized. Fine tuning of minor daily
variations in production is controlled manually by
39
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simple methods (Kanban in Japanese factories).
Under the JIT production system, workers are capable of reading and interpreting information
from signals provided by simple "Kanban" cards,
and, as a result, contribute to refining the system
by p ro vi d i n g newer ideas for overal l
improvements."
Machine and Process Reconfiguration

According to
]IT, all
inventories are
undesirable
and should be
eliminated or
minimized.
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JIT systems are characterized by several additional unique and important elements. Normally a
typical production line is arranged with a group of
similar machines performing similar tasks so that
labor efficiency is enhanced and large -lot sizes can
be produced. If a particular component requires
processing steps to be performed by three types of
machines, three clusters of three different types of
machines are established. Each cluster groups the
machines that perform idential tasks on the manufactured component. The forecasted load and
needed capacity determine the number of machines in each cluster.
On the other hand, the JIT system. necessitates
the use of "group technology" in grouping different machines so that larger tasks can be performed by the group or work center without moving large lots of "work -in- process" components.
Because small -lot sizes is the norm, work flows
quickly on a common routing through a set of machines, In the example mentioned earlier, instead
of three clusters, each work center is equipped
with three machines to complete the larger task.
There is no need for work -in- process inventory at
each work center. Figure 3 illustrates machine ar-

rangements under the traditional and JIT systems.
Automation and the Multifunction Workforce
JIT systems call for a multifunction worker
who can operate "work centers" rather than one
machine. In the example mentioned in the previous paragraph, a worker will be required to operate all three types of machines simultaneously.
Automated "movement of parts" or aids can supplement his ability to become multifunctional.
This advantage helps reduce defects which can be
identified immediately,
Furthermore, workers may find the work less
boring because they perform multiple tasks rather
than repeating a single task. Under this new strategy, many simple machines may be operated by
one worker. Monden describes a case of machine
set -up in a Japanese auto company in which a single worker interfaces with 16 simple machines
which perform different operations:
"The laborer, as a multi- function worker,
first picks up one unit of a gear brought
from the preceding process and sets it on the
first machine. At the same time, he detaches
another gear already processed by this machine and puts it on a chute to roll in front
of the next machine. Then while he is walking to the second machine, he pushes a
switch between the first and second machine
to start the first machine. He performs a
similar operation on the second machine
and t hen he moves to t he t hird machine
pushing a button again to start the second

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

Figure 3
Traditional Machine Arrangement
(Departmental clusters)

/IT at Ceneral
Motors: the
parts
requirements of
auto plants
were reduced
to a minimum
of four hours'
inventory.
JIT Machine Arrangement
(Group Technology)
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machine and so on, until he has worked on
all 16 machines and finally returns to his initial process. This is done in exactly the cycle
time necessary, perhaps five minutes, and so
one unit of a finished gear will be completed
in five minutes.
This description implies that the tasks to be carried out by a worker need to be simple, well -defined, and arranged sequentially. These constraints may call for redesign of machines in some
cases. The set -up times may have to be drastically
reduced by improving set -up procedures as well as
si mp l i fyi n g too ls, fi x t u res , an d rel at ed
attachments.
Early Warning Systems and Stop Lights
To ensure the success of the JIT system, it is
necessary to prevent the production of defective
parts. Early warning systems and continuous
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

monitoring systems are employed to eliminate defects. Because quality and "zero defect" parts represent the goal, monitoring systems may authorize
the worker to stop the line in order to correct a
quality problem. Work centers and assembly lines
may have to be equipped with red or yellow lights
to stop the line. The flashing red or yellow lights
draw immediate corrective actions, and ultimately
help achieve the total quality control objective.
For example, one of the Hewlett- Packard plants
uses red lights and sirens as an early warning system to achieve total quality control under the JIT
system. As soon as a worker spots a defective part
being produced by the assembly line, he pushes a
button to activate lights and sirens, and to stop
the line, an action which draws the immediate attention of man agemen t . Workflow remains
stopped until the problem is corrected. As a result, there is a significant drop in rework and
scrap which, in turn saves staff time and reduces
43

The Advantages of JIT
Re c e nt ly , seve ral co m pa n ie s in th e Un it e d
States have initiated the Just -in -Time inventory
m anagem ent sy stem wh ich at tem pts to elim inate
excess inventories. Adopting the JIT system re-

o th er relat ed co sts."

Undercapacity Scheduling
Un d er J IT s y s te m s , th er e is a c om m itm en t to
to tal q u ality co n tro l. To en su re that this com m it-

ment is not violated, less than full capacity scheduling allows some time to correct problems as well
as reduce pressure on workers to complete the
task. It also "avoids" overtaxing equipment, tools,
and support personnel, thereby avoiding errors in
quality that arise from haste. Error prevention results in a smooth output rate, making it more feasible to operate without large inventory buffers between su ccessive p rocessin g s teps un der the
just -in -time ideal."

sults in major changes in manufacturing and purchasing strategies. In manufacturing, JIT systems
are characterized by several elements. These elements include smaller lot sizes, frozen master production schedules for short periods, machine and
process reconfiguration, and automation and multifunction workforce. In purchasing, JIT systems
required manufacturers to select a few reliable
suppliers who deliver totally dependable materials
and component parts with zero defects. To meet
these requirements, suppliers had to change shipping mode and packaging procedures.
Adopting a Just -in -Time inventory management system leads to several favorable results.
These results include waste and rework reduction,
process yield increase, workforce motivation improvement, and reduction of inventories.
El
'Richard J. Schonberger, Japanese Manufacturing Techniques, The Free Press, New
York, 1987- p. 16.
'J. M. Juran, "Japanese and Western Quality: a Contrast in Methods and Results;'
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The Impact of Automation
on Accounting
for Indirect Costs
Are current industrial cost accounting systems
providing the information necessary for companies
to make informed decisions?

By Henry R. Schwambach
Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution
more than 200 years ago, there has been a continual increase in the use of machinery rather than
human labor to produce industrial and consumer
goods as well as services. This increase in mechanization has been a primary factor in economic
growth. From an accounting perspective, however, this process has created some complex changes
in types of costs and methods of cost control. The
major change has been a decrease —in some cases,
dramatic —in the direct labor content of most
goods and services and an increase in indirect
costs supporting the mechanization. Cost accounting and cost accounting systems need to redirect their focus to these costs of operating a
mechanized production operation. Accounting for
indirect costs, from both a planning and control
perspective and a financial reporting policy perspective, needs to be reexamined carefully.
Two important tasks should be undertaken in
this endeavor. First, accountants must determine
whether the cost accounting systems currently being used in U.S. industry are providing the information necessary for making informed decisions
and then document those methods.' Second,
someone needs to develop a framework for deterMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1985

mining the components of an effective overhead
accounting system and integrate it into the production and operations management systems.
We'll try to answer the first question by reporting the results of a survey of 112 manufacturing
firms that was designed to determine the practices
currently used to track overhead and to analyze
the impact of the level of automation on these
practices. This study should provide a starting
point for evaluating current practice and developing new, more effective systems. It also illustrates
t h e great di vers it y in pract i ces cu rren t l y
employed.
Companies responding to the questionnaire operate in most of the major manufacturing categories. Their size varies from $10 million in sales to
many Fortune 500 companies with sales in the billions. The companies use a number of different basic cost systems, which are broken down in Table
1. The findings shown are consistent with a prior
study by Chio and Lee and again highlight the
prevalence of standard cost systems.'
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Cost Allocation
Let's look at how overhead costs are allocated
for product costing, examining both the method
and allocation bases. Because some companies use
more than one method, the totals exceed 100 %.
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Not Automated
0 1 2 3 4

%

Table 1
Kinds of Cost Systems Used by Respondents
System

of companies
using system

Standard cost

66

Actual cost only

10

Both actual and standard cost used

19

Normal cost (actual labor and material and standard
2

overhead)

2

Actual, standard, and normal
Other

100%
of companies
with production flow
%

Production flow
Job order

28

Process

36

Operational

18

Both job order and process

10

Both job order and operational

1

Both process and operational

2

Job order, process and operational

4

1

Other

5

6

Fully Automated
7 8 9 10

In attempting to find a measure for "level of automation," we sought the advice of several industrial and manufacturing engineers in academe and
corporations. They generally agreed that there is
no one measure of automation and that a general
question such as we used could be a surrogate for
physical measures. A chi - square test could not reject the null hypothesis that there is no significant
relationship between the level of automation and
use of departmental versus plant -wide rates or use
of separate variable and fixed overhead rates versus combined rates.
We also asked respondents to give a breakdown
of total annual manufacturing cost by percentage,
as follows:
%
Direct materials and purchased components
%
Direct labor
%
Indirect cost (overhead)
%
Other (specify)
100
%

Cost flow

of companies
with cost flow

FIFO

32

LIFO

31

Average
Both LIFO and FIFO

7
16

Both FIFO and average

2

Both LIFO and average

4

FIFO, LIFO and average all used

8
100%

Table 2 shows the percentage for each method.
Although the survey found that the single plant wide rate is the most common, many companies
employ more elaborate systems. Several also separate fixed and variable overhead and calculate separate rates. The companies that calculate total department overhead rates also revealed the number
of departments for which rates are calculated.
This number varied from one company with two
departments to one with 200 departments. The
median number was ten. Companies calculating
separate variable and fixed departmental rates
tend to have more departments. Their median
number was 20.
To examine whether more highly automated
firms used more sophisticated systems, we asked
the following question:
To what extent is your production process now
automated?
(Circle the level of automation.)
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The purpose of this question was to determine the
relative significance— materiality —of indirect
costs and then evaluate the impact of the level of
indirect cost on overhead accounting practices.
The levels of indirect cost varied considerably
across companies from a low of 2% to a high of
67% of total manufacturing cost. The average was
29 0 with a standard deviation of 14%. For the
majority of companies, direct materials was the
largest cost component; on average it was almost
twice the level of indirect costs.
A number of possible approaches may be used
to analyze the impact of the significance of indirect cost on the accounting system used. One way
is to u se d iscri mi nant an al ys is t o d et ermi ne
whether the level of indirect cost discriminates between companies using different overhead accounting methods. We ran a discriminant model
to determine whether the combined factors of
automation level and percentage of indirect costs
could discriminate between companies using a single plant -wide overhead rate versus more sophisticated measures, using direct labor to apply overhead to products versus other bases, or separating
the operating costs of machinery from other overhead items. In none of the three cases did the level
of indirect cost appear to have a significant impact. We also divided the data into higher automated companies with significant amounts of indirect costs and labor- intensive firms. We chose a
firm with a level of automation greater than 5 and
indirect costs greater than 4 0 % as the criteria for
the first class and an automation level less than 5,
indirect costs less than 20 %, and direct labor
/c

%

100%
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greater than 30% as the criteria for the second
group. Using these criteria we again compared
overhead allocation systems and methods. We
found only moderate —not statistically significant— differences between the groups.
These results show that, in general, automated
firms and overhead - intensive firms have not
adapted their cost systems to reflect their unique
operating environment.
What Is the Basis
for Allocating Overhead to Products?
A product's cost or its profitability is an important input into a number of decisions. Measuring
manufacturing cost is difficult, and any "cost"
needs to be qualified. Perhaps the unit cost component most difficult to measure is overhead. As
shown, the most prevalent method of computing
unit overhead costs is with a single plant -wide
rate, but in many situations a plant -wide rate provides meaningless unit cost figures. In addition to
the number of rates used (plant -wide versus departmental and single versus separate, fixed, and
variable), the base used to allocate overhead is im-

Table 2
Overhead Rate Calculation

79% There is a logical association between the
basis and overhead.
13% We found a statistical relationship between
the basis and overhead.
3% Other
The percentages represent the breakdown of responses. In addition, 5% of th e co mp ani es
checked more than one of the explanations. These
responses imply that most cost accountants are
not performing rigorous analyses of overhead cost
behavior for determining product costs. They look
for a logical relationship but do not test the relationship statistically. Because most companies do
not validate their choice statistically, it is not surprising that they do not change bases as operations change.

Surprisingly, we
found that
companies
employ very
elaborate
overhead rate
calculations.

using
method
34
14
28
29
7

portant. Historically, direct labor has been the
common denominator for applying overhead to
individual products. As firms trade labor for machinery, however, this allocation base becomes
less appropriate. Accordingly, we asked companies what bases they use to allocate overhead and
compared their reasons for differing levels of automation, direct labor, and indirect costs. Table 3
summarizes our findings.
Although most companies still use direct labor
to allocate overhead, a significant minority are using other bases. Machine hours are used by more
that one in four. We expected machine hours to be
especially appropriate in highly automated firms,
so we reviewed companies that were classed as a 7
or above on our automation scale. We also expected a high percentage of these firms to allocate
some or all of their indirect cost using machine
hours. In fact, exactly half said they use machine
hours to allocate overhead. Although that figure
seems relatively high, half still do not consider
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/DECEMBER 19 85

Let's now turn to some of the more troublesome issues in cost accounting for automated
firms. The first is the matter of depreciation.
Depreciation is difficult for many reasons.
First, the choice of method and useful life can be
arbitrary and not comparable across companies.
Second, according to generally accepted accounting principles, depreciation is calculated on the

Table 3
of firms
using the base
%

Single plant -wide O.H. rate
Plant -wide fixed and variable O.H.
rates
Departmental total O.H. rates
Departmental fixed and variable O.H.
rates
Other

for allocating overhead?

Some Troublesome Issues
%

Method

machine usage as a factor for allocating indirect
costs.
In addition to asking what bases were used for
allocation, we questioned the respondent's reason
for determining what overhead allocation base(s)
to use. We elicited this information with the question: Why do you use the particular bases you use

Allocation base

Direct labor hours
Direct labor dollars
Machine hours
Direct material cost
Weight
Other bases

35.7
58.0
27.7
18.8
11.6
8.9

original cost of the assets, and in periods of changing prices these original amounts quickly become
out of date, leading to a lack of comparability
across companies and between different segments
of a company. Third, depreciation expense is not
an out -of- pocket cost —it does not affect cash flow
directly. What affects cash flow is payment for the
assets, not their use. Fourth, depreciation usually
is fixed, and its allocation can be debated.'
Depreciation, however, can be a major compo47

Almost every
company has a
good record of
labor
costs... but
many do not
measure the
important cost
of operating
machinery.. .

nent of indirect costs and, when allocated, a major
portion of a product's cost. Thus the limitations
just discussed must be considered when looking at
the impact ofdepreciation on product costs.
We asked two questions about depreciation. We
asked what method(s) the company uses to calculate depreciation on factory machinery /equipment for product costing purposes. Eighty percent
said they use only straight -line depreciation. Ten
percent use only accelerated depreciation, and the
other 10% use other methods or a combination of
methods. We believe this figure is somewhat positive. There is a level ofconsistency, and straight line depreciation does not carry the penalty for
automating (more depreciation in early years
when the machinery is probably not giving as
much benefit) that accelerated depreciation does.
However, it is questionable that "depreciation per
unit" is ofvalue in any decision model or control
system. What we are suggesting is merely that use
of straight -line depreciation is less detrimental
than accelerated depreciation.
Next we asked how the useful life is determined. This is important because the choice of a
life affects annual depreciation. We received these
answers:
31.3%
36.6
32.1
8.0
6.3

By tax regulation
By accounting/finance with
careful analysis
By accounting /finance without careful analysis
By industrial engineering
analysis
Other

(Note that some of the companies gave more than
one answer; thus the percentages exceed 100 %.)
The decision to acquire a new piece of equipment is an industrial engineering and finance
question, yet industrial engineers appear to have
little input into the depreciation decision used later to determine product costs and profitability.
This situation is not good. In an earlier case study
I found one company using a ten -year life on
equipment the engineers said would be obsolete in
five. The opposite also occurs. If depreciation is to
be used in product costing, then more analysis and
care need to be taken in its computation.
Machine Operating Costs
The last practice that we documented is the isolation of the operating cost of machinery. Almost
every company has a good record oflabor costs —
some better than others. Most larger firms also
have good raw materials and parts monitoring
systems. However, from prior field studies° and
discussions with management accountants, it be48

came apparent that many companies do not measure the cost ofoperating their machinery—a cost
that becomes more important as firms become
more au tomated. To tes t t his hypot hes is, we
asked, "Are the costs of machinery isolated from
other overhead items ?" The responses supported
our hypothesis. Seventy -nine percent of the respondents said "No , " they don't isolate these
costs. Thirteen percent said they monitor the costs
of "key" machines, and 8% claimed they track
the operating costs of all machines. Because machinery costs obviously are more important for
the highly mechanized firm, we would expect
more of these firms to separate such costs. To test
this lo gic we looked at th e firms that ranked
themselves as highly automated (answered a 7 or
above on the level of automation question). There
were 40 such companies. Of them, 23 (57.5 %)
said, "No, we do not separate machine operating
costs from other overhead." The other 17 companies monitor the costs for key machines (11) or all
machines (6). These statistics are not very impressive. Many companies are not providing management with machine operating costs—data needed
for cost control and evaluation of machine replacements or additions. Why are so many firms
not reporting this information? Is the cost greater
than the benefit? Perhaps the necessary systems
are (were) too large for the existing data processing facilities. Perhaps with reduced data processing costs firms will in time develop improved systems. One co mpany's app roach was recently
reported by MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.'
Another possible explanation for the continued
uses of plant -wide overhead allocation rates with
direct labor bases is that machine costs are not the
major component of overhead. To test this possibility we asked firms to break their annual overhead into the following categories:
1. Overhead incurred to support direct labor;
2. Overhead incurred to support the plant, not including the machinery or equipment;
3. Overhead to support the machinery;
4. Overhead for manufacturing administration;
5. Overhead to support materials;
6. Other.
They responded by providing the percentage of
total overhead for each of the six categories. Only
46 of the 112 companies had the information
available to answer this question. We calculated
mean percentages for those companies and found
some interesting results, which are summarized in
Table 4. The table shows that, on average, the majority of overhead still goes to support direct labor. Note that machinery overhead and administration overhead are close to the same level. As
companies continue to reduce direct labor, these
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1985

How Useful Is Information
from Cost Accounting Systems?
The final question asked the cost accountants to
evaluate the usefulness of information generated
from their cost accounting systems. Specifically,
we asked:
How useful is the cost accounting system in providing information for managerial planning and control? (Circle the appropriate level.)
Not Useful
Extremely Useful
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10

2. Job order and process firms had the same use fulness ratings.
3. The level of indirect cost did not affect the
rating.
What Do the Results Mean?
We found current practice to be quite varied.
Thirty -four percent of the respondents use a single
plant -wide rate to allocate overhead to products,
28 % use single departmental overhead rates, and
Table 4
Category of

indirect cost
O.H. to support direct
labor
O.H. to support plant

The cost accountants provide the data to the
other managers, who are the users. Thus, to be
truly objective this question should be addressed
to the users, not the providers. Because of the difficulty of reaching the users, however, the providers are used as surrogates. Our results are interesting. The mean rating was 7.4, higher than our
prior expectation. There was a standard deviation
of 2.3. The median rating was an 8. From our prior discussions with industrial engineers and cost
accountants we had felt that many companies
were quite unhappy with their cost systems. Although the present study does not show total contentment, the results are positive.
In this study we attempted to uncover the factors that might lead to high usefulness ratings. We
employed a multiple regression with the usefulness rating as the dependent variable and the following as independent variables: use of standard
cost, job order production environment, level of
automation, use of a single plant -wide overhead
rate, and whether machine operating costs were
isolated. The regression results showed that only
three of the independent variables had a significant effect on the usefulness rating. The level of
automation had a positive relationship with usefulness. That is, the more highly automated firms
rated their cost systems higher. The regression coefficient for level of automation is .325. Companies using plant -wide overhead rates tended to
rate their cost systems lower. Their regression coefficient was .64. This was statistically significant
at the .15 level, so it appears to be a minor factor.
The other factor, which was significant at the .05
level, was whether firms isolated their machinery
operating costs. Firms that did rated their cost
systems higher, about one point on the average.
The fact ors that did not predict usefulness
ratings:
1. Use of a standard cost system had no apparent
effect.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

O.H. to support
machinery
O.H. to support dir.
materials
O.H. to support manufacturing administration
Other overhead

of
total O.H.

Standard
deviation

30.4

16.2

13.0

7.9

17.8

14.6

15.0

11.9

16.6

11.1

7.2

7.2

%

percentages will change, but at the present time
the importance of direct labor, even for most
automated firms, cannot be ignored.

100.0

The study was designed to gather information from a broad
range of publicly held U.S. manufacturing firms. The random sample was selected from all manufacturing corporations, identified using primary standard industrial codes, listed on the Standard and
Poor's Expanded Compustat tapes. The population included all
New York and American Stock Exchange companies as well as
many companies whose stock is traded over the counter. We decided a sample size of 400 was large enough to yield a meaningful
number of responses.
We sent controllers in each company a questionnaire and a cover
letter asking them to give the questionnaire to the person within
their corporation most knowledgeable about cost accounting. Because most controllers are located in the corporate headquarters,
sometimes far removed from the actual cost accounting area, they
often are unable to answer detailed cost accounting questions. Thus
the controllers were not asked to complete the questionnaire. Unfortunately, this two -step process probably reduced the response
rate, but it was deemed necessary.
The two -page questionnaire was divided into five sections. The
first section captured information about the company. The second
asked about the degree of automation. The third measured the significance of indirect costs to the firm. The fourth asked questions
about the allocation of indirect costs, and the fifth concentrated on
how the company classified and tracked the cost of operating its
machinery. Respondents also were asked to evaluate the usefulness
of their company's cost accounting system in providing information
for planning and control.
❑
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29% use dual variable and fixed departmental
rates. These figures represent a relatively high use
of variable overhead rates and departmental overhead rates.
Also, although the most common basis for allocating overhead is direct labor dollars ( 58% use
this basis), more than a quarter (27.7 % ) of the respondents use machine hours as a basis for overhead allocation. On the other hand, 79% do not
isolate the cost of operating machinery . Because
industry in general is becoming machine intensive,
this finding suggests a possible problem in current
practice. We analyzed the results to determine
whether highly automated firms adapt their overhead allocation and machine cost monitoring to
reflect the decrease in direct labor and increase in
machine- related overhead , but we found no statistically significant differences.
The study's results show that many companies
allocate overhead to products in a rather complex
if not empirically tested manner. That is, a significant number use departmental overhead rates
with separate fixed and variable components.
These companies invest thousands or even millions of dollars in the design and implementation
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of such systems . Many companies also have the
means to provide cost information to managers on
a variable cost ( versus absorption) basis, so accountants should determine the degree of successful use of this information and should evaluate the
compatibility of the overhead information with
CAD /CAM production systems and mathematical models to determine the optimal product mix
given production constraints. Discussions with respondents and production managers suggest that
overhead cost data used in CAD /CAM systems
often are determined using the allocation rates
from the cost accounting system. If these allocations are not " tested," as suggested by our results,
then production engineers may be using high -tech
equipment and software with low -tech accounting
data. Let's get the two groups working together
and sharing the right data.
❑
' See "Direct labor Costs Not Always Relevant at H -P," M A N A GE M E N T A c c o u N i I wFebruary 1985.
12 J. Chin, and Y. Lee, "A Survey or Current Practices in Overhead Accounting and
Analysis." Proceedings of the 1980 Western Regional Meeting of the American Accounting Assn.. San Diego. 1980.
'3 A. Thomas, The Allocation Problem. Parr Taro, American Accounting Assn., Sarasota, Fla.. 1974.
14 H. Schwarzbach and R. Vangermeersch, "Why W e Should Account for the
Fourth Cost of Manufacturing," M ANAGE M E N T Ac c o UN T I NG. July 1983.
'G. Hakala, "Measuring Costs with Machine Hours.—MANAGEMENT Ac c o u N T I % r .
October 1985.
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Why L

Are Popular

A levera ged buyou t mea ns that investors cou ld purcha se
Gibson Card Co. from RCA by contributing a mere $1 million
of the $81 million cash price.

By Susan D. Harding, Leon Hanouille, Joseph example is the acquisition of Remington Products
C. Rue, and Ara G. Volkan
Inc., a company best known for manufacturing raIn 1983, almost one -half of all corporate acquisitions were transacted as leveraged buyouts. The
estimate for 1984 and beyond was even higher.'
What are the advantages and disadvantages of
LBOs? What is the fut ure o f thi s fi nan ci ng
method?
In contrast to normal business acquisitions,
LBOs involve substantially higher degrees of financial risk to purchasers and financiers. Compensating benefits are that they offer participants
a potential for completing buyouts that might otherwise be financially impossible, while presenting
creative financiers and investors with the opportunity to earn exceptionally high levels of return.
Basically, an LBO involves two simultaneous
events: the acquisition of a company; and the refinancing of that company, largely through debt
which is partially secured by the company's assets. The debt is generally repaid with cash generated through the acquired company's operations.
The 1981 buyout of Gibson Card Co. illustrates
how powerful an acquisition tool the LBO structure can be. Investors who purchased Gibson
from the Radio Corporation of America (RCA)
contributed a mere $1 million of the $81 million
cash price. The remaining $80 million was borrowed from various sources. Gibson's assets
served as collateral to secure the loans.' Another
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1985

zors and razor blades. In 1979, an individual investor, Victor Kiam, bought Remington for just
under $25 million. Mr. Kiam contributed less
than $1 million of his own funds in exchange for
sole ownership and managerial control of the
company.'
Thus, structuring a business acquisition as an
LBO allows the purchasers of a company to acquire that entity by contributing only a minimal
amount of cash rel ative to the total purchase
price. The remaining funds necessary to complete
the buyout are borrowed from outside sources.
The fin ancing communi ty has recogni zed the
great potential of LBOs as flexible acquisition
tools ideally suited to many circumstances.

Susan D. Harding is a
junior accountant at
Feeley & Driscoll, P.C.,
in Boston and a 1985
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Syracuse University
School of
Management. This
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through Syracuse
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How the LBO Technique Grew
Although the idea of leveraging business acquisitions is not new, the current form of an LBO
emerged in the 1960s and gained popularity
through the mid- 1970s. During the 1960s, many
corporations merged and acquired other businesses. Conglomerate corporations were formed in order to spread the risk of business failure over a
diverse grouping of business entities.
The recessionary periods of the 1970s, however,
prompted the sale of many companies, divisions,
and subsidiaries. Each conglomerate corporation,
faced with increased competition in the market51
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place, was forced to reassess its own competitive
position and the competitiveness of each of its
subsidiary units. The number of businesses for
sale increased as the conglomerate parents and
other owners sought to narrow the number and
diversity of their business lines in order to achieve
an efficient fit between their operations and conglomerate resources and expertise.
This type of realignment continues today as
companies attempt to remain competitive, pursuing ever - changing strategies which aim to use resources efficiently relative to economic and industry t ren d s . Th u s , po t ent i al i n ves t o rs are
continually presented with many companies,
which, if not actively seeking new owners, are at
least open to acquisition negotiations.
The impact of inflation obviously has influenced LBO activity. An inflationary economy
benefits debtors because it decreases the burden of
debt repayment. Companies acquired in LBOs,
therefore, are helped by inflation to pay off the
debt incurred in financing the acquisition.
LBOs also have gained favor because they represent attractive financial opportunities to both
existing public shareholders and potential investors who seek greater rewards than the stock market may be producing. Original holders ofa company's stock, those who become the sellers in an
LBO, are usually bought out at a premium well
above the market value oftheir shares. Financiers
are often able to earn more through participating
in an LBO than they can in other investment activities, because the expected rate of return is often higher than that offered by the stock market.'
Changes made in the Federal Reserve Regulations in 1981 are another factor contributing to
more extensive use of LBOs. These modifications
granted investment bankers the ability to arrange
financing for the acquisition of stock in publicly
held companies.' Since 1981, many investment
banking firms have emerged as specialists in LBO
financing. Accordingly, investment bankers now
assume many important roles in completing LBOs
and in monitoring the companies involved subsequent to the acquisition.
In addition to these financial factors, LBOs
have been acclaimed for their entreprenuerial
character, LBOs are often referred to as "management buyouts" because the original company's
management frequently emerges from the buyout
as a significant owner of the company. The entrepreneurial desire which LBOs fulfill has been described as "he American dream —the desire of
management t o own a pi ece of t he company
t h e y' re ru n n i n g to co n t ro l th ei r own
destinies, .. "'
What Are the Tax Advantages?
The federal income tax advantages of LBOs
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have been likened to government subsidies for
corporate acquisitions. The buyer who acquires a
company's assets in an LBO may account for the
acquisition as a purchase of assets. This procedure
allows the aggregate value of the assets to be increased from their book value (cost less depreciation) reflected on the original owner's books to
their approximate market value at the date ofacquisition. Generally, fair market value is greater
than book value. Because the carrying value is increased, the amount of depreciation which the
newly acquired company takes as an expense each
year also is increased over the remaining lives of
the relevant assets. Greater depreciation decreases
the acquired company's taxable income and tax liability each year.
The post- acquisition company also benefits
from the deduction of interest payments on the
debt used to finance the acquisition. In contrast, a
publicly owned, pre -LBO company is not able to
deduct the dividends it distributes to owners. Deduction of interest also decreases tax liability;
therefore, cash and earnings which would have
been used to pay taxes prior to the LBO can be
applied to reduce the acquired company's outstanding debt obligations.
This effect is common in LBO companies. Most
pay little or no tax in the first few years subsequent to acquisition. The tax advantages of Norris
Industries amounted to a $76 million decrease in
taxable income. Assuming a tax rate of 50 %, this
would have left Norris with a savings of $38 million. That amount was more than 60% of its interest payments for 1982.'
Income tax advantages also accrue to the seller
of a company in an LBO. Provided the sale qualifies for capital gain treatment (a condition easily
met), the seller will only be liable for taxes on
40% of the gain recognized. The requirements for
capital gains are that the asset sold must have
been a capital asset that was held by the seller for
a minimum of six months. Because a company
meets the capital asset stipulation, only the six month holding period must be met in order for
the gain to qualify,
The LBO Transaction in General
The general structuring of an LBO transaction
is illustrated in Figure 1. The finance package,
which is actually a set of all financing agreements
between parties who consent to finance the LBO,
is bargained for and settled before negotiations
with the sellers even begin. Once the necessary arrangements for a complete finance package are
made, an offer is made to the company's present
owners or appointed board of directors. If the bid
is accepted, a new business entity emerges from
the completed transaction.
New Ownership. Private ownership offers a
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

Figure 1
General Structure of a Leveraged Buyout
Participants in the
finance package
Secured debt holders
Sellers

Commercial banks
Commercial

finance companies

New ownership

Company A

New company A

Conglomerate parent
Subordinated debt holders
Insurance companies
Pension plans

Offer
made

Small business investment
companies
Venture capitalists
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Offer
accepted

Privately owned by the
equity holders

Private individual(s)
Highly debt financed
Public shareholders

Equity holders
Management
Employee stock option trust
Any combination of buyers,
investors, lenders

number of advantages to the new owners and
management. Privately held entities are not subject to the requirements of extensive public disclosure. The management of a private company is
therefore free from the scrutiny of shareholders.
While managers of public companies usually are
evaluated by factors such as earnings, growth,
profitability ratios, and stock performance, managers of private businesses need not concern themselves with disseminating financial statements
which reflect these performance measures. Thus,
a private company can position itself for longterm growth more easily, without criticism from
shortsighted shareholders.
Sellers. Typically, the sellers in LBO transactions are either private owners of conglomerates,
or a public company's shareholders. Conglomerates may well have divisions with slow and steady
growth, "mundan e" products, an d little or no
prospect for exploding market growth. While such
divisions may not be acceptable as continuing investments for conglomerates facing stiff competition, they may well be superb candidates for
LBOs.
The owners of privately held businesses recognize the flexibility of LBOs which may enable
them to achieve many desirable results when selling their companies. Sales of privately held comMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

panies tend to be inspired more by personal or
practical considerations than by financial reasons.
The LBO allows an owner - manager to preserve
the company as a unit, transferring ownership to
man ag eme n t or to all o f t h e co mp a n y' s
employees.
The buyout of G.P. Technologies, a Philadelphia manufacturer of typewriter elements and
print wheels, illustrates a number of advantages
the LBO holds for private owners selling their interests. In 1981, the founder of G.P. Technologies,
Calvin Page, wanted to decrease his involvement
in line management. A group of the company's
own managers arranged to purchase G.P. Technologies through an LBO. One of the objectives
fulfilled by Mr. Page in selling through an LBO
was that other corporations were prevented from
taking over the company. The flexibility of the
LBO structure enabled him to sell his ownership
in G.P. Technologies while remaining active as a
director of the new company and as vice president
of research and development. In addition, Mr.
Page transformed his income from the ordinary
income he was earning as president to capital gain
income on the sale of his ownership interest.
Public shareholders constitute the third common type of seller in LBOs. Offers to purchase the
company are submitted to the board of directors,
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which in turn may submit attractive proposals to
shareholders for a vote. If an LBO is accepted,
shareholders sell their stock to the purchasing
group at the agreed upon price. Current shareholders welcome LBOs because the price agreed
upon generally is considerably above the current
market- value of their shares.
The Participants in the Financing Package. The
financing package used in an LBO is a highly
complex arrangement because it embodies both
acquisition and refinancing elements. Those who
participate may choose to hold secured debt, subordinated debt, or equity instruments. Investors
also may loan funds to the company at an unsecured level without direct claims, or purchase either preferred or common stock and participate as
investor /owners. Th e b uyers in a leveraged
buyout purchase equity interests which represent
ownership of the company.
While lenders and investors enter LBOs hoping
to earn above average returns before terminating
their interests, buyers ordinarily intend to own
and manage the company for a much longer period of time. Thus, much of the complexity of an
LBO arises from the need to accommodate the
differing expectations of each participant. The
skills of knowledgeable professionals— investment
bankers, lawyers, and accountants —are useful in
transacting LBOs in a manner that will result in
the formulation of a financially viable company.
An LBO may be transacted in as many ways as
talented financiers can devise. Generally, the financing arrangement includes a package of senior
debt, subordinated debt, and equity. The distinctions between senior and subordinated debt, and
equity interests are important because the type of
instrument held by each participant determines
how each will share in the success or failure of the
acquired company.
Senior debt, secured with direct claims against
the acquired company's assets, is the least risky
instrument a participant may possess. If a company defaults on its secured debt obligations, the secured lenders have a legal right to take possession
of designated assets, and to sell them in order to
satisfy their claims. If no default occurs, the secured lender is limited to receiving only the installment payments required by the agreed terms
of debt repayment. Commercial banks and finance
companies are typical holders of secured debt in
leveraged buyouts.
Secured debt holders have a lender - borrower
relationship with the purchased company. By
lending capital to a company acquired in an LBO,
these participants are able to charge a higher rate
of interest than they can get on most other loans.
The rate of interest charged is usually agreed to
float at a designated percentage point above the
prime rate of interest. Ordinarily, the spread is be-

tween two and six percentage points above prime.
Thus, not only are lenders able to earn greater
profit on LBO - related loans, they are protected by
the float feature from fluctuations in market interest rates. The rate of interest charged follows the
ups and downs of the market rate. Lenders can
realize additional income by charging fees to administer initiation of the loan.
Subordinated debt, which often can be converted into stock at the holder's option, is riskier than
secured debt because it lacks direct claim to specific tangible assets. If the company did liquidate,
subordinated lenders would have claims only
against what remained after the company discharged all secured debt obligations. Because the
usual direct relationship between risk and return
does not always hold for subordinated lenders in
LBOs, the risk of subordinated debt is increased
even further. The great demands of secured lenders on the acqu ired company's cash flow may
cause risk and return to move in an adverse fashion. When circumstances increase the danger of
the company's inability to meet the required payments, those with subordinated interests may receive less, not more, compensation for the risky
position they occupy. If all rep aymen ts go
smoothly, subordinated lenders should be more
highly compensated than are secured lenders.
Subordinated lenders in LBOs are usually institutions such as insurance companies, pension funds,
and venture capitalists.
Common stockholders are positioned below all
others in settlements of asset claims. Thus, their
investments represent the highest degree of risk.
Although any number and combination of investors may purchase shares of stock in the new company, the most frequent equity participant is the
company's own management group. Key managers are usually required by outside lenders to invest in common stock of the emerging entity, and
to commit themselves to long -term employment
contracts. This serves man y pu rpo ses for the
LBO's other financiers, but it is individual managers who reap the largest benefits from so- called
"golden handcuff' provisions.
Management plays a critical role in the successful handling of cash flow and debt repayment.
Long -term commitment by the original company's management gives potential lenders and investors additional assurance that those who know
the company's strengths and weaknesses best are
willing to invest their personal capital in the
buyout, and that if the risks of high debt do lead
the acquired company into financial difficulty, capable managerial talent would not be lost as the
company struggles to survive. Additional benefits
of these terms to the company acquired in an
LBO are continuity within the ranks of management, retention of people who know the business
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most intimately, and the potential for financially
motivating managers to maximize the company's
performance to the best of their abilities.
Another common source of equity or ownership financing of an LBO is an Employee Stock
Ownership Trust (ESOT). Th rough an ESOT
LBO, all of a company's employees may share in
that company's ownership according to salary and
length of service. In addition to the financial motivation of employees at all levels of the company,
ESOT LBOs offer significant tax advantages. In
an ESOT LBO, the Trust pledges the company's
assets and stock in order to secure loans from outside sources. It then uses these borrowed funds to
purchase the company. Each year, the acquired
company makes tax - deductible contributions to
the ESOT. These contributions may equal up to
15% of the aggregate compensation of employees
participating in the ESOT. In turn, the Trust remits to outside lenders annual payments, the interest portion of which are also tax deductible.
What Are the Financial Risks?
Although LBOs have become popular as financing tools that may offer attractive opportunities to all participants, some specialists have expressed concern over the risks LBOs represent.
The risks undertaken in LBOs are heightened by
the possibility of economic downturns and escalated interest rates not anticipated or allowed for
at the time the buyout was negotiated. The risks
inherent in all LBOs are the chance that company
earnings and cash flow may not be sufficient to
cover interest payments as they come due, and
that investors and owners may not receive adequate compensation.
The first few years subsequent to an LBO are
crucial in terms of the company's financial ability
to cope with the high demands of debt repayment.
The business itself is likely to continue to operate
and perform much like it did prior to the acquisition, but cash flow must be sufficient to allow the
company to reduce the balance of outstanding
debt quickly. Once debt obligations are met, the
company can then devote remaining cash to projects and capital investments which will determine
its performance in the future.
One of the dangers of LBOs is that downswings
in the economy in general, fluctuations in specific
markets, and competitive realignments may inhibit an LBO company's earnings, thereby jeopardizing payments on its debt obligations. This is especially true where earnings were anticipated as
being barely sufficient to meet payments. Another
risk characteristic of LBOs is related to the floating rate of interest generally provided for in the
loan agreements. If the market rate increases, the
company's interest obligations also increase in accordance with the original terms of the loan. A
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company already straining to meet debt obligations under its initial rates and structure may not
be able to accommodate an increase in interest
payments.
Because the LBO structure does involve a substantial amount of risk to financiers, it is particularly important that all participants analyze each
LBO proposal with utmost care. If circumstances
not anticipated at the start serve to increase the
company's debt burden or decrease its earnings,
the company may have a difficult time meeting
debt payments. The vulnerability of LBOs to these
unanticipated circumstances is one of the reasons
such acquisitions are so financially rewarding.
It must be recognized that non - anticipation of
circumstances is significantly different than failure even to consider a set of circumstances which
might logically be anticipated. In one study, the
LBO buyers interviewed were found not even to
have projected the company's earnings or its ability to pay off debt beyond one year. Very few factored in the potential for a major recession or depression and possible effects upon earnings.' Such
"worst case" analyses would be appropriate in
considering an LBO because unanticipated circumstances can have such a devastating effect on
the LBO company's future existence. The findings
indicate that a lack of adequate consideration of
known risk, return, and the company's ability to
meet debt payments possibly should be the proper
object of criticism, not the LBO tool in general.
The financial vulnerability of post- acquisition
LBO companies means that the best prospects for
LBOs are mature manufacturers and distributors
who have low -cost structures relative to their
competitors, stable and predictable growth, little
debt outstanding prior to the LBO, and products
that either are market leaders or appeal to a narrow segment of the market ignored by competitors. Companies that will require considerable
capital investment in the first few years are ill suited to LBOs. The purchased company's ability
to generate a stable and continuous flow of cash is
crucial to the success of an LBO because periodic
payments must be made of all available cash to
decrease the outstanding balance of debt. The
company acquired in an LBO does not normally
have an excess of cash to invest in capital projects.

An LBO may
be transacted
In as many
ways as
talented
financiers can
devise.

Criticisms of LBOs
As more, and lesser experienced, individuals and
firms have become involved in LBO financing,
competition has been blamed for an increase in
prices paid for companies in leveraged acquisitions. Banks and other lenders have been criticized for rushing into LBOs for the high return
and relatively low risk they may offer. LBOs have
been attacked as being undertaken without adequate consideration of financial risk.
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Recent evidence, however, does not support
these attacks on LBOs. Banks are not blindly
rushing into any and all transactions without first
providing for their own adequate compensation.
The LBO business is becoming calmer and less
competitive within the industry. Banks have been
more selective in financing LBO companies.'
Many recent bids have met with failure. Although
each bidding situation is, of course, unique, offers
for LBOs inevitably must compete with conventional offers, and it is these normal bids which
have often been unsuccessful in outbidding LBO
offers. Indeed, alarmists may have criticized leveraged buyouts with unwarranted zeal in predicting
an impending explosion of LBO failures.
LBOs are now being approached in a more
careful, less competitive, manner by fewer inexperienced players. Many "marginal" participants
have withdrawn from the LBO industry.10 In general, the record of LBOs has been good. As can be
anticipated in the business world at large, however, some failures have been recorded. Although information on the financial well -being of companies that are privately held is often difficult to
obtain because private companies are not required
to disclose financial data publicly, it is known that
a number of LBO companies have not been successful in meeting their obligations on schedule.
The LBO failures that have occurred do not appear to lend support to those who predict a series
of LBO collapses, leading to a devastation of the
economy. The critical period for an LBO is the
first few years of handling debt. If widespread failure were inherent to the increased usage of LBOs,
we would have encountered many more instances
of LBO bankruptcy, returns to public ownership,
and sales of specific assets than have already been
witnessed. It should be up to the participating
parties to protect their own interests. By becoming more selective in financing leveraged buyouts,
banks already have moved to protect themselves
from inadequate compensation."
Critics also have questioned disclosing LBO
bids and other purchase offers in the financial
statements of the company in question. LBOs
have resulted in litigation and filing complaints
with the SEC." One reason for these complaints
has been the inadequacy of disclosures as prescribed by generally accepted accounting principles. While shareholders have been bought out at
premiums of 40 %D above market value, the risk of
a company's rejecting valid alternative bids, while
attempting to arrange an LBO finance package,
does exist. At the other extreme, shareholders
who do not wish to sell their interests have no way
to discover the extent to which transfer of their
ownership has been discussed with potential buyers. Although these problems may exist in any acquisition attempt, they are particularly acute in

the context of an LBO. Financial statement users
should be aware that management might be more
concerned with advancing its own position than
with operating and protecting the company to the
best of its ability.
Various statements by the FASB and the APB
(e.g., "Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 1" and "APB Statement No. 4 ") require
the disclosure of all information relevant to decisions on the amount and timing of cash flows, in
particular, and the viability of investments in general." Thus, criticisms related to disclosure appear
valid.
Therefore, it is advisable to amend current disclosure rules to include LBOs and other purchase
bids. Such disclosures should include the price;
specific risks, obligations, and benefits to each
party; the background and capabilities of interested buyers; strategic intentions; terms of debt repayment and subordination arrangements; tax
benefits; and the results of independent appraisals
and opinions. Disclosures should be kept to a
minimum length offering comparability of bids
and a full description of key aspects relevant to
the nature of each offer, and to the needs and
rights of creditors and shareholders. The disclosures would thereby highlight informationavailable at a later date because the SEC requires the
inclusion of such data in LBO proxy statements.
All considered, leveraging as an acquisition financing technique is likely to maintain its high
profile and popularity. When buyouts are structured with care, benefits of the technique may be
realized by all participants and the economy as a
whole. LBOs offer managers the opportunity to
exercise their entrepreneurial aspirations. They
can be tailored to the desires of sellers to receive
cash and sell under circumstances which provide
continuity in the business sold, and buyers may be
able to earn extraordinary returns on their investment and ownership interest.
As far as the overall economy is concerned,
LBOs are often used to rejuvenate strong, stable
firms which can be viable businesses with the particular attention of motivate$ managers. The incentives embodied in LBOs offer a future for upand- running companies that might otherwise be
liquidated or absorbed by conglomerates.
❑
"'Leveraged Buyouts: Snags of the Fashion:' The Banker. 134, June 1994, p. 68.
Lynn Adkins, "W hy Leveraged Buyouts are Getting Riskier," Dun's Business
Month. 123, April 1984, p. 34.
"'Leveraged Buyouts: How Real Are the Dangers?" Business Week. July 2, 1984.
'Albert F. Gargiulo and Stephen J. Levine, The Leveraged Buyout. American Man agemcnt Assn.'s Membership Publications Division. New York. 1982.
'Craig R. Waters, "Banking on the Entrepreneur: The Leveraged Buyout Boom,"
Inc.. September 1983.
'Waters, p. 47.
'Allan Sloan, "Luring Banks Overboard ?" Forbes, April 9, 1984.
'Gargiulo and Levine, p. 28.
""Leveraged Buyouts: How Real Are the Dangers?"
"teveraged Buyouts: How Real Are the Dangers?"
"John D. Williams. "McGraw- Edison to Be Bought for $1.3 Billion:" Wall Street
Journal, March 25. 1985.
" "Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Release No. 15572: Disclosure in Proxy Statements Containing Certain Sale of Asset Transactions." LeveragedBusiness Acquisitions, by A. F. Reisman, Chairman, Practicing Law Institute. New York, 1979.
"APB Statement Na 4.• Basic Concepts and Accounting Principles Underlying Financial Statements of Business Enterprises, AICPA. New York. 1970.
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Deferred Taxes and
Consolidations —A Case
for Change
Are current accounting regulations for income taxes
and consolidated financial statements leaving analysts
and potential creditors in the dark? In the case of General Electric
and its subsidiary, General Electric Credit Corp., the answer may be yes.

By Leon B. Hoshower and William L. Ferrara
Accounting can be viewed as a window through
which we see an organization. Sometimes this
window is cloudy and obscures the object in view.
Sometimes the glass is tinted to present a rosy
view. On other occasions, the glass is wavy and,
like mirrors in a carnival fun house, presents a distorted or even absurd image of the object. Finally,
the window may be too small so that the view is
restricted and the object of interest partially hidden. Two particular flaws in the window of accounting involve the issues of accounting for income taxes an d the rule which d iscourages a
nonfinancial parent company from issuing consolidated statements with a financial subsidiary.
Growth of the Deferred Tax
Under current accourrting regulations, deferred
taxes can occur when the accounting methods
used for reporting purposes differ from those used
for tax purposes. For example, in its annual report, a corporation might depreciate an asset by
the straight -line method over an eight -year life; it
may, however, use a five -year life and the ACRS
method for its tax purposes. The tax expense
shown in the annual report would be based on inMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

come calculated with the eight -year, straight -line
method, while the taxes actually paid would be
based on the five -year, ACRS method. The difference between the annual report's tax expense and
the actual amou nt pai d to the go vernment is
called a "deferred tax." Over the life of each asset
the total depreciation under both methods would
be the same, so the timing differences that occur
in the early years of an asset's life that result in
deferred taxes would be reversed in its later years.
Although the deferred taxes that arise from
each individual asset would eventually be paid, in
practice the total amount in the deferred tax account usually increases each year. For example,
Bill Schwartz examined the behavior of deferred
tax accounts for 100 corporations from 1954 to
1965, and found that these accounts grew steadily
over the period.' Only 2% of the deferred tax accounts decreased during this 12 -year period. Sidney Davidson, Lisa Skelton, and Roman Weil exami n ed t h e d eferred tax acco u n ts o f 3 , 1 0 8
corporations from 1954 to 1973.= They too found
that almost all of the deferred tax accounts continued to grow. These and other such data studies
suggest that under no rmal economic circumstances (e.g., inflation, stable or expanding production facilities) a going concern may never have
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to pay the balance on deferred taxes.
Given the economic reality of this situation, deferred taxes are not a true liability. Current FASB
regulations at least partially recognize this and require that deferred taxes be reported on the balance sheet as a separate item between the liability
and equity sections. Because no interest is paid on
deferred taxes, and because the vast majority of
firms will not pay deferred taxes within the foreseeable future, we believe it is more realistic to
consider the deferred tax account an equity rather
than a liability when evaluating a firm through ratio analysis.
Following this line of reasoning, a firm's income tax expense should be the actual amount
paid rather than the actual amount paid plus the
amount which might be paid sometime in the distant future when, and if, the deferred tax account
Table 1
GECC's Debt-Equity Ratios
Deferred taxes
as debt

Deferred taxes
as equity

1983

9.14

3.00

1982

8.99

3.23

1981

10.00

4.12

1980

9.04

4.11

Table 2
Comparing Reported and Actual U.S. Federal Tax Rates
Effective tax
rate as reported

'Effective U.S.
federal tax
rate

GE

32.1%

21.7%

GECC

15.2%

15.2%

32.7%

19.8%

8.2%

8.2%

GE

36.2%

22.8%

GECC

18.1%

18.1%

GE

38.4%

25.8 /°

GECC

18.6%

18.6%

GE

39.9%
/°

25.6%

GECC

19.0%

19.0%

GE

41.5%

28.0%

GECC

20.6%

20.6%

U.S. federal
tax rate
actually p aid
(consolidated)

1983

1982
GE
GECC
1981

1980
0

1979

1978

1.1%

-6.8%

-3.8%

13.1

18.1

21.1%

'The effective tax rate as calculated in column one is the sum of the reported U.S Federal,
state, local, and foreign income tax expense divided by reported earnings before taxes.
This column uses the same method but considers only U.S. Federal income tax expense
reported.
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begins to decrease rather than increase.
Three Blind Men and an Elephant
"The purpose of consolidated statements is to
the results of operations and the fipresent
nancial....
position of a parent company and its
subsidiaries essentially as if the group were a
single enterprise with one or more branches or
divisions. There is a presumption that consolidated statements are more meaningful than
separate statements and that they are usually
necessary for a fair presentation.... " (ARB
51, Para. 1)'
This pronouncement has intuitive appeal. First,
it cuts through corporate structures to view a
group of interlocking firms as if they were all one
corporation. Second, it holds that a view of the
whole organization is preferable to a view of the
individual parts. This point is illustrated by the
old story of the three blind men, each of whom
touches an elephant and then describes it. The
first man touches the elephant's tail and declares
that an elephant is like a rope. The second touches
a leg and pronounces an elephant to be like a column, and the third feels the trunk and decides
that an elephant is like a snake. Each blind man
gave an accurate description of each part of the
elephant, but the three parts taken together are an
incomplete description of the whole. To understand the essence of an elephant, the whole animal
must be viewed simultaneously so that the interrelation of each of its parts can be studied.
Unfortunately, accounting guidelines stray
from this total enterprise concept when a financial
subsidiary is involved. "Separate statements
may be preferable for a finance enterprise if
...
the parent and the other subsidiaries are engaged
in manufacturing operations" (ARB 51, Para 3).
The reason: when lines of business are radically
different, separate reporting may convey information that would be lost in an aggregate financial
statement. presentation. This reasoning, however,
has become increasingly questionable in the light
of to day's conglomerates and multinationals
where radically different industry groups and operating environments are consolidated.
Furthermore, FAS 14, "Reporting for Segments of a Business Enterprise," certainly suggests that consolidated and separate statements
need not be viewed as polar extremes. Given the
current requirements for segmental reporting, the
reasoning for producing a separate and unconsolidated set of financial statements for a financial
subsidiary is truly no longer convincing.
The case of General Electric (GE) and its non consolidated, wholly owned, financial subsidiary,
General Electric Credit Corp. (GECC), provides
an outstanding illustration of these issues concernMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

ing consolidated financial statements and accounting for income taxes. In fact, we believe that the
case of GE and GECC provides an almost conclusive argument that the special treatment of finance subsidiaries in consolidated financial statement s as wel l as th e cu rren t accou nt in g fo r
income taxes are overdue for substantive revision.
The Case of GE and GECC
GE accounts for its investment in GECC by the
equity method. As suca, its equity in GECC is in-

industry norms, in generating its earnings. Because GECC is not consolidated with GE, its extensive liabilities are omitted from GE's balance
sheet but its earnings are included in GE's income
statement. Likewise, GECC's massive portfolio of
long -term receivables, loans, and financial leases
are not consolidated.
The partial view of GECC which is revealed by
GE is deceiving. It shows the earnings but not the
liabilities and the bulk of the assets which were
required to generate those earnings. On the other

Table 3
Return on Assets

GE
GECC
2
Consolidated
zConsolidated based
on U.S. federal
taxes actually
paid

1983

1982

1981

8.69%

8.41%

7.89%

8.18%

8.47%

8.18%

1.72%

1.61

1.20%

1.23%

1.10%

1.16%

5.40%

5.49%

5.21%

5.62%

5.87%

5.85%

7.38%

7.76%

7.56%

6.89%

6.70%

6.63%

%

After-tax
return on'
assets

1980

1979
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1978

'All ratios exclude the minority interest's portion of income
Afterelimination of GE's investment in GECC and GE's claim of GECC's income under
the equity method

2

eluded in the investment account and GECC's after -tax income is included in "other income." Disclosures concerning GECC appear in several
footnotes in GE's Annual Report. A condensed
GECC income statement and balance sheet are
part of the footnote to investments. GECC's after tax income is again shown as a footnote to "other
income." GE's 1981, 1982, and 1983 annual reports also reference GECC in the provision for income taxes footnote. The reports from all three
years state that although GECC and GE are not
consolidated for financial reporting purposes, they
do file a consolidated U.S. federal tax return. (The
1980 annual report discloses this fact in the investment footnote.) The 1981 report reveals
GECC's taxes recoverable, which will offset GE's
taxes payable.
The 1983 and 1982 reports show these figures
elsewhere in the annual report but not as a part of
the traditional financial statements. The 1980 and
1979 reports omit these figures completely, with
1979 not even mentioning the joint tax return of
GE and GECC. In addition to footnote disclosures, GECC's revenues and earnings are included
in the Service and Materials' line of business
presentation.
Although much important information about
GECC is revealed in GE's financial statements,
several important factors are absent. GECC used
a high debt - equity ratio, which is consistent with
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/DECEMBER 1985

Table 4
Debt-Equity Ratios of GE and GECC
GE1

GECC2

'Consolidated

1983

1.07

3.00

1.74

1982

1.12

3.23

1.77

1981

1.29

4.12

2.06

1980

1.26

4.11

1.96

'Minority interest treated as debt in all ratios
Deferred taxes treated as equity in all ratios
3
Considers theelimination of GE's investment in
2

GECC

hand, one of the major benefits which GECC contributes to the total corporate entity, its tax credits
and deductions, usually were not fully disclosed
within GE's financial statements and sometimes
did not appear in the annual report. We are not
suggesting here that GE or its auditors are at fault,
but rather accounting rules and regulations that at
one time were appropriate may no longer be pertinent or relevant.
Consider Deferred Taxes as Equity
Current FASB regulations require that deferred
taxes be shown as a separate item between the liabilities and equities. This presentation leaves a financial analyst or potential creditor in an ambiguous situation. Should deferred taxes be considered
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as liabilities, equity, or be ignored in determining
a firm's debt - equity ratio? Because no interest is
paid on deferred taxes, and in most firms deferred
taxes will not be remitted to the government in
the foreseeable future, we believe deferred taxes
should be considered equity in the debt - equity ratio. The case of GECC, Table 1, reflects the potential importance of deferred taxes in a firm's
debt - equity ratio. Durin g the years 1980 -83,
GECC's debt - equity ratio, considering deferred
taxes to be debt, ranged between 9.04 and 10.00.
On the other hand, its debt - equity ratio, considering deferred taxes to be equity, ranged between
3.00 and 4.11.
The case of GE and GECC also demonstrates
the distortions to reported income caused by the
current accounting procedure for income tax expense. Under current policies, the income tax expense reported often differs radically from income
taxes actually paid. For example, in the years
1983, 1982, and 1981, GE reported U.S. federal
income tax expense of $657 million, $545 million,
and $606 million, respectively, and GECC reported $49 million, $18 million, and $32 million, respectively. In reality, however, GE and GECC
paid no U.S. federal income tax in those years. In
fact, over this three -year period, they received refunds, from previous years' taxes paid, which totaled $328 million. These refunds were essentially
the result of favorable tax treatment of lease transactions entered into by GECC.
Table 2 shows the effective tax rate as reported
in the annual reports. GE's state, local, and foreign income tax expenses were then removed from
its total reported income tax expense and an effective U.S. federal income tax rate is presented. Also
shown in Table 2 is the actual effective U.S. federal income tax rate which is calculated as income
taxes actually paid divided by GE's and GECC's
consolidated earnings before taxes. These percentages clearly show the divergence between reported
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income tax expenses and actual payments.
GE, GECC, and Consolidations
The tax credit and deductions generated by
GECC are an integral part of GE's total corporate
strategy. Just as investors in tax -free municipal
bonds are willing to accept a lower return in exchange for the tax benefit, GECC's low return on
assets as shown by Table 3 reflects the dual nature
of its investments; tax benefits, and profitability.
The high leverage, however, used by firms in the
financial industry can transform a low return on
assets into a fairly reasonable return on equity.
Our point is that because GECC's operations
are an important part of the total of GE entity's
operations, GE's financial statements should fully
incorporate GECC's financial data. Specifically,
GECC's tax benefits, its extensive portfolio of
lease receivables and loans, and its liabilities
should be included in GE's financial statements
and itemized in the accompanying footnotes. The
consolidation would more clearly show the financial position of the total entity and would facilitate an analysis of its operating results and risk.
Tables 3 and 4 show how consolidated financial
statements, which would include the large debt
and low return on assets of GECC, would significantly affect GE's debt - equity ratio and return on
assets. However, segment reports vi a FAS 14
would show the nature and risk of GECC's assets
and thus facilitate proper interpretation by the financial markets.
Accounting for income taxes and consolidated
financial statements are both overdue for substantive review and revision. The case of GE and its
nonconsolidated finance subsidiary, GECC, is illustrative of too many real life situations today. ❑
'Bill Schwartz, "Income Tax Allocation: It is Time for a Change," Journal ojAccounting, Auditing, and Financc. Spring 1981.
'Sidney Davidson, Lisa Skelton, and Roman W eil, "A Controversy Over the Expeeled Behavior of Deferred Tax Credits," Journal ofAccountancy. April 1977.
"'ARB No. 51: Consolidated Financial Statements, "AICPA, New York, 1959.
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Analyzing
the Profitability
of Branch Banks
The profit center approa ch to branch banking
maximizes return on invested capital
and motivates mana gers to perform well.

By Collier E. Mickle, Jim D. Reed,
and Daniel L. Butler
How can banks achieve maximum profitability
from their branch banking operations? By making
each branch a profit center and introducing the
concept of responsibility accounting to branch
banking.
When branch banks are established by the main
office, a system of control and coordination of
banking operations is vital. Some banks group
their branches on the basis of the size of total deposits and loans outstanding, or according to a
specific geographic area that is under the administrative control of a group vice president. Both approaches are satisfactory, but neither emphasizes
the profit- making objective of the banking organization. The profit- center approach to the control
and coordination of branch banking, however,
stresses the profit function of each branch.
A profit center is defined as a segment of a business, often called a division, responsible for both
revenue and expenses. This system is a form of responsibility accounting because it assigns particular revenues and costs to the branch having the
pertinent responsibility. The branch manager's
performance is measured on the basis of profit,
therefore, the manager will try to maximize total
return for the main office. It naturally follows that
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

when each branch manager maximizes profit, the
overall retu rn of t h e o rgan i zat i o n will be
maximized,
Executives when establishing the organizational
structure of the bank, will try to choose a degree
of decentralization that maximizes benefits and
minimizes costs. The cost - benefit approach helps
focus on the central issues of decision making and
maximizing return on invested capital. Some
benefits attributed to decentralization are:
• Greater speed in making operational decisions
is likely because managers of branches are in a
better position to react to information about
community conditions in a timely manner.
• Managers have more control over the factors
that affect their performance. Therefore, they
have a greater incentive to perform well.
• The burden of decision making is shared, enabling executives to have more time to concentrate on long -term strategy.
• Branch managers receive better training because decisions are made at the branch office.
Decentralization builds a large pool of experienced management talent.
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Revenue Allocation
Major sources of revenue for banks include interest income, trust department income, customer
81

service charges, and other operating income. Under the profit center control system, the revenue
of the branch bank would be traced to the individual managers who are primarily responsibile for
making decisions affecting the revenue. Revenue
is classified as either controllable or noncontrollable depending on whether the manager is directly
or indirectly involved in its creation. Controllable
revenue is attributed to the branch responsible for
generating the income.
Commercial loans, installment loans, charge
card income, safedeposit rentals, deposit service
charges, transfer fund income, and merchandise
income are examples of controllable income. The
total amount of noncontrollable dollars is distributed between each branch and the main office on
an allocation basis. Noncontrollable revenue includes rent from main office property, gain on disposition of property, and equity earnings of a subsidiary company.
Responsibility Accounting in Branch Banking
Responsibility accounting focuses on the service
or branch bank under the supervision of a manager. If the manager is responsible for both the acquisition and the use of a particular service, he or
she should be responsible for the controllable
costs. Noncontrollable costs are those that cannot
be directly controlled at a given level of manageri-

Table 1
Allocation Base for Major Noncontrollable Expense
Item
Depreciation
Rentals
Income taxes
Property taxes
All other
Marketing expense'

Base

Property investment per branch
Hours of usage
Taxable income per branch
Property investment per branch
Total assets
Customer

' Depending on materiality of amount expended, may be included with the "all other" item

al authority, for example, allocated costs. Costs
are allocated because each branch bank must bear
its share of overall general, administrative, and
overhead costs. Interest on deposits, personnel expense, processing expense, transfer fund expense,
and repossession expense are examples of controllable expenses. Noncontrollable expense includes
depreciation, rentals, directors' fees, loss on disposition of property, civic and service club dues, and
insurance.
Analyzing branch bank revenues is a simple
process that involves detailing the revenue derived
from th e b ran ch 's cu s to mers and from the
branch's miscellaneous services. To this amount,
the main office should add the branch's allocated
portion of total no uncontrollable revenue.
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Similarly, the pinpointing of controllable expense to a branch bank also is easy. It involves
outlining the cost of servicing the branch's customers and administering various banking services. To this amount, the main office should add
the branch's allocated portion of total noncontrollable expenses. The allocation of noncontrollable
expense, however, is more complex.
To be effective, responsibility accounting depends on the appropriate cost allocation of noncontrollable costs. Cost allocation is fundamentally a problem of linking some cost or groups of
costs with one or more cost objectives. For example, the major noncontrollable cost of a branch is
service department cost. The preferred guides for
allocating service department cost are:
1. Use responsibility accounting and flexible budgets for each service department that serves a
branch bank.
2. Allocate variable costs and fixed cost pools
separately on a logical basis. (Table 1)
3. Establish part or all of the details regarding
cost allocation before, rather than after, rendering service.
Profitability Reports
The setting up of a branch bank as a profit center is useless if the profitability reports are not
used to meet overall organizational goals. Each
profit center should contribute positively to the
overall profitability of the bank. The main duty of
this control center is to generate a monthly profitability report to measure performance. See Table
2, page 63.
Controllable income, controllable expense, noncontrollable income, and noncontrollable expense
are the principal headings for this report. Controllable income less controllable expense equals net
controllable contribution which is the return that
the branch manager can influence through his decisions. Net controllable contribution plus net
controllable items equals net contributions to
earnings. This is the amount that the branch bank
contributes to the overall earnings of the bank. If
this amount is negative, the branch is a debit to
net income. Often, the main office will require a
branch bank to earn a required return under the
profit center approach. This required or desired
return is subtracted from net contribution to earnings in order to determine the branch bank's residual earnings. The residual earnings are consummate to the main office's retained earnings
after all dividends have been paid. Based on the
information in the report, managers and executives will know each branch bank's ability to meet
planned objectives and whether or not corrective
action is necessary.
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Table 2
Bank of Moola- Southside Branch
Profitability Report
January, 1983
Responsibility:
Mae K. Money
Senior Vice- President

Controllable income

+

50

-

-

100

+

150

+

100

+

6,800

+
+
-

-

100

91,330
97,200
15,720
3,000
4,100
470
9,730
10,160
231,710

+

15,720
3,000
4,100
470
9,730
10,160
231,710

Commercial loans
Installment loans
Charge card
Other loan income
Safe deposit rentals
Deposit service charges
Transfer fund income
Merchandise income
Total

s

s

5,600
1,100
100
50

85,730
96,100
15,820
2,950
4,200
470
9,580
10,060
224,910

100
-

+

1,100

Year-to-date
Profit Plan

-

5,600

+

91,330
97,200

s

+

s

+

s

Year-to -date
Actual
Variance

Description

+

Current Month
Actual
Variance

150
100
6,800

Controllable expenses

1,700

+
+

78,440
38,600
13,775
17,745
700
149.260

100
325
1,625
2,950
3,850

75,650

1,700

1,700
-

-

-+

79,500

Noncontrollable income

900

-

+

79,500

+

Net controllable contribution

325
1,625

79,340
38,700
14,100
19,370
700
152,210

+

3,850

+

2,950

Interest on deposits
Personnel expense
Processing expense
Other direct operating expense
Transfer fund expenses
Total

100

+

900

+
+
+
+

79,340
38,700
14,100
19,370
700
152,210

With loans
being a high return business
for banks, it is
practical for
any bank to
lend the
maximum
amount, while
fulfilling
governmental
regulations and
stockholder
preferences.

100

Desired return on equity capital
Residual Earnings

37,000
8,514

3.950

41,564

800
3,150

36,200
5,364

-

45,514

250
150
100

3,000
2,810
10,620
19,356
35,786

-

Net contribution to earnings

-

3,000
2,810
10,370
19,506
35,686

Bank executives, stockholders, and security analysts are among those interested in the performance of the branch bank. An understanding of
the principal financial activities a commercial
bank is engaged in will result in an accurate analysis of a bank's profitability. The first two areas of
business to look at include the bank's cash assets
and its investment in securities. Cash items include cash -in- vault, balances with other banks (including its Federal Reserve Bank), and the cash
items that are in collection.
A small amount of cash -in -vault is always needed to meet a bank's obligation to pay deposits. A
bank that is a member of the Federal Reserve System is legally required to hold a certain amount of
cash plus balances in its Federal Reserve Bank.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/DECEMBER 1985

+

+
+

80 0

3,150

+

37,000
8,514

3,950

+

45,514

+

-

Depreciation
Rentals
Other fixed expenses
Applicable income taxes
Total

+

+

250
150

-

3,000
2,810
10,370
19,506
35,686

-

Noncontrollable expenses

Although it is not required by law, small balances
in other commercial banks are used for clearing
special types of checks and for establishing correspondent relationships.
Because they earn interest, banks prefer to own
liquid assets rather than to have cash -in- vaults
and corresponding balances at other banks in excess of their needs. Many banks will choose to
lend federal funds or invest in Treasury bills because of their liquidity, rather than investing in
other higher return securities, This investment
practice involves a trade -off between liquidity risk
and profitability. However, holding assets of this
type can cover declines in total deposits or accommodate preferred borrowers.
Banks also will invest in U.S. Government Se63

Profitability
reports will
include
information
about each
branch's ability
to meet
planned
objectives and
whether or not
corrective
action is
necessary.
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curities with intermediate maturities because of
the safety, marketability, and the fact that they
must hold an amount of U. S. Government Securities equal to their Treasury deposits. If the risk
of default is low, municipal bonds are attractive
investments for banks because the interest earned
is federally tax - exempt, and municipal bonds
sometimes return high yields.
We compared banks in the Shreveport, Louisiana area and fo und that they follow the same
practices with regard to their cash assets and investments. For example, each bank invests a large
portion of their liquid assets in interest - earning
U.S. Government Securities. The Bank of Commerce invests heavily in these securities (85.43%
of their liquid assets) but City Bank and Trust
limits its investment in the securities to 51.03 %.
The average percentage for s elect ed ban ks is
71.85 %.
When total deposits decline, banks may sell
some of their short -term federal securities, which
also may be a useful source of funds to lend to
important customers on short notice. Treasury
bills are useful as secondary reserves because they
usually can be sold immediately without incurring
a loss.

45.83 %. This is 6.32 points below the next percentage of funds loaned and 13.41 points below
the average percentage amount loaned at 59.24 %.
Approximately 55% of the loans are to individuals. With loans being a high -return business for
banks, it is practical for any bank to lend the maximum amount while fulfilling governmental regulations and stockholders' preferences. However, a
national bank cannot legally lend to any one borrower more than 10 % of its capital stock, surplus,
and undivided profit.
Liabilities and Capital Accounts

Commercial banks have two principal types of
liabilities, demand deposits and time deposits. Demand deposits are checking accounts. The owner
of a demand deposit is entitled to write checks on
his or her account, and to withdraw currency, on
demand, up to the amount of his demand deposit.
There is active competition for deposits among
banks. Banks can attract demand deposits by providing real services in the form of safety and convenience of writing checks and .withdrawing cash
on d emand . To encourage business deposits,
banks will grant loans. Banks also compete for deposits by advertising, location, and offering additional services. Because of the cost of bookkeepAllocation of Credit
ing, many banks charge a fee for these services.
The total amount of time deposits in insured
Banks must maintain an adequate level of liquidity, but they also must hold some assets earn- commercial banks has grown considerably in the
ing a relatively high rate of return. A basic eco- past 20 years becoming larger than total demand
nomic function of banks is to allocate a limited deposits. Primarily as a result of changes in the
supply of credit among competing users. To se- Federal Reserve System's Regulation Q, which
cure these credit allocations or loans, banks usual- sets the maximum interest rates that commercial
ly lend to individuals supplying collateral and /or banks may pay on time deposits. The principal
to well - established firms willing to provide the types of time deposits are passbook and statement
bank with audited financial statements. Loans are savings deposits, saving certificates, open account
an alternative to investing in securities, and bank- time deposits, certificates of deposit, NOW acers seek opportunities to make loans in order to counts, and the new individual retirement acobtain a high rate of return and compete for de- counts (IRAs). The first IRAs were offered by
posits of business firms. Unlike investing in securi- banks in 1974 for persons not covered by pension
ties, however, loans may take time to arrange, and plans following the enactment of the Employment
R et i remen t In c o me Secu ri t y Act of 1974
require more of the banks attention.
Commercial banks are a middleman between (ERISA).
Their are four principal types of capital acdepositors and borrowers. In order to achieve the
counts:
capital stock, surplus, undivided profits,
best allocation of credit, bankers must lend funds
and
reserve
for contingencies and other capital reto borrowers who can successfully pay the highest
serves.
The
value ofthe capital stock of a bank as
rates of return. Private ownership of banks prolisted
on
its
balance sheet is the total amount of
vides an inducement for bankers to lend money
successfully and in ways in which the rate of re- shares of common stock outstanding, valued at
turn is highest, because owners of banks receive par. Surplus is a portion of the undivided profits
maximum rates of return on their common stock that has been allocated to surplus by vote of the
only ifbanks successfully lend funds at the highest bank's directors. Undivided profits are the total
value of the assets over the value of all the liabilpossible rates of return.
ities
plus other capital accounts. All of these balOf the selected banks in the Shreveport area,
ance
sheet items are in some way regulated by fedCity National Bank has loaned the highest percentage (72.9 %) of its deposit funds. (See Table eral authorities. The capital stock amount and
3). At the other end ofthe spectrum, Security Na- surplus are set by federal standards whereas unditional Bank has the lowest percentage loaned at vided profits are regulated indirectly. Bank examMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

Table 3
Financial Comparison at December 31, 1982
Line

Particular'

Security

City

Liberty

'

%

1 Total assets
$ 8,233 $ 9,921 $12,714
Deposits:
2 Demand
1,579
2,292
1,545
3 Time
3,629
4,017
9,677
4 Total
5,208
6.309
11,222
5 Loans(net)
2,387
4,600
7,634
6 o/a of loans to deposit
45.83% 72.92% 68.03%
7 Cash
1,834
2,277
1,690
8 Cash and cash equivalents
5,550
4,650
4,721
9
of cash to cash equivalents 33.05% 48.97% 35.80%
10 Accruals and liabilities
48
225
211
11 Common stock equity 2
3,200
2,625
852
12 Undivided surplus
(222)
820
346
13 Month /year opened
3/82
7182
6/80
2

Shreveport

Bank
Commerce

Pioneer

Louisiana

Commercial

First

$101,218

$103,175

$259,412

$373,220

$942,801

$967,625

36,780

17,653
67,256
84,909
55,471
65.33%
6,770
46,463
14.57%
10,311

47,310
183,413
230,723
122,075
52.91%
30,947
107,046
28.91%

124,328
204,741
329,069

330,026

323,265
419,703
742,968
387,458
52.15%
107,253
393,44
27.26%

6,954
10,550
11,185
6/45

22,076
14,045
8,030
1/56

54,578
91.358
54.038
59.15%
6,531
35.900
18.19%
3,256
5,944
660
5155

5,745
2,211
2/75

196,191
59.62%
31,583
161,550
19.55%

387,767
717,793
410,865
57.24%
133,681
493,653
27.08%
154,416
28,000
42,592
12/32

145,348
28,094
51,215
7/1877

Dollars in 000's
Excludes undivided surplus

iners typically require banks to keep the amount
of their total capital accounts equal to approximately one -tenth of the value of their deposits.
This is called the "10% rule." If a bank's deposits
are increasing, profits must be retained in order to
maintain this ratio.
Transferring Funds
A common practice to alleviate a branch bank's
need for external borrowing is the use of transfer
funds. Fu nd s are n ormal ly t ran sferred fro m
branches th at pri maril y are fo r d ep o si t s t o
branches that provide loan services. Because a
"loan" branch office requires more cash, it may
borrow funds from a "deposit" branch to meet
this demand, Such borrowing minimizes the use
of high -priced capital by the loan branch; however, a price should be paid for the use of transfer
funds. If the deposit branch does not receive income on the transfer funds, it will lose the income
it would have received by placing the funds in
marketable securities. Therefore, an opportunity
cost arises. Such a loss would be a detriment to
the earnings of the deposit branch. I f the loan
branch does not pay for the use of the transfer
funds, it will receive a benefit because of the free
use of funds.
A deposit branch should invest its funds in low
risk U.S. Government Securities that yield a return above what it has to pay in interest to depositors. Therefore, a deposit branch should receive a
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return on transfer funds equivalent to the government securities rate. This practice will ensure that
the deposit branch earns the amount of income it
would have earned under normal circumstances,
an d t he lo an b ran ch wi ll be ab l e t o earn an
income by charging a rate to borrowers above the
government securities rate. The rate of interest
charged is normally a few points above the securities rate.
The branch also will receive a benefit from the
increased amount of loanable funds available on
which to earn a return. Under this policy, both
the deposit branch and loan branch would earn a
return on the transfer funds. By using this transfer -funds pricing policy, neither branch would
benefit to the detriment of the other.
The Bottom Line
Decentralizing the organizational structure, introducing responsibility accounting to branch
banking, and carefully monitoring the asset and
credit allocation practices of the branch offices
will result in more profitable banking organizations. For individuals not involved in the internal
management of a bank - analysts, investors, and
consumers -but who may be affected by a bank's
bottom line, it is critical to have an understanding
of the financial activities banks are engaged in,
how these activities affect the organization's profitability, and what measures can be taken to make
banks more efficient and effective.
❑
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so reports can be printed or graphed or both.
The basic ALL -IN -1 thus has complete management processing, electronic mail, electronic
calendar, and word processing capabilities, all
feeding into one or more types of printers.
Digital now has released a more sophisticated application called the "ALL -IN -1 System for
Business Operations." It provides additional
capability for spreadsheets to be worked on at
any level in an organization and to be transferred automatically to any other terminal. The
Alfred M. King, Editor
system allows quick consolidations in the budget process and speeds up by at least an order
of magnitude the elapsed time in going through
budget iterations. A department manager can
obtain a quick top -down consolidated financial
view controlled on the screen through an easy to -use executive menu.
ALL -IN -1 System for
There are two additional advantages to the
Business Operations
new application. One, there is never a need to
Now that personal computers are virtually an re -key information. Two, the integrity of the
accepted tool for financial managers, what is data and the underlying spreadsheet formulas
likely to be the next step in the development of is assured. For example, a department budget
information resources? PCs have a number of manager can prepare budget worksheets in
inherent limitations, in memory and disk stor- spreadsheet format and send them to individage as well as in the complexity of programs ual managers. Each manager can fill in the necthat can be processed readily. Uploading and essary data and transmit the spreadsheet back
downloading data from PCs to mainframe com- to the budget manager who then can consoliputers are significant problems. A larger, per- date each piece into the department budget
haps even critical, issue is data integrity and automatically. Each participant will be using the
security. Finally, the typical spreadsheet does same formulas and the same historical datanot seem to "travel" well —it is difficult to trans- base. From the department manager's point of
mit complete spreadsheets, along with their un- view, he can access any data at any time,
derlying formulas, from one machine to another which can be printed out or graphed, or he can
and even more difficult to consolidate numer- design his own report format.
The ALL -IN -1 System for Business Operaous spreadsheets, say for budget purposes.
Several years ago Digital Equipment Corp_ tions is designed specifically for large depart(DEC) attempted to solve some of these prob- ments in major corporations. For example, in a
lems by providing what is often referred to as a product division the production department
"departmental solution" to which DEC gave the might be expected to have its own system, as
trade name "ALL -IN -1" system. At the depart- would the marketing department and engineermental level, a single minicomputer
support ing. Each of the three systems would be taia network that can be developed with terminals lored to unique department requirements. Each
or even PCs on as many desks as manage- of these departmental systems then can tie into
ment wishes to provide. Such a system allows the corporate mainframe computer. Transfereach department to have its own database — ring information back and forth from the mainwhich offers controlled access for anyone with- frame to a minicomputer is a lot better than tryin the department who has proper security ing to work with a PC -to- mainframe hookup.
The departmental systems also can communiclearance.
Managers also can communicate via elec- cate efficiently with each other. The marketing
tronic mail to subordinates requesting further system can talk to production's and vice versa.
information. Analysis by lower levels of man- Each individual user in the system can have the
agement is possible because the departmental proper mix of hardware — terminals, PCs, and
database can be updated daily for such infor- printers —to provide optimum word processing,
mation as sales and orders by product line, by printing, and graphics. The "plus" is better conregion, or by salesman. From the database, an- trol, communication, and a database for each
alysts can develop special reports to be sent department.
For further information or a demonstration of
up -line on the network. The ALL -IN -1 system
was designed with graphics capability in mind, the system, contact your local Digital rep.
will

Computers
and
Accounting
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To remain the outstanding financial
accounting standard - setting body
in the world,
the FASB needs to reexamine its
procedures periodically.

BOTTOMUNE
The following article is the last in a series of installments by NAAer Robert A. Morgan in which he
suggests improvements in the standard- setting process by the Financial Accounting Standards Board
on which he served for fiveyears Although some
readers may interpret these articles as criticisms of
the FASB, Mr. Morgan says his purpose is to provide ideas for improving the Board.
Mr. Morgan served as an FASB member during
1978 -82 after 33 years with Caterpillar Tractor
Co., the last 21 of which he was corporate
controller.
This installment offers suggestions on relegating
Board topics in a different manner, solving the historical cost vs current cost argument, and requiring a cost - benefit statement as part of the FASB's
due process procedure for each project.

could and should serve as models to other professions that seek to improve their own self- regulation and /or attempt to escape from the yoke of
government regulation.
Unfortunately, nothing is perfect. My purpose
in writing "The Bottom Line" is to provide the
Board, the trustees of the Financial Accounting
Foundation, and their constituents some of my
ideas for improving the FASB. Although I offered
some suggestions while serving on the Board, I believe they deserve more attention now because
they represent a three -year distillation. All members of the Board wh o have s erved si nce the
FASB was created have been reflective and somewhat philosophical, but their constituencies' demand for production of pronouncements leaves
little time for active members to "rethink" some
of the basics of financial accounting standard setBy Robert A. Morgan
ting. Relieved of the necessity of thinking about
specific agenda topics and of jumping back and
Members of the Financial Accounting Standards forth from Conceptual Framework t opi cs to
Board should be assured that nothing I wrote in. Technical Bulletin topics to new Statements to Inany of the previous installments was intended as terpretation matters, I have been able to concenpersonal criticism. I always have held all of them, trate better on the function of the Board.
including former members, in high esteem. I
Here are some ideas which I hope will help the
know that their personal and professional creden- FAF and the FASB continue to be the outstandtials are ideal for their responsibilities as financial ing financial accounting standard- setting organiaccounting standard setters.
zation in the world. Many of these suggestions are
It is my hope that all Board members will view not original.
my suggestions as constructive. During my tenure
at the FASB, I often expressed publicly my belief Relegate More Topics
that the Board, its related organizations, and the
One suggestion is to relegate many more topics to
procedures they follow are excellent and that they the category of Technical Bulletins It is a serious
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

Robert A. Morgan,
now retired, was
controller of Caterpillar
Tractor Co. for 21
years. He served five
years as a member of
the FASB and, prior to
that, five years on the
FASAC and was a
drafter of the
Conceptual
Framework.
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Table 1
Statements that Should Have Been Technical Bulletins
Statement number

10
11
17
18
22
26
27
28
29
30
31
36
39
40
41
42
43
44
46
47
50
51
53
54
55
56

57
58

60
61

Subject
Disclosure of Foreign Currency Translation Information
Classification of Short-Term Obligations Expected to Be
Refinanced
Accounting for Income Taxes —Oil and Gas Producing
Companies
Extension of "Grandfather" Provisions for Business
Combinations
Accounting for Contingencies— Transition Method
Accounting for Leases — Initial Direct Costs
Financial Reporting for Segments of a Business Enterprise—Interim Financial Statements
Changes in the Provisions of Lease Agreements Resulting from Refundings of Tax - Exempt Debt
Profit Recognition on Sales -Type Lease of Real Estate
Classification of Renewals or Extensions of Existing
Sales -Type or Direct Financing Leases
Accounting for Sales with Leasebacks
Determining Contingent Rentals
Disclosure of Information about Major Customers
Accounting for Tax Benefits Related to U. K. Tax Legislation Concerning Stock Relief
Disclosure of Pension Information
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: Specialized Assets— Mining and Oil and Gas
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: Specialized Assets— Timberlands and Growing Timber
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: Specialized Assets— Income Producing Real Estate
Determining Materiality for Capitalization of Interest Cost
Accounting for Compensated Absences
Accounting for Intangible Assets of Motor Carriers
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: Motion Picture
Films
Disclosure of Long -Term Obligations
Financial Reporting in the Record and Music Industry
Financial Reporting by Cable Television Companies
Financial Reporting by Producers and Distributors of Motion Picture Films
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: Investment
Companies
Determining Whether a Convertible Security Is a Common Stock Equivalent
Designation of AICPA Guide and Statement of Position
(SOP) 81 -1 on Contractor Accounting and SOP 81 -2.
Concerning Hospital Related Organizations as Preferable
for Purposes of Applying APB Opinion 20
Related Party Disclosures
Capitalization of Interest Cost in Financial Statements
that Include Investments Accounted f or by the Equity
Method
Accounting and Reporting by Insurance Enterprises
Accounting for Title Plant

deficiency of the public accounting profession that
it has to have an authoritative written "rule" to
use whenever clients of competing firms employ a
little creativity and develop diverse solutions to financial accounting problems. Because I am unwilling to see the public accounting profession create a "junior" or "secondary" standard- setting
body, and no other solution to the "diversity -of68

practice" problem seems practical, I agree that
more extensive use of the FASB staff series of
Technical Bulletins is warranted. The Board
should oversee the preparation and issuance of the
Bulletins to prevent them from conflicting with
Board - issued documents.
That recommendation is much like current procedure. Technical Bulletins should be used more
often. In fact, a review of the first 61 FASB Statements shows that 33 of them could have been
Technical Bulletins. (See Table 1.) Two consequences might result if subjects such as those were
indeed relegated to Technical Bulletins.
I. The constant din about the proliferation of
GAAP and its unfair effect on small practitioners in all likelihood would virtually disappear.
2. The Board wou ld n eed to be more careful
(thorough ?) in preparing its pronouncements.
Because such pronouncements should apply to
the entire spectrum of entities coming under
the Board's purview, they should be written
without using special - purpose terminology.
Every effort should be made to phrase them in
plain English, thereby diminishing the interminable debates that go on in "practice" offices
as to whether words in GAAP mean what they
say or whether they are "terms of art" with
their own specialized meanings. I am certain
that FASB constituents who are financial report preparers will applaud such a move.
Resolve the Cost Argument
Another suggestion is to resolve the current -cost
versus historical -cost argument. Financial accounting will be like historical Gaul— divided into three
parts —as long as no authoritative body delineates
a logical concept for historical costs, current
costs, or a blend of the two. Current cost advocates seem to be the most vocal and do the most
writing in their advocacy. I am certain that the
files of the FASB contain much paper from those
who wish the present mixture of current and historical costs to be maintained although such arguments are not supported as often by theoretical
reasons as are the other two cases.
Statement of Financial Concepts No. 5, "Recognition and Measurement in Financial Statements of Business Enterprises," delineates the
measurement systems to be used and describes
some examples of use. It still does not choose one
method. By saying that "... The Board expects
the use of different attributes to continue... ," the
Board invites continued debate, which perhaps
was its intention. In my opinion the conceptual
framework is a disappointment with the current cost/historical -cost matter being unresolved.
Require a Cost-Benefit Statement
The last suggestion is to require that a socio -ecoMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

nomic, cost - benefit statement be prepared and is- ment analysis procedure. When a new problem
sued as a part ofthe "due process" procedure for and one or more financial accounting practice soeach FASB project. Although much has been writ- lutions to the problem have been developed by the
ten about the economic consequences of financial
accounting, only a little has been written about
the societal consequences of financial accounting.
In my series on "The Bottom Line," I elaborated—as I tried to do when I served on the Board —
on the belief that the Board is treading on dangerous ground if the revision of financial accounting
practices causes the transfer of economic or societal benefits from one group to another.
I used to discuss "property rights" and "no expost -facto laws" as reasons for arguing that the
Board should proceed with extreme caution when
it was considering significant changes to well -established financial accounting procedures. I'm
still concerned. Despite the advice received by the
Cost Accounting Standards Board and the similar
opinions held by many members of the financial
accounting profession, cost - benefit statements can
be prepared for every type of change that people
propose. Granted: specific individuals —Board
members and FASB staff—are not sufficiently informed to measure all of the elements of economic
or societal concerns that may be affected by given
financial accounting proposals. Others can, however! The Board has never shown reluctance to
seek assistance from its constituents and others
when it believed the requisite know -how did not
exist in- house. Why should it hesitate to seek the
help of others in determining the socio- economic
effects of its projects? It should not hesitate!
Because financial accountants often pretend
that they deal only with "facts," it may be troublesome to some of them that socio- economic
cost - benefit data sometimes are "soft" information. In the industry in which I spent most of my
career, many of the future - related decisions had to
be made on soft data. Items such as expected demographic data, anticipated economic performance, projected costs of labor and materials,
forecasted technological development by competitors, national and international political developments, and a myriad of similar intangible factors
frequently were needed to decide to recommend
to invest or disinvest.
Management accountants and their planning
colleagues did not have crystal balls or captive
Merlins to provide the data required for the project work papers. Not h avi ng all th e dat a in
"hard" form did not excuse a corporation's staff
from calculating what sort of rate of return might
be expected on a given investment. Where "hard"
data were unavailable, the best available "soft"
data had to be substituted. If the "soft" data were
too suspect, then sensitivity analyses were provided in addition to a single answer to the problem.
The FASB should emulate the industry investMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1985

FASB's staff, the staff should be required to provide the Board —and eventually its constituency —
with a formal statement of the socio- economic
costs and benefits that are likely to result if the
problem is resolved in a given manner. To complete the cost- benefit statement, the staff will have
to get opinions about the effect of the proposal
from experts in the appropriate industry, government agency, trade association, or similar group.
To avoid bias, the staff will have to select its experts carefully, making certain that a wide spectrum is involved. On certain matters the staff may
have to use sensitivity techniques to provide the
Board and the constituents with a range of possible effects. In this way, the procedure, if adopted,
would assure direct and indirect users of financial
A
reporting that the Board had exercised due diligence to make certain that property rights have
not been overlooked or ignored.
Such a procedure should not prevent the Board
from progressing toward a goal of more conceptual soundness. Although some members argue that
such a procedure might stifl e all change and
freeze the status quo forever, I disagree. Change
should not occur unless the status quo is replaced
by an improvement; my industry experience
makes me comfortable that improvement will not
be blocked. In industry, sometimes it is necessary
to combine projects in order to achieve a desired
result. Although it may be economically infeasible
to replace a single machine with a new single machine, when volume is sufficient, several single
machines can be replaced economically by a complex multipurpose machine. Some may not see the
analogy pertaining to financial accounting, but if
an existing procedure were deemed inconsistent
with the Conceptual Framework, it might be acceptable to users if disclosure of the old data were
mandated at the same time as a new basic procedure were adopted.
The FASB is the best thing that has happened
in America as far as the regulation of a profession
in concerned. Still, its very good procedure can be
improved. Without some improvements, I fear
that politically motivated bureaucrats or elected
officials may find an Achilles heel and substitute
government procedures for the private- sector procedures the Board and its colleagues have striven
to achieve. I am convinced that the Board and the
FAF cannot afford repetitions of the investment
credit or successful- efforts episodes (see September installment) without government interference
of a more serious nature than greeted those two
incidents.
I sincerely want the Board to maintain and improve its unique and outstanding status.

A review of the
first 61 FASB
Statements
shows that 33
of them could
have been
Technical
Bulletins... so
many
authoritative
rules are
unnecessary.
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In the Library
The books listed in this section may be
borrowed from the NAA library.
Data Communications Techniques and
Technologies
Joel Effron, Lifetime Learning Publications, Belmont, Calif. 94002, 1985, 265
pp. —Are you a management or technology professional who is finding that
the only way of keeping up -to -date with
your job is becoming involved in data
communications? Is the terminology
confusing? Are you frustrated because
without the basics the more advanced
mat erial i s a blu r? If you answered
"yes" to these questions, Data Communications and Techniques and Technologies by Joel Effron may clear up your
confusion. This helpful reference dealing with the basics of data communications in a step -by -step manner features
illustrations with the explanations,
which makes the concepts discussed
more comprehensive to the reader. Presented in a very organized fashion, the
material b egins with the basics and
slowly moves to more advanced information. Because of the background material in the beginning of the book, one
feels comfortable with more in -depth
concepts later.
Helpful features include terminology,
glossary (in depth and cross referenced),
how to select equipment, transmitting
data, modems, alternative approaches
to data communications, how to solve
data communication problems, and how
to save money.
By the time you finish this book, you
will be an expert in data communications and can converse on the subject
with intelligence and authority.
Alison C Smith
Sex & Money: Behind the Scenes with
the Big -Time Brokers
John D. Spooner, Houghton Mifflin Co.,
Wa ys id e Ro a d , Burlin gton, Mass.
02108, 1985, 258 pp., and Money Angles Andrew Tobias, Simon & Schuster,
1230 Ave. of the Americas, New York,
N. Y. 10020, 1984, 222 pp. —Not all
business books have to be dull. These
certainly are entertaining. Perhaps it is
just a coincidence, but both authors are
70

Miriam Redrick and Stan Stec, Editors

Harvard graduates. Each author brings
subs tant ial experien ce t o ed ucat ing
readers on the pitfalls and promises of
the investment market. Written for individual investors, the books — similar in
nature —both are irreverent and full of
anecdotes and how- to -do -it suggestions.
As Mr. Tobias says:
"If hard work, high intelligence, and
years of experience help you do well in
t h e s t o ck mark et , t h en yo u are u p
against some extraordinary competition.... If hard work, high intelligence,
and years of experience don't help you
do well in the market —if, that is, the
proverbial dart- flinging monkey can do
just as well as most pros, as more than a
little evidence suggests he can —then
how you do in the market is largely a
matter of how well the mark et itself
does." [Page 162]
Here is John Spooner:
"Here i s an ex amp l e o f co mmo n
sense investing, buying shares of companies that have a lot of cash.... I have
never lost money in a company with
heavy cash, low debt, and a strong balance sheet and whose stock was selling
at a low point in its historic trading
range." [Page 185]
Neither book provides short -run investment tips. Both approach the backgro u n d o f t h e mark et in t h e "real
world," and each is a pleasure to read.
AM K
Meetings —How to Make Them Work
for You
John E. Tropman, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 135 West 50th St., New York, N. Y.
10020, 1985, 210 pp.—One of the most
time - consuming yet essential responsibilities of a professional is attending
meetings. Because of poor organization,
conflicts of interest, and many other
factors, meetings usually run longer and
accomplish less than they should. In almost every business transaction, an important decision can't be made without
group consultation, so it is apparent
that as much as they frustrate us, meetings are here to stay. What can be done
to improve this situation? Read this
book. It focuses on how to bring the
power that a meet ing bestows under

some kind of control and how to enforce some kind of organization. The
author discusses why things go wrong
and gives examples of the most common
time wasters. No new terminology or
technology is required to achieve a more
organized meeting —only basic guidelines, which are discussed at length in
the book. If they are followed, the author says, a more structured atmosphere
will result. Mr. Tropman also discusses
"how to be a chair, a member, and a
staff assistant and how to coordinate
among these roles as you move from
one t o the other during t he wo rking
day," as well as how to handle special
committee activities. This book is highly
recommended for those professionals
who want to turn those dreaded, unproductive meetings into successful decision- making sessions.
AS
The Modern Forecaster: The
Forecasting Process through
Data Analysis
Hans Levenbach and James T. Cleary,
Lifetime Learning Publications, Belmont, Calif. 94002, 1984, 537pp.—The
authors, both of whom have been associated with AT&T, have written this
volume as a textbook for a one -term
course in beginning forecasting methods. All t echn ical concep ts are explained. While several statistical techniques are described, the book's real
strength is its practical approach as to
how the various statistical techniques
can be used in real business problems.
This book is highly recommended for
those who need a quick refresher in statistics or help in business forecasting.
AMK
Executive's Guide to Online
Information Services
Ryan E. Hoover, Knowledge Industry
Publications, Inc., 701 Westchester Ave.,
White Plains, N. Y. 10604, 1984, 296
pp.— Information is a critical resource
no effective manager can do without.
The microcomputer coupled with data
communications devices can put current, up-to -date data into the hands of
the business executive within minutes.
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Mr. Hoover has written a convenient
quick - reference manual to computerized business information services. Assuming no prior knowledge on the part
of the reader, the author presents an
overview of online information and services. There is just enough detail to give
you all the facts you need without being
overwhelming. He presents the databases by type of information contained.
There are chapters on general business,
industries, companies, stock quotes,
forecasts, and bal ance s heets. Each
chapter thoroughly discusses the available online services for the subject in
easily understood terms.
One section of particular interest is
the chapter on bibliographic databases.
Titled "Li b rary Research at Your
Desk," it covers the most useful services
for doing in -depth business research.
Succinctly telling the reader what is included in each database, Mr. Hoover
covers all of the important services currently available.
The one problem with the chapter is
not the fault of the author but rather the
fault of the vendors. There is only one
database listed that gives technical accounting information. This is the Account ants' Index from th e AIC P A.
NAA members wishing to do in -depth
technical research would have to know
to use less popular services such as
NAARS, or they would have to know
which of the general business databases
gives the best accounting coverage. Mr_
Hoover d oes not discuss this in his
guide.
All in all, however, this guide is an
excellent starting point for the executive
who wishes to use a personal computer
to access some of the best research libraries in existence.
Miriam J. Redrick
The Making of the Achiever: How to
Win Distinction in Your Company
Allan Cox, Dodd, Mead & Co., 79 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016, 1985,
251 pp. —If you are looking to be an
achiever, don't miss Allan Cox's new
book. It is full of valuable information
that any executive on his way up would
find both meaningful and interesting.
Mr. Cox presents his ideas in a unique
manner which catches the reader's attention from the beginning and keeps it
until the end.

The book is divided into four main
sections— Other- Centeredness, Courageousness, Judiciousness, and Resourcefulness. Mr. Cox says these qualities
separate the achievers from the non achievers.
Each chapter begins with a brief quiz,
which is followed by an informative essay on the topic in question. It ends
with a "written action plan," which incl u des su ggest i o n s for ch an gi n g
thoughts and actions on a particular
subject. By the end of each chapter, the
reader has become aware of his weaknesses as well as his strengths. Through
this structure, the executive furthers his
knowledge about himself and learns
which areas he needs to work on. The
better an executive knows himself, the
better he will be able to perform both on
and off the job.
If you are looking for ways to improve, add thi s b ook to yo ur "mu st
read" list.
Joan Wakeling

a view toward incorporating the latest
CPA examination questions and solutions into the text. The series also provides detailed study guides and outlines
related to specific topics covered in this
examination. It should be noted that the
Board of Examiners of the AICPA has
recently issued "Revised Content Specification Outlines for the Uniform CPA
Examination (effective May, 1986)."
The revisions may affect current approaches to CPA candidate preparations as well as preparation tools, such
as Delaney & Gleim's effort, that are often employed by students in senior accounting classes.
The three volumes in this set are certainly sufficiently comprehensive to
help a CPA examination candidate enhance his /her chances of passing the
exam through diligent preparation.
Jon Schiff

The Dow - Jones -Irwin Guide to
Calculating Yields: Quick Solutions
for Investment Selection Using
Building Construction Cost Data
Computer - Generated Internal Rate
R.S Means Co., P.O. Box 800, Kings- of Return Analysis
ton, Mass. 02634, 1985, 455 pp.—Man- Lawrence R. Rosen. Dow Jones - Irwin,
agement accoun tants often have to Homewood. Ill. 60430, 1985, 386 pp.—
work with engineers and construction While many pocket calculators and all
managers to estimate construction costs personal computers allow management
for proposed or approved capital expen- accountants to calculate internal rates
diture programs. They also have to re- of return, this valuable reference work
view percentage -of- completion figures explains those fundamental concepts
for reco rd i n g peri o di c pro gres s and provides many useful tables for
amounts. This reference volume pro- shut -out calculations. The material is
vides labor and material costs for virtu- arranged so the reader can get help in
ally every component of construction analyzing rates of retu rn o n sto cks,
cost, starting with site work and con- bonds, and real estate. The author also
tinuing through concrete and masonry discusses reinvestment return. A particto mechanical and electrical functions. ularly useful feature of the book is the
The book would be helpful for new con- availability of software that runs with
struction projects as well as minor re- Lotus 1 -2 -3 or VisiCalc and helps the
modeling jobs. This volume is but one reader make some of the more complex
of many in a series of books on bidding, calculations. Financial analysts in parmechanical and electrical cost data, ticular will find this book helpful. While
square foot costs, and so forth. It's rec- the book has a strong theoretical underommended for those who have to "get pinning, its strength is its practical apto the bottom of things."
pro ach to real -world i n ves t men t
AMK
problems.
AMK
1985 Edition, CPA Examination
Review
Accounting Research Directory: The
Patrick R. Delaney and Irvin N. Gleim, Database of Accounting Literature
John Wiley & Sons, 605 Third Ave., New Lawrence D. Brown and Miklos A. VaYork, N. Y. 10158, 1985, three volumes, sarhelyi, Markus Wiener Publishing,
variously paginated —This popular se- 2901 Broadway, Suite 107, New York,
ries now appears in annual revision with N. Y. 10025, 1985, 423 pp. — "One of the
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more difficult tasks in approaching an
area of research is identifying the current state ofknowledge and locating the
relevant literature." This directory organizes accounting literature on a variety of topics such as capital budgeting,
oil and gas accounting, and business
combinations, and it includes a comprehensive alphabetical listing by author.
The one negative aspect is that while the
directory lists all articles published in
the specified journals from 1963 -1984, it
includes only six journals: Th e Accounting Review, Accounting Organization and Society, Auditing, Journals
of Accounting and Economics, Journal
of Accounting Research, and Journal of
Accounting, Auditing and Finance. It
appears that MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING is not among the select!
AMK
Start-Up Companies: Planning,
Financing and Operating the
Successful Business
Ed ited by Richard G. Harroch, Law
Journal Seminars - Press, HI 8 th A ve.,
New York, N. Y 10011, 1985, 1.000
pp. —This volume consists of 21 chapters written by experts on every phase of
starting a new company. Essentially it is
aimed at the legal or accounting professional and is not designed for a "do it
yoursel f' app roach. Chapters on income tax considerations, venture capital, securities laws, and initial public offeri ngs mak e this vo l u me a very
valuable reference work.
This is probably the most comprehensive volume available that deals with a
new venture start -up, and it is highly
recommended for professionals involved
in this area. A budding entrepreneur determined to start his or her own firm
also might find it a go od s ou rce of
ideas —at least to know what questions
to ask professional advisors and at a
much lower cost per hour.
AMK
Depreciation and Investment Credit
Manual: 1985 Edition
Martin E. Holbrook and Lawrence H.
MacCurdy, Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632, 1985, approx.
600pp.—Even if President Reagan's tax
proposals to phase out the investment
credit are enacted, there still will be a
need for a useful reference guide on all
72

property placed in service prior to the
termination of the investment credit.
Further, based on experience, ITC may
be reincarnated.
Even without the comprehensive discussion of ITC, this volume remains an
extremely useful compendium on depreciation expense, recapture, and ACRS.
Management accountants responsible
for their firms' taxes would be advised
to obtain a copy of this useful reference.
AMK

Recent Arrivals
The library receives many more books
than can be reviewed individually.
Members are welcome to request a loan
of any of the recent additions.
Balderston, Jack, Improving Office Operations: A Primer for Professionals, 279
pp., Van Nostrand Reinhold, Co., Inc.,
New York, 1985.
Berry, Leonard Eugene, Coordinating
Total Audit Coverage: Trends and Practices, 96 pp., Institute of Internal Auditors Research Foundation, Altamonte
Springs, Fla., 1984.
Brockway, George P., Economics: What
Went Wrong and Why and Some Things
to Do about It, 224 pp., Harper and
Row Publishers, New York, 1985.
Bromage, Mary C., Writing Audit Reports, 213 pp., McGraw -Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1984.
Brown, Gary D. and Donald Sefton,
Surviving with Financial Application
Packages for the Computer, 223 pp., Wiley-Interscience, New York, 1983.
Chingos, Peter T., Financial Considerations of Executive Compensation and
Retirement Plans, 236 pp., Ronald
Press, New York, 1984.
Davidson, Sidney, Clyde P. Stickney,
and Roman L. Weil, Intermediate Accounting: Concepts, Methods and Uses,
Third Edition, variously paginated, The
Dryden Press, Chicago, 1982.
Donnelley, Robert M., Guide Book to
Planning: Strategic Planning and Budgeting Basics for the Growing Firm, 130
pp., Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., Inc.,
New York, 1984.
Epstein, Paul D., Using Performance
Measurement in Local Government: A
Guide to Improving Decisions, Performance, and Accountability, 237 pp., Van
Nostrand Reinhold Co., Inc., 1984.
Fishcel, Daniel N., A Practical Guide to

Writing and Publishing Professional
Books, 289 pp., Van Nostrand Reinhold, Co., Inc., New York, 1984.
Fitzgerald, Michael N., Tax Shelter Alternatives: Measuring the Risks, 208 pp.,
Dow Jones - Irwin, Homewood, Ill.,
1985.
Friedlander, Mark P. and Gene Gurney, Handbook of Successful Franchising, Second Edition, 453 pp., Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., Inc., 1985.
Gaertner, James F. and S. Kerry Cooper, Financial Accounting: An Introduction, 542 pp., Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1985.
The Good Book Guide, The Economist,
The Good Book Guide for Business, 318
pp., Harper & Row Publishers, New
York, 1984.
Grobstein, Michael, Stephen Loeb, and
Robert. D. Neary, Auditing: A Risk
Analysis Approach, 803 pp., Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1985.
Hale, Roger H., Credit Analysis: A
Complete Guide, 301 pp., John Wiley &
Sons Inc., New York, 1983.
Iacocca, Lee, Iacocca: An Autobiography, 352 pp., Ban tam Books, New
York, 1984.
Kallberg, Jarl G., and Kenneth Parkinson, Current Asset Management: Cash,
Credit and Inventory, 347 pp., Wiley -Interscience, New York, 1984.
Kaumeyer, Richard A., How to Write
and Speak in Business, 125 pp., Van
Nostrand Reinhold Co., Inc., New
York, 1985.
Klaaspen, J., and P. Verburg, Replace=
ment Costs for Managerial Purposes, 227
pp., North Holland Publishing Co.,
Amsterdam, 1984.
Klamer, Arjo, Conversations with Economists, 265 pp., Rowman and Allenheld
Publishers, Totowa, N.J., 1983.
Kropatkin, Philip, Audit Logic: A Guide
to Successful Audits, 269 pp., Ronald
Press, New York, 1984.
Kudla, Ronald, and Thomas H, Mclnish, Corporate Spin-offs:Strategy Cash
Management in Your Business, 236 pp.,
Ronald Press, New York, 1984.
Mills, Robert B., Beyond the Sale: Credit Decisions and Customer Relations,
146 pp., Dow Jones - Irwin, Homewood,
Ill., 1985.
Ridloff, Richard, A Practical Guide to
Construction Lend ing, 218 pp., Van
Nostrand Reinhold Co., Inc., New
York, 1985.
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Institute of Certified
Management
Accountants
James Bulloch, Editor

ICMA Honors Beyer Medal Winners

The top scorers on the June 1985
CMA examination have been announced by the Institute of Certified
Management Accountants. John D.
Finley, assistant professor of Messiah
College, Grantham, Pa., won the Robert Beyer Gold Medal for achieving
the top scores on the examination.
Robert P. Warner will be presented
the Beyer Silver Medal for achieving
the second highest scores on the examination. Mr. Warner is senior accountant at Columbian Enterprises,
Inc., New York, N-Y.
William E. Shafer, audit assistant,

tion degree in accountancy
Seven Win Certificates
Certificates of Distinguished Performance were presented to seven other
candidates for the Certificate in Management Accounting. They are Ann henrie Campbell, instructor of accoun ting at Humb oldt State
University; Micah P. Frankel, assistant
manager, Frankel Furniture; Howard

business from Eastern Illinois University and an M.S. degree in management from Northwestern University in
1980. He earned the CPA designation
in Illinois in 1973.
Mrs. Houston, who won the Student
Performance Award, also won the Financial Executives Institute Outstanding Student Award in 1984 and was
named the National Scholastic Honor
Society for Students of Business outstanding senior in 1984. She was
graduated from Wright State University in Dayton summa cum laude in
June 1984. Married with two children,
Mrs. Houston has worked as a Foreign Service administrative assistant
at U.S. mis sions in Nigeria an d
Mauritius_
More than 5,800 people have been
awarded the Certificate in Management Accounting. The latest examination will be held this month, December 11 -13, at locations throughout the
country. An estimated 2,600 candidates will take one or more parts of
the examination.
For further information about the
CMA examination, or the Institute of
Certified Management Accountants,
write to: ICMA, 10 Paragon Drive,
P.O. Box 405, Montvale, N.J. 07645.

Combined CMA Q &A Book

Finley

Warner

Tyler W illingham Tu ffly & Co.,
achieved the third highest scores on
the examination, winning the Beyer
Bronze Medal.
The Beyer Gold, Silver, and Bronze
Medals are sponsored by Touche
Ross & Co. in honor of the late Robert Beyer, former managing partner of
the firm and a past national president
of NAA.
Margaret A. Houston won the Student Performance Award sponsored
by Monsanto Co. of St. Louis, Mo.
She is graduating this month from
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio,
with a master of business administra-

The ICMA has published the essay
and problem questions with unofficial
Houston
answers for the June 1981 through
June 1984 CMA examination in a sinJ. Gilles, director, corporate account- gle volume. The questions have been
ing, Pillsbury Co., and an NAA mem- sorted by the five examination parts
ber; Frank E. Latimer, manager of ac- and by subject area within each part.
counting, ARCO Metals; Stephen G. Questions relating to similar topics
Russman, fiscal management analyst, are grouped together. The examinaState of W ashington; Stephen V. tion on which the questions appeared
Senge, instructor, Kent State Univer- and its number on the examination
sity; and Douglas M. Stein, student, are found with each question.
This volume will assist accounting
Northern Illinois University.
Beyer Gold Medal winner John D. instructors in locating CMA questions
Finley has a B.S. degree in account- that would be appropriate for use in
ing, magna cum laude, from Messiah their courses. Candidates also will
College. He earned an MBA degree find the book useful because quesfrom Shippensburg Universit y of tions on similar topics will be found in
Pennsylvania in September 1983. He one place.
The volume sells for $25.00 less
passed the CPA examination in November 1980 and obtained his certifi- ICMA and NAA discounts of 10 %. For
a copy send your check to ICMA, 10
cate in October 1983,
Robert P. Warner, who won the Sil- Paragon Drive, P.O. Box 405, Mont11
ver Medal, earned a B.S. degree in vale, NJ, 07645 -0405,
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NAA Uses
Video to Keep
Members Current
`Prime time' is any time for companies that use
NAA Video Network to present professional
programs for their employees.

By Dan Hrisak
John Q. Member really wanted to attend the 7th Annual Controllers' Conference in San Francisco, but at the last
minute, he cancelled. One hour later, he
was handling a crisis in his controller's
department.
Management accountants today must
be prepared for the volatility of the business environment. They're on call. To
deal with those challenges, they must be
prepared for the financial complexities
and accelerating technologies facing today's professionals.
"Education is a life -long process."
That's a phrase often quoted by the National Association of Accountants. It's a
phrase fully supported through NAA's
professional meetings and further reinforced through NAA's Video Network.
Th an k s t o NAA's commit men t t o
education, Mr. Member could be in two
places at the same time. He resolved his
department's crisi s and attended the
conference in his office, as well as receiving continuing professional educational credits —all via the NAA Video
Network.
January 1986 will mark the beginning
of t he thi rd year o f t he NAA Vi deo
Network. Providing 40 hours of accredited continuing education annually, the
Network is being successfully used by
businesses of all sizes, including many
Dan Hrisak is NAA manager of
public relations
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of the Fortune 500 companies. Moreover, major accounting firms also are
presenting the program for their employees and clients.
Video cassettes from the Network are
produced in a joint venture between
NAA and Crockett & Associates, Inc.,
of Nash vil le. Subscribers recei ve a
monthly video program containing three
or four one -hour segments, each covering a fundamental issue or topic. In a
year, a regular viewer's professional horizons will have expanded dramatically.
"Continuing professional education
has become a normal requirement for
people who have completed graduate
and post - graduate studies," says Herbert C. Knortz, NAA's current president, and executive vice president of
ITT Corp. "In effect, continuing education extends throughout our professional careers and leaves with us the selecti o n o f t h e b es t ways to p urs u e an
ess en ti al process t o advan ce in o ur
profession."
Another benefit of the Video Network is intracompany communication.
This is often a key consideration, particularly in large companies. The Video
Network provides a means so that accountants in several divisions, with
comparable interests or problems, can
meet to discuss the specific topic covered in the Network segment. Relating
the discussion based on the tape to the
firm's overall situation can help foster
better management communication.
Don Metzger, director of general ac-

counting and reporting, Ralston Purina
Co., St. Louis, Mo., says: "Al l NAA
Video Network programs are pertinent
to the development of well- rounded
managers."
At Panhandle Eastern Corp. in Houston , Tex as , C orpo rat e Train er Fred
Haskett says, "The network is doing the
job for our people in the least painful
way to achieve individual CPE credits."
Mr. Haskett reports that the network is
shared with three geographic locations:
the Kansas City operating office, where
fo rmal mo n t h l y meet i n gs are h el d
among 20 or more executives to view
and discuss the video; six staff members
at the Houston office use the tapes on
an individual self -study basis; and tapes
finally are sent to field offices for self study use.
M cDermo t t In c. , New Orleans ,
makes tapes available to more than 75
CPAs, plus other financial and accounting staff employees. "The NAA Video
Network is being used on a wide -scale
basis by McDermott," says Senior Corporate Trainer Lynn Snyder, "but we
are continuing to monitor its performance." She reports that tapes are sent
to McDermott locations in Singapore,
Brussels, Dubai, Canada, and more
than 15 domestic U.S. locations.
The list of Fortune 500 subscribers
reveals the real value of well - educated
management accountants: Apple Computer, B.F. Goodrich, Bethlehem Steel,
Borg -Warner Chemicals, Dupont, Eli
Lilly, GTE, IBM, J.C. Penney, Johnson
& Johnson, Morgan Guaranty Trust,
Rockwell International, Monsanto,
Coca -Cola, Pillsbury, and 3M Company, to name a few.
Some firms schedule showings of the
Network two or three times a week at
lunch hour or after work. This means
that each segment will be shown at least
three times during a month so that accountants with travel or schedule commitments who cannot attend the first
showing can attend subsequent view ings. Many of the segments deal with
broad management topics. If a segment
deals, for example, with telephone costs,
then the appropriate functional areas of
the organization should be invited to
join the accounting staff.
Take 3M, for example. There, Bill
Swanson, staff controller, says participants range from cost clerks to major fi-
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Video taped for NAA Video Network in 1983 was this
Subscriber Seminar in New York City.

nancial managers in the company. He
says that more than 700 employees participated in the first six months of 1985.
According to Mr. Swanson, keys to
3M's success are: making employees
aware of the program content, scheduled dates, and locations; using correct
facilities for presentation; scheduling of
sessions; and reacting to feedback from
participants.
Norman E. Hadad, CMA, NAA's director of professional education, says,
"Praise for the quality and content of
the Video Network tapes continues to
run high, and the number of people taking advantage of the program, to maintain their CPE credits, has increased

Hudley Crockett of Crockett & Associates, Inc., interviews John Chironna, IBM, at FASB's pension
hearings.

substantially. Many subscribers are using the network as an exclusive source
of getting continuing professional education credit."
He pointed out that NAA recently inaugurated, for the benefit of members, a
new computerized Professional Education Credit Hours Summary (See
below.)
The NAA Video Network recently
expanded its coverage to include highlights of major Financial Executives Institute (FEI) Conferences. In addition
to presenting the nation's leading accounting authorities, the monthly programs cover major accounting developments ranging from FASB hearings and

pronouncements to the SEC and the full
Washington scene. Some recent programs include "FASB & SEC Quarterly
Update," "Micros as Training Tools,"
"Transfer Pricing," "Is Inventory an
Asset ? ", and "Keys to Successful Accounting Management."
Filling the increasing need that management accountants have to keep
abreast of a profession as dynamic and
fast -paced as the 20th century itself is
the objective of the Network.
"Video may never supplant the value
and necessity of written material," says
Director Hadad. "But the pace of today's business demands the use of today's most advanced technology." El

Professional Education Credit Hours Summary
John Q. Member
Reporting period: 84/07/01 through 85/06/30
John Q. Member
405 Rolling Meadow s Road
Trumbull, CT 06611

8 August 1985
Page 1
CPA Cert. No. CT 99999
CMA 11000

Course
number

Source
code

Title

Credit
hours

84/12/15
84/12/15
85/01/10
85/01 /10
85/04/02
85/04/02
85/05/12
85/05/12
85/06/12
85/06/12

VN 09 -2
VN 09 -3
VN 10 -1
VN 10 -2
VN 13 -1
VN 13 -2
VN 15 -1
VN 15 -2
VN 17 -1
VN 17 -3

Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video

FASB SEC Quarterly Update
Business Dress for Men
The 1984 Deficit Reduction Act
Controlling Telephone Costs
Is Inventory an Asset?
Controlling Travel Expense
Keys to Successful Accounting Management
Transfer Pricing
Lloyd's of London
Responsibility of Board of Directors and Audit Committee

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1,0
1,0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

&

Date of
Course

10.0
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"We
that
our people
have earned

veiop
Dennis R. Beresford
National Director of
Accounting Standards
Er ns t & Wh inny.
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So if your Company is looking for a way to develop its
accountants, recommend and support the CMA program.
It's one way of discovering people with high potential.
If you'd like to know more about the CMA program,
complete the requested information and send it to:
-

Ernst & Whinney provides audit, tax, and management consulting services to thousands of companies —
from many of the nation's leading public corporations
to small, emerging businesses.
All these clients benefit from service by professionals who are knowledgeable business people, not just
good accountants and auditors.
And as Denny Beresford knows, the CMA program
helps to develop qualified people. By attaining this
professional designation, these staff members demonstrate a strong commitment to better understanding
complex business operations and understanding and
meeting their clients' needs.

Institute of Management Accounting
Departraent D -2
10 Paragon Drive, P.O. Box 405
Montvale, W 07645 -0405
Please send me more information about the CMA program.

I
I
I

Name
Tide

Preparation for the CMA provides an excellent
Company
review of the concepts, principles, and practices that
I Address
are important in Management Accounting. Companies
like IBM, American Express, Johnson & Johnson, GTE,
City
(State)
-(-Zip)
Pillsbury, Armstrong World, United States Steel and Air I Certified Management Accountant
Products and Chemicals, Inc. are providing CMA develL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - opment programs for their Management Accountants.

CMA
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A program of the National Association of Accountants

NAA
Research
Pat Romano, Editor

NAA on Sales Forecasting Systems

This month NAA is publishing a research report
titled Sales Forecasting Systems written by Eugene A. Imhoff, Jr., Ernst & Whinney professor
of accounting at the University of Michigan.
Copies of the publication can be obtained by
filling out the coupon on page 30 and mailing it
to the Special Order Department, Following is a
summary of the book, prepared in part by the
author
What is the state of the art in sales forecasting
systems? Who is involved in forecasting in
large companies? In small companies? How
extensive is the use of microcomputers?
These were some of the questions asked
during a research project sponsored by NAA
that aims to determine the current state of the
art in sales forecasting systems. The research
was based on interviews with financial planners
in more than 30 businesses supplemented by a
mail survey of more than 100 companies.
We examined sales forecasting from several
key dimensions: personnel involved in forecasting, timing of the forecast development, forecast formulation procedures, role of historical
results, nature, and role of prospective data,
evaluation of forecast results, and the role of
microcomputers in forecasting. Some findings:
The average number of people involved in
actually setting the final s ales forecast
seemed to be approximately seven. Generally, the number of key people who actually set
the forecast tended to increase as the size of
the company, measured by annual sales,
increased.
The most common set of people who actually establish the final sales forecast number
include the CEO and vice presidents of finance and marketing.
Small companies identified the vice president
of finance as a key figure more often than
large companies.
About 77% of the companies complete the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1985

annual sales forecast process in four months
or less. Understandably, smaller companies
tended to complete the process in less time
than the larger companies.
The forecast was revised an average of
about five times with no significant differences between large and small companies,
although small firms seemed to take less
time to revise their forecasts.
The majority of all companies consider only
one or two years of history to be important in
predicting sales.
Some 77% of the companies used microcomputers, but small companies were significantly more likely to not use micros than
large companies. Hardware used in forecasting was dominated by IBM and the software
use was dominated by Lotus Development
Corp. with one software package, LOTUS 12-3. Other software programs used with
some frequency are VisiCalc and Multiplan.
The research results suggested that the degree of sophistication in a sales forecasting
system might be enhanced by:
1. A more diverse group of personnel with varied backgrounds of interest to set the sales
forecast,
2. A more complete evaluation of the relationship between historical sales data and sales
related variables pertaining to the company
and its industry,
3. A more complete evaluation of the past
trends in historical sales,
4. A comprehensive effort to identify forecasts
of lead indicators (based on 2 above) to help
reduce uncertainty about future sales,
5. A more complete analysis of variances from
forecast with the intention of aiding future
forecast procedures,
6. Greater consideration for a more systematic
combination of inputs to the sales forecast setting process.
Chapter 1 of the report identifies the objective of the study. Chapter 2 discusses the role
of a sales forecast in various business settings,
and how it may have an economic effect on the
firm. Chapter 3 explains their research design,
the participants, and the details of the survey.
Chapter 4 analyzes the research results and
the implications. Chapter 5 develops inferences
from the results, and provides some direction
concerning how various aspects of the sales
forecasting system might be improved. The appendices to the research report provide case
studies of actual sales forecasting systems in
specific business settings, and an evaluation of
the quality of these systems in the context of
the reported research results.
o
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People in the News
Promotions and New Positions
Woody P. Endsley, Austin Area, has
been promoted to division vice president of Tracor Instruments Austin,
Inc., in addition to his post as controller
of the Tracor Instruments Group.
Wade O. Griffin, Baton Rouge, has
been named corporate controller and
treasurer of Hullinghorst Group, Inc.,
and subsidiaries.
Bernard Leone, Bergen - Rockland, was
named managing partner of the Saddle
Brook office of Arthur Young & Co.
. . . Peter T. Sandham has been promoted to assistant vice president of finan ce
at
On -Line
S o ft ware
International.
Patrick T. DeLacey, Chicago, was appointed assistant controller and an offi-

ACCOUNTING MANAGERS
KNOW...
There's Alot More To
Freight Costs Than Just Freight
FOR INSTANCE, WHAT IS THE
REAL COST OF PAYING ALL
THOSE FREIGHT BILLS?
OUR FREIGHT BILL PROCESSING
SYSTEM SAVES YOU MONEY
BECAUSE IT:
• Reduces vouchers to 1 per week
• Simplifies bank reconciliation
• Eliminates billing errors
• Eliminates duplicate payments
• Eliminates overcharges
• Improves cash flow
• Eliminates payment inquiries
• Generates all necessary reports
• Pays for itself - and more
MAKE A/P AN INCOME PRODUCER
C O N T A C T US TODAYI

FJ

CONTROLLING
SH/PMENT8
CONTROLUNG
COSTS

Randolph L. Tobey, Sr. V.Y.
(101) 516 -8700
Circle number 16 on reply card.
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G. Marc Neas, South Birmingham, was
named a partn er fo r Ern st & Whinney. . ..Annette Moody has been promoted to executive assistant to the vice
president— finance at Blue Cross /Blue
Shield.

cer of The Kemper Life Insurance Companies, , .. Robert Robison was elected
tax partner in the Chicago office of
Coopers & Lybrand.
Robert F. Doviak, II, Dallas, has been
named vice president of Southwest Securities, a regional brokerage firm.

Paul C. Simons, St. Louis, was elected
vice president and corporate controller
of Spartech Corp.

Frank E. Jaumot, Dayton, has been
named manager of the Melbourne, Fla.
office of Deloitte Haskins & Sells.

James M. Wade, Tulsa, is now manager
of tax compliance – western hemisphere
division with Hilti, Inc.

William L. Stulginsky, Delaware County Pennsylvania, is now partner at Coopers & Lybrand.
Donna Niewola, Fall River -New Bedford, past president, has been promoted
to controller at Aerovox Corp.... Gertrude Southworth is the new controller
at the Swain School of Design.
Joseph A. Grizzle, Jr., Joplin Tri- State,
has been promoted to general manager
and vi ce p res i d en t o f M i d wes t ern
Machinery.
Ann Marie Shuey, Lancaster, has been
promoted to controller at Hersheypark
& Arena.
Edward Baker, Massachusetts Route
128, past president and national vice
president, is now director of finance and
administration for Benjamin Thompson
and Associates.
Edward Caito, New Hampshire, has
been elected president and chief executive officer of First NH Mortgage Corp.
. . . Richard Pollock was named the
Manchester Transit Authority's general
manager.
Dominic J. Mancini, Pittsburgh, has
been promoted to director— information systems planning, at Consolidated
Natural Gas Service Co.. , . Kenneth
Thomas was promoted to vice president
and controller of Levinson Steel Co.
Sal M. Cutrona, Reading, has been
named a partner, Arthur Andersen &
Co.

Charles S. Lunden, Valley Forge, is now
vice president— finance at Provident Indemnity Life Insurance Co. . . . Matthew Melone is now con troll er at
Kravco, Inc.

Emeritus Life Associates (ELAs)
Helen A. Abbot, Mobile.
Chester V. Althouse, Minneapolis
Northstar.
Ward R. Anderson, Oakland -East Bay
James Black, Olean- Bradford Area.
Athol S. Carrington, Member -at- Large,
Australia.
Russell T. Dethlefsen, Dallas.
W. L. Dickerhoof, Pinellas Suncoast,
past president.
Edmund G. Donivan, Olean - Bradford
Area.
G. W. Hauk, Hartford.
Roberta H. Houdek, Indianapolis.
Matthew W. Jamieson, Detroit.
Kevin P. Johnson, Peor ia, past
president,
Gardner M. Jones, Lansing- Jackson,
past national director, 1971 -73.
Lawrence L. Kenbeek, Kalamazoo.
Joseph B. Lambert, Central Illinois.
Frank J. La Corte, Morristown- Essex.
George M. Livingston, Southern Maine.
Jerre E. Maddox, Birmingham - Vulcan,
past president.
Nat L. Maggio, Tampa Bay.
Frank I. McGlone, Wabash Valley.
Con C. Mills, New Orleans, past
president.
Vernon L. Neumeyer, Waukesha Area.
Horace E. Nichols, Jr., New York.
Dominic F. Pagano, Alameda County
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South, past president.
George A. Renier, Lake Superior, past
president.
Lester P. Riddle, Sangamon Valley,
past president.
William G. Roecker, Louisville.
Carlos Roig, Miami.
William J. Russell, Jr., past national director, 1975 -77.
Phyllis A. Rutkowski, Battle Creek.
S. Gilbert Sourbeer, Harrisburg Area,
past president.
John B. Thompson, Chattanooga, past
president.
Joseph J. Walsh, St. Louis.
Nicholas R. Wasson, Los Angeles.
Vernon R. White, Western Montana.
Norton C. Willcox, Niagara.

M Memoriam
Henry M. Russell (1915 -85)
Henry M. Russell, 70, Brooklyn- Queens;
Shreveport past president, SCMS. ELA.
Mr. Russell was an area manager on the
NAA staff from November 18, 1957,
until his retirement in 1981. He joined
the Association in 1937. Prior to joining
the NAA staff, Mr. Russell was works
accountant at the Lone Star Steel Co.,
controller at Wallace Aviation Co., and
assistant controller at Porter -Cable Machine Tool Co. In World War II, h e
served in the U.S. Army as Captain,
Field Artillery. He is survived by his
wife, Ruth Ann, and daughter, Dr. Virginia Russell.
Frank Alvarez, 81, Miami, 1963.
T. S. Armstrong, 67, South Bay, Ramon
Berges, 52, Member -at- Large, USA,
1966.
Donald J. Bevis, 75, San Diego, 1949.
Emeritus Life Associate (ELA).
Frank E. Calabrese, 54, Bergen -Rockland, 1960.
Robert M. Coats, 67, South Birmingham, 1969.
Martha E. Drum, 48, Battle Creek.
Donald C. Feistner, 51, St. Paul, 1979.
John C. Felix, 76, San Diego, past presiden t, 1949. ELA. Stu art Camero n
McLeod Society(SCMS).
Marshall H. Ferrell, 71, Muskegon,
1954.
C. C. Godfrey, 83, Indianapolis, 1947.
Evelyn C. Greer, 75, Tucson, past president, 1961. ELA.

Russell E. Hiner, 79, Indianapolis,
1947. ELA.
Richard L. Hines, 61, Member -atLarge, USA, 1968.
B.H. Holmes, 87, Indianapolis, 1927.
ELA.
F. Ibarguengoitia, 38, San Antonio,
1982.
D. M. Kehoe, 50, North Dallas, 1962.
Walter Koczot, 58, Lehigh Valley, 1960.
ELA.
Paul E. Kruse, 67, Fort Wayne, 1958.
ELA.
Larry E. Leerhoff, 42, Rockford, 1975.
David Mack, 55, Greater San Gabriel
Valley, 1967.
John H. Neth, 89, Dayton, past president, 1931. ELA. SCMS.
George E. Parker, 67, Bergen -Rockland, past president, 1957. ELA. SCMS.
Lionel Plon, 62, Philadelphia, 1977.
R.E. Robinson, 69, Chicago, 1945.
ELA.
John W. Ross, 90, Indianapolis, 1939.
Thomas L. Taggart, 72, West Los Angeles, past president, 1953. ELA. SCMS.
Eric L. Thurston, Jr., 40, Baton Rouge,
1972.
John C. Toelke, 46, Cincinnati, 1978.

_*,OPEN
LINE
OF CREDIT
$5 ,0 00 to $2 5 , 00 0 b y ma il o n

just you r s ign atu re!
W e are very experienc ed in helping executives and professionals borrow money. SOyou
can depend on totally confidential service by
mail with an established, respected bank
Use the money for any purpose The brief,
simple arrangements take jus t a fe w days
Rates are competitive, and we have no pre•
payment penalties.
Send the form belo w or call We make it
quick and easy

16.S10fpO
—
M l
bank and trust company
Call 316 -662 -0561

MA

One Polari s Plaza ! Hutc rnnson Kansas
Mr. A.J. wafters
Hutchinson National Bank and Trust Company
P.O. Box 1488, Hutchinson, Kansas 67504-14W

I WOULD LIKE $ __
Name _
Address
City

—

Zip

—

State

Pho ne —
MN 1 Ci15
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TIR'AILWLAWTER'
• ABBOTT LABORATORIES
• AETNA LIFE INSURANCE
• AVCO
• CARRIER CORPORATION
• CLAIROL
• GENERAL ELECTRIC

• GENERAL FOODS
• MARINE MIDLAND BANK
• MEMOREX
• MERRELL DOW PHARMACEUTICALS
• NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
• RCA RECORDS

TRAVELMASTER is helping FORTUNE 1000 companies
worldwide manage their travel dollars more effectively.
TRAVELMASTER is the most complete travel
accounting and travel expense management software
system available.
For more information, or a FREE demonstration of
TRAVELMASTER contact us:

18 Pelham Road
Salem, New Hampshire 03079
(603) 893 -8964
Circle numb er 1 2 on rep ly c ard.

New Products /Services
GTC Technologies has introduced an
advanced laser printer — BLASER. The
printer's most noteworthy benefits include IBM PC compatibility and its serial and parallel multi -port system. A
maximum of five individual host computers can be connect ed to s imultaneously generate text and graphics from
BLASER. It is able to print eight font
families in 128 styles, to automatically
boldface, compress, expand, reduce or
rotate typefaces, and to print super and
subscripts. The printer reaches a speed
of eight pages per minute and operates
silently. For further information, contact Albert Barrios, Inglewood, Calif. at
(213) 673 -8422.
Computer programmer and author Peter Norton has introduced The Norton
Utilities, a set of 20 computer programs
on a single diskette. The main program
contains the UnErase facility, as well as
other features that allow PC users access to the contents of their data disks.
The UnErase feature allows users to call
up files which previously were erased
from a disk. The Norton Utilities provide three main services to the user:
data recovery; file management —with a
series of programs called "the hard disk
helpers "; and data security —with a set
of programs that wipe out excess copies
of confidential files. The Norton Utilities includes on- screen instructions, tips,
and updates of improvements in the system. The programs work with all IBM
and IBM - compatible PCs, including the
AT series and the new TopView program system. For further information,
contact the company in Santa Monica,
Calif., at (213) 399 -3948.
The Assured Benefits Fund has been developed in response to the need for corporations to establish a funding mechani s m whi ch can b e u sed to pay fo r
health care and other coverage which
companies have promised their retirees.
This new product has been developed
by Phifer Johnston Associates, Inc.,
specialists in employee benefit planning
and compensation, in conjunction with
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co.
The Assured Benefits Fund allows these
80

Donna Marks, Editor

corporations to create a fund on a tax favored basis. After eight years, the
fund will provide sufficient cash to pay
the post- employment benefits that the
corporation has promised its retirees.
For fu ther informat ion , con tact t he
company in Denver, Colo., at (303) 3377120, or 1 -800- 752 -7527.

international scene, particularly with regard to flexible manufacturing systems,
artificial intelligence, material handling
equipment, and CAD /CAM. Readers
desiring a sample copy or subscription
in fo rmati on may wri te t o P .O. Box
1663, Gran d Cen t ral S t at i on , New
York, N.Y. 10163.

Arthur Young & Co. has introduced
Decision Master, a government software program designed to give public finance officials a p icture of the far reaching implications of their decisions.
The software reportedly encompasses
all aspects of financial control and decision making at both the agency level
and in operating departments. Decision
Master facilitates the real -time update
of files —all transactions entered will
automatically update all appropriate
ledgers. The system has been designed
to meet current and pending appropriate government regulations and is compatible with all IBM mini- and mainfr a me c o mp u t er s . Ar t h u r Y o u n g
provides the education assistance, technical support, project planning, and
control needed to maintain the software. For further information, contact
Bruce Joplin in Sacramento, Calif., at
(916) 443 -6756.

A microcomputer s oftware pack age
that will model and perform most calculations needed by life insurance companies to estimate their federal income tax
is n ow avai lab le from Price Waterhouse. The spreadsheet will do "what
if" calculations needed by stock and
mut ual l ife i ns urance companies to
comp let e IR S form 1120L in accordance with the new tax law. The program incorporate Lotus 1 -2 -3 and requires 256K memory. It runs on IBM
and IBM - compatible micros. The software performs the calculations necessary to determine marginal tax rates, alternative tax, company /policyholder
share, and demonstrates the impact of
different investment strategies on federal tax to be paid. For further information, contact any Price Waterhouse office or the Price Waterhouse Insurance
Group, One Indiana Square, Suite 2900,
Indianapolis, Ind. 46204.

Accounting firms with multiple office
locations can exercise lease renewal options and simplify day -to -day lease administration with the LeaseTrac software p ackage from IP OA, Inc. The
software provides a wide range of report
capabilities that allow firms to monitor
the status of facility leases. The user enters the required lease information one
time, enabling the LeaseTrac system to
continuously track and report on key
dates and events spelled out in each
lease. LeaseTrac is designed for use with

Advertisers' Index

the IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatibles.
For further information, contact the
company in Calabasas, Calif., at (818)
884 -2159.
North Holland Publishing Co. has introduced a new magazine, Robotics.The
magazine wil l carry arti cles dealing
with the applications of robotics on the
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Because they did their homework. They
talked to our customers and found out that for
over 12 years, hundreds of Fortune 1000
companies have had exceptional results from
Financial software systems by Data Design.
They discovered what nationally recognized
software surveys confirm year after year: that
Data Design has an unsurpassed record of user
satisfaction.
They learned they can expect fast, trouble -free
implementation with our systems.
They were told that our systems are
exceptionally flexible and easy to use.
They found out about our reputation for indepth training and responsive, knowledgeable
support.
They learned that Data Design places only
management level people in customer service
positions. People who average over 10 years
experience�—not�trainees.
And more.
So, if you're in the process of doing your
homework on mainframe financial software, call
today for our complete customer list, and you
too can hear why companies like Alcoa, Amdahl
Corporation, Burger King, Estee Lauder, May
Company Department Stores, Pillsbury,
Sherwin Williams Company. Bankers Trust

Company, Central Soya Company, Chicago
Tribune, CIGNA Corporation, Federal Express,
Litton, Midland Ross, Owens Corning
Fiberglas, Perini Corporation, Royal Business
Machines, G.D. Searle and Company, Security
Pacific National Bank, Warner - Lambert
Company, Zayre Corporation, Wisconsin
Power & Light and hundreds of others decided
on Data Design over other vendors.
And find out why 68% of our customers, who
previously had other vendor's systems in place,
'
have now decided to use systems by Data Design.
To learn more about the best financial
'
software available, call toll-free 800.556 -5511
or complete and mail the coupon today.
'

.

DATA DESIGN
AESOC� ATES

E rcellence in Financial Software.
1279Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
New York Metropolitan Area (203) 661 -5668
Chicago Metropolitan Area (312) 310 -0450
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Financial Software by Data Design. Simply the hea .
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GENERAL LEDGER
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FIXED ASSETS
CAPITAL PROJFX,;T
MANAGEMENT

'

Please send me additional information on:
DGeneral Udger
[AFixed Assets
OAccounts Payable
� Capital�Project�Management
My need is: Immediate FIShort Term I ILong Term
0 am interested in attending a free seminar_

'

Name
Title

'

Company
A d d re s s _ _

'

city.$ate,zip
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On hiring: "No one can be right all of the time, but it helps to be right most of the time."
Robert Half on Hiring by Robert Half (Crown)

Don't
ttle
for
se

second]best.
Using a specialist will increase your success in hiring
accounting, financial and edp personnel —and using
Robert Half, the most experienced personnel specialist,
will increase your chance of success even more. Here's
why:

• You'll be getting highly personalized service from
professionals who understand your financial and
edp needs.
• You won't waste time with unqualified candidates.
(We'd prefer not to fill the job, rather than refer
someone who doesn't fit.)
• You'll have the advantage of the resources of the largest
organization in the financial and data processing
personnel field, with offices on three continents.
• You pay nothing unless we fill the job. And, we back
each and every placement with a liberal guarantee.
Next time you're looking for an accountant, financial
or edp professional, call your nearest Robert Half office.
You'll be glad you did.

ROBERT
NALF0

©

accounting, financial and edp
personnel specialists.

O 1985 Robert Half Imernakx al Inc. All offices independently owned and operated.
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